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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to design a high-quality medial representa-
tion for geometric shapes. A medial representation describes a geo-
metric shape using a set of points/primitives in the "middle" of the
object. Like for any other shape representation, it is desired that both
the connectivity and the geometry of the shape is faithfully captured.
Additionally, it is important that two similar shapes have similar rep-
resentations, a requirement which is especially difficult to fulfill for
medial representations. The definition and computation of a medial
representation with all these properties is considered an unsolved
problem.

This thesis introduces a structure called scale axis transform. The core
idea behind the scale axis is to use a simple scaling construction of
balls to detect the geometrically significant features of the shape.
This classification combined with the medial axis transform gives
a medial representation that exhibits all the desired properties de-
scribed above. The scale axis provides not only one, but a whole
series of meaningful shape descriptions that capture the most signif-
icant geometric features of a shape.

We present the mathematical definition of the scale axis transform
and a framework to study its properties in general high-dimensional
setting. Using this framework, we prove topological properties of
the scale axis transform.

We use these concepts in the discrete 2D and 3D settings to compute
high-quality medial representations. Our algorithms can efficiently
process large complex shapes and automatically generate high qual-
ity medial representations for all common input data formats. We
demonstrate the practicality of our method with hundreds of 2D and
3D examples.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist eine gute Definition einer medialen
Repräsentation für geometrische Daten, d.h. die Beschreibung eines
geometrischen Objekts durch eine Menge von Primitiven/Punkten,
die "in der Mitte" des Objekts liegen. Wie für alle geometrischen
Repräsentationen, es ist es erwünscht, dass diese Beschreibung die
Geometrie und auch die Topologie des Objekts gut repräsentiert.
Ausserdem sollen zwei ähnliche Objekte auch ähnliche mediale
Repräsenationen haben. Viele der bekannten medialen Repräsenta-
tionen erfüllen diese letzte Anforderung nicht. Die Definition und
Berechnung einer medialen Repräsentation, die alle drei Eigen-
schaften erfüllt ist ein zur Zeit noch ungelöstes Problem.

Diese Dissertation führt eine neue geometrische Struktur ein, die
scale axis transform genannt wird. Die Kernidee hinter der scale axis
transform ist, durch eine einfache Skalierung einer Menge von Bällen,
die geometrisch dominanten Teile eines geometrischen Objekts zu
identifizieren. Diese Klassifikation, kombiniert mit der bekannten
medial axis transform, ergibt eine mediale Repräsentation, die alle drei
obigen Anforderungen erfüllt. Dadurch, dass die scale axis transform
eine skalenadaptive Klassifizierung der Teile des Objekts erlaubt, er-
möglicht sie nicht nur eine, sondern eine ganze Reihe von Beschrei-
bungen des Objekts, auf verschiedenen Abstraktionniveaus.

Wir präsentieren die mathematische Definition der scale axis trans-
form und ein Framework, um ihre Eigenschaften in grosser Allge-
meinheit zu studieren. In dem Framework beweisen wir, dass die
scale axis transform genau die gleiche Topologie wie das Objekt hat,
wenn das geforderte Abstraktionsniveau nicht zu hoch ist.

Basierend auf diesen abstrakten, geometrischen Ideen entwickeln
wir Algorithmen, die für 2D und 3D Daten eine hochwertige medi-
ale Repräsentation berechnen. Unsere Methode kann komplexe und
grosse Datenmengen effizient verarbeiten und akzeptiert alle ver-
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breiteten geometrischen Objektbeschreibungen als Eingabe. Anhand
mehrerer hundert Beispiele zeigen wir die praktische Relevanz un-
serer neuen medialen Repräsentation.
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction

This thesis introduces a new geometric shape representation. The
term geometric shape representation refers to a method to describe a
geometric shape in a form that is suitable for computers. These rep-
resentations are designed to support tasks computers perform on
this geometric information, e.g. displaying it on a screen, deforming
shapes to generate animations, simulating physical processes, deter-
mining similarity between several shapes, etc.

Therefore, shape representations are at the core of computer graph-
ics, robotics, computer vision, computational geometry and every
field that deals with geometric information.

The main contribution of this work is a new shape representation
called scale axis representation. This technique belongs to the class of
shape representations called medial representations, which will be
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1 Introduction

presented in detail later in this chapter. The focus of this work is two-
fold:

• a mathematical definition of the new structure together with
proofs of its properties in the general setting of n-dimensional
Euclidean space

• algorithms and software to generate such representation for
real-life 2D and 3D data

The scale axis representation is designed primarily for shape anal-
ysis tasks including shape simplification, abstraction, segmentation,
etc. It pushes the state-of-the art in medial representations by provid-
ing a practical high-quality medial representation: it captures precise
geometric information linked with accurate topological properties of
the input shape. Additionally, our representation inherently identi-
fies the geometrically dominant features of the shape. This yields a
whole series of descriptions of the shape at different abstraction lev-
els. Previous medial representations could not provide such combi-
nation of geometric and topological precision while being robust to
surface noise and shape perturbations.

Based on our mathematical structures, we design practical algo-
rithms and software to compute high quality medial representations
for both 2D and 3D geometries. Designing such algorithms has been
an open problem, especially for 3D data (see details in Section 1.3).

1.1 What are medial representations?

There are a multitude of shape representations and they can be
grouped in three main classes: explicit shape representations, im-
plicit representations, and medial representations (see Figure 1.1).
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1.1 What are medial representations?

In this work a shape refers to a geometric entity that has a non-zero
volume – intuitively, one can think of a mathematical representa-
tion of any object that we encounter in real life. These shapes have
a clearly defined boundary and inside-outside classification associ-
ated with them. For example, a disk is a planar shape, its boundary
is the corresponding circle; a torus as a planar shape has to have a
non-zero thickness associated to it – and has two boundary compo-
nents: two concentric boundary circles. A segment or circle with zero
area/volume is not considered a shape in this setting.

Explicit representations. The most popular shape representation
in computer graphics is the polygonal mesh [BKP+10]. A set of (pos-
sibly connected) polygons are used to describe the boundary of a ge-
ometric shape. This representation belongs to the class of explicit
shape representation, in fact any representation that uses some ge-
ometric primitives to describe explicitly the boundary of a shape is
part of this class. Often higher order Bezier, spline, or NURBS patches
are used in engineering applications because they capture precisely
smooth surfaces. For animations a very popular choice are the sub-
division surfaces, which combine the simplicity of meshes with the
precision and smoothness of higher order primitives. Note that all
these variants describe the boundary of the shape with a set of prim-
itives, therefore they have efficient and direct access to the boundary
information. For a more detailed overview of explicit representations
see Chapter 2 of [BKP+10].

Explicit representations are very well suited for efficient rendering
on current display technologies. Similarly, local surface manipula-
tions can be efficiently performed in this representation. On the other
hand, they do not provide direct access to the interior/volume of
the shape and the extraction of high-level global information of the
shape is challenging. Therefore, high level operations like shape ab-
straction are not directly supported by these representations. Addi-
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: A shape in gray. An explicit representations describes the
boundary (top right), an implicit representation describes the shape as the
sub-level set of a function (bottom right), and a medial representation de-
scribes the shape using points in the middle of the shape.
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1.1 What are medial representations?

tionally, connectivity changes in the shape have to be specially han-
dled by explicit representations, which often can lead to complicated
algorithms in dynamic settings where many topology changes hap-
pen to the shape.

Implicit representations. Implicit representations concentrate on
the interior/exterior information of the shape instead of directly de-
scribing the boundary. Typically, an implicit representation stores in
some form a function that is defined over the embedding space. The
function value at a point directly indicates if this point lies in the in-
terior, exterior, or boundary of the shape. Often this function returns
the signed distance to the boundary of the shape (see Figure 1.1).
These representations do not store geometric primitives explicitly. In
order to access the shape boundary, a levelset of this function is ex-
tracted.

This representation has the advantage that topology changes of the
shape can be very easily handled. For example, in a fluid simulation
an implicit representation can be used to track where fluid is located
at a time point. During the simulation, the water drops flying and
falling around give rise to connectivity changes of the regions where
the fluid is located. Such changes are easily handled by the func-
tion values of the implicit representation. In contrast, explicit repre-
sentations need complex operations to maintain the corresponding
boundary primitives and their connectivity. On the other hand ren-
dering implicit surfaces is less efficient and in most cases is done by
converting to a polygonal mesh representation which is rendered as
an explicit surface. A detailed overview of conversion algorithms be-
tween implicit and explicit representations see the end of Chapter 2
of [BKP+10].

Medial representations. This class can be considered a combi-
nation of the explicit and implicit representations. Medial represen-
tations store explicitly a set of points or primitives, but not on the
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1 Introduction

boundary of the shape, but usually in the "middle" of the shape. The
term "middle" typically means locations that are equidistant from
certain surface features. The medial points can be augmented with
distance information to the closest boundary features in order to cap-
ture the complete geometry of the shape.

Medial representations therefore give an explicit access to the in-
terior of the shape through the medial primitives. The additional
distance information implicitly captures the interior/exterior infor-
mation of the shape. One strength of medial representations is that
they generate intrinsic space coordinates/parametrization for every
part of the shape. Another special characteristic is that they describe
the shape using a mixture of local and global properties. Usually a
point/primitive in the medial representation corresponds to two or
more features on the surface which are possibly on different parts of
the boundary.

In the following we go into details how these and other properties of
medial representations are used in different applications.

6



1.2 Uses of medial representations

Figure 1.2: The medial axis is the set of all points with at least two closest
boundary points. 2D and 3D examples.

1.2 Uses of medial representations

Let us first introduce two central concepts which most of the me-
dial representations are built on: the medial axis and the Voronoi di-
agram.

The first one, the medial axis, was introduced by Blum [Blu67] and
is defined as the set of points of the shape with at least two closest
points on the boundary of the shape (see Figure 1.2). An alternative,
more visual description of the medial axis is the so-called grassfire
construction. Consider the shape as a filled grass-field, where the
complete boundary is set on fire at exactly the same time instance.
Now the fire propagates with uniform speed towards the interior of
the shape. The medial axis is composed of the locations in the grass-
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.3: Voronoi diagram can be considered the discrete case of the
medial axis.

field where two or more burning fronts originating from boundaries
meet. The medial axis points paired together with corresponding dis-
tance to the shape boundary are called the medial axis transform. See
formal mathematical definitions in Section 3.3.1.

Another important structure in computational geometry, the Voronoi
diagram, can be considered a special case of the medial axis. Given a
finite set of points P, the Voronoi diagram partitions the space into
cells, one cell for every input point. The cell Cp of point p ∈ P, con-
tains all points in the space that have p as the closest point among
the input points. (see Figure 1.3). Therefore the cells are separated by
those locations which are equidistant to at least two points in P. This
means that practically the Voronoi cells are separated exactly by the
medial axis of the shape whose boundary is P, one can consider the
Voronoi diagram the medial axis of a finite set of points.

8



1.2 Uses of medial representations

Most medial representations are based on the medial axis, and often
the computation methods use algorithms centered around Voronoi
constructions. These structures capture the "interesting points" of
the distance function to the shape boundary or a set of points. This
fundamental geometric information is very useful in many scientific
fields involving spatial information.

In the following we present a variety of applications where medial
representations are used to solve geometric problems. The rest of this
thesis does not build directly on the information presented below, so
the reader interested only in the technical details of medial represen-
tations can skip to Section 1.3.

Geography and astronomy. To answer the question of how galax-
ies have been formed and how they evolve, a geometric approach –
first used by Descartes – uses the Voronoi diagram and the medial
axis. In this approach one considers the universe as a large space
filled with gaseous medium. The gaseous mass evolves based on
gravity forces: higher density regions attract more matter, while the
lower density locations can be considered sources of material. As
time evolves the lower density regions become basically voids. Since
gravitational forces depend on distances, structures similar to the
medial axis and Voronoi diagram of such low density regions model
the paths along which matter flows. Icke and van de Weygaert [vI89]
aim to "trace the locus of points towards which matter streams out of
voids", therefore they build a dynamic model based on "the skeleton
of the cosmic large scale mass distribution" (see Figure 1.4).

On a much smaller scale, in topography, one is interested in char-
acterizing surfaces that model a geographic area on the surface of
our planet. These surfaces can be described using height maps,
i.e. a function assigning a height for two spatial coordinates (x, y).
Characterizing such surfaces usually means computing local and re-
gional features. The singularities of the gradient of the height func-
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1 Introduction
11 From the Infinitely Large to the Infinitely Small 329

Fig. 11.1 (Adapted from (Weygaert, 2001, Fig. 3), with permission from R. van de Weygaert.)
Example of galactical systems formation approaching the 3D MA of the original voids. Simula-
tion for a cubic volume delineating a cosmic framework for which about 32,000 galaxies have
aggregated

arrangements of solar system bodies—i.e., the sun, earth, moon, and so on—and
their surroundings.

11.3 Geography: Topography, Cartography, Networks

In topography one is interested in characterizing the shape of a surface modeling a
geographic area, usually much smaller than the earth, and such that the earth cur-
vature plays no significant role. Then, the surface can be studied as a Monge patch,
a height function of two spatial variables (x,y). Typically, one characterizes such
a surface via local and regional features. Local features can be, for example, the
singularities of the gradient of the height function: minima (pits or sinks), saddles
(passes or relays), and maxima (tops or peaks). This classification by peaks, relays
and sinks is the classical “hills and dales” representation of (Cayley, 1859) and
(Maxwell, 1870) to characterize the topography of a surface by following where
water tends to flow if dropped on the surface. Regional features include the surface
lines linking extrema, such as ridges along crest lines, valley lines, and boundaries
defined by watershed areas (McAllister and Snoeyink, 1999).

The connective structure of boundaries of watershed regions is discussed in
(Nackman, 1984). For a recent survey and contribution on such concepts, see the
work of Koenderink and van Doorn on the structure of relief (Koenderink and van
Doorn, 1998). The watersheds can be constructed by a “flooding” growth simu-
lating a non-necessarily Euclidean propagation from source generators constrained
by the surface topography (Vincent and Soille, 1991; Meyer and Maragos, 1999).
These “sources” are usually taken as minima of the intensity function. The flood-
ing concept is similar to the original “grassfire” idea of (Blum, 1967): where fronts
of “liquid” from different minima first meet, start tracing a “dam” which we can
interpret as an MA sheet. The ribs of the final dams when the entire topography is
flooded trace ridges; applying the same process on the inverted image traces valley
lines.

Figure 1.4: Evolution of galaxies modeled based on the Voronoi diagram.
Image adapted from [FBW03].

tions correspond to local features like peaks (maxima), sinks (minima)
and passes (saddles). Certain curves linking these points, e.g. ridges
along crest lines, valley lines, and boundaries defined by watershed
areas give rise to regional features of the geography. Medial axis struc-
tures are often useful for identifying the watershed regions, which
are defined based on a flooding concept similar to the grassfire idea
of the medial axis, often with a metric different than the Euclidean
one. This commonly involves the simulation of non-Euclidean flood-
ing processes [MM99].

In cartography, the 2D medial axis is used to extract roads, rivers and
other elongated structures from aerial or satellite images to help the
automatic production of maps [AJL96].

Another topic in cartography is "map generalization" which means
the production of multiscale versions of maps by simplification of
contours, objects, features. Matuk et al. [MGL06] use an iterative re-
traction process on the medial axis to simplify branches and conse-
quently smooth out the associated boundaries.

Cartograms, are conventional maps deformed to represent statisti-
cal information on demographics, epidemiology, agriculture, or eco-
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1.2 Uses of medial representations

Figure 1.5: Cartograms generated with the medial axis based method of
[KPN05]. The areas of every state are distorted to be proportional to the
population size.

nomics such that the original geometric shape of the still map can
be recognized (see Figure 1.5). Keim et al. [KPN05] exploit the prop-
erty of the medial axis that it gives an inherent parametrization of the
shape to generate such special maps automatically. The medial axis
gives an inherent parametrization of the interior of the shape. Using
this information the map can be deformed such that it is still recog-
nizable in shape but the areas of every geographical region represent
the data associated them.

In wireless sensor networks an important problem is to plan the routing
for sensor nodes in a geometric space. Nodes that are geometrically
close can communicate directly. Two distant nodes can reach each
other only by passing messages through intermediary nodes. The
planning of such routing paths can be challenging in a network with
many messages that have to be routed on a large area with many ob-
stacles of complex shapes. Bruck et al. [BGJ05] use the medial axis to
optimize such communication paths. The medial axis gives a refer-
ence path spanning the whole space, and particular communication
paths are computed as parallel to these medial axis paths to balance
the load.

11



1 Introduction

Architecture. According to Le Corbusier, one way to look at archi-
tecture is "based on axes" [Cor27]. Axes mean in this context regions
along walls, corridors, lighting, and the spatial layout of other design
elements. These axes help the observer to extract relevant spatial in-
formation and are important in wayfinding in a building. The com-
plexity of a building can be evaluated through the complexity of the
axial system. Werner et al. [WL03] use evaluation criteria like linear-
ity (how straight a path is), connectivity, and consistency (e.g. when
moving from floor to floor). Applying 2D medial axes to floorplans
and profiles offers the possibility to capture such axes and has been
used to trace symmetric outlines and analyze how various elements
are interconnected.

Archeology. An interesting practical geometric question is the au-
tomatic re-assembly the archeological artifacts from their fragments.
In this problem the global high-level geometric features of the shape
fragments help in finding the global alignment, while the regional or
more local information permit fine-tuned matching between pairs.
Leymarie et al. [LKG04] use the 3D medial axis for identifying and
finding a fine description of surface breaks and the boundary fracture
curves. For flat and small pieces already the 2D medial axis is useful
to support graph alignment and for the fine adjustment of matching
pairs.

Visual arts. The Ryoanji garden in Japan was built in the 15th cen-
tury and features a famous rock garden which is most enjoyable and
relaxing to view from the entrance of the nearby temple. For cen-
turies, the location of this special viewing point is passed along from
generation to generation, but no specific explanation has been found
why this location is so special. Recently van Tonder et al. [VLE02]
modeled the free space between the rocks using the medial axis. They
discovered that the traditional preferred viewing point is located on
a main branch of the medial axis of the free space (see Figure 1.6).

12



1.2 Uses of medial representations

Figure 1.6: On the left a foto of the Ryoanji rock garden. Modeling of
a Japanese rock garden using medial representations by [VLE02]. The red
square denotes the main hall of the temple. This traditionally preferred view-
ing point of the garden lies on the most dominant skeletal branch.

This medial axis has the special structure, of a branching tree that
is often observed in nature: a dichotomously branched tree, whose
branch lengths decrease monotonically from the trunk towards the
tertiary branches. This work lead to a method to explore several sim-
ilar Japanese rock gardens and even counter-parts from various other
locations from around the world [vTL05] and motivated new recon-
struction attempts of garden layouts using old illustrations of de-
stroyed Japanese gardens.

While the 2D medial axis is useful for studying the horizontal struc-
ture of a garden, the 3D medial axis is often used to help model the
plants’ structure, themselves. Shlyakhter et al. [SRDT01] use images
of actual trees and flowers to generate a 3D model representing the
tree including its branches. From the visual hull of several images
a 3D volume is constructed. Then a medial axis computed from the
Voronoi diagram of a set of surface samples assists the generation of
the main trunk and the branches of the tree. Finally, this skeleton is
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Fig. 11.6 A biomimetic sculpture using the 3D MA (with permission from Brower Hatcher and
Karl Aspelund of Mid-Ocean Studio, Providence, RI, USA). A toy bear was laser scanned at coarse
resolution to get a 3D solid rendering. The resulting wire-mesh was used as a source of propagation
in 3D, where self-intersections are automatically detected and avoided using the 3D MA (Hatcher
et al., 2005)

(a) (b)

Fig. 11.7 (Adapted from (Lazarus and Verroust, 1999), with permission from the authors.) (a) Man
body modeled with 15,000 faces and with the “source” of the flooding, which creates level-sets,
being taken at the top of the head. (b) A “center” of each level set is selected and linked to its
predecessors as to minimize the path-length to the source

Figure 1.7: A biomimetic sculpture generated with the method of
[HAW+05] that uses 3D medial surfaces.

fed to an "L-system", to generate an efficient description of the 3D
model of the tree which approximates the original plant.

Hatcher et al. [HAW+05] have developed a computational method
to generate biomimetic sculptures based on the medial axis. These
sculptures are layered scaffoldings built as a volumetric 3D grid that
support themselves. In the vertex positions smaller artistic elements
can be integrated (see Figure 1.7). These scaffoldings are generated
from an input surface for which an appropriate triangulation is com-
puted. Then iteratively layers are grown into the interior to create
the whole volumetric structure. The medial axis of the input shape
is used to guide the generation of layers, in a similar fashion to the
grassfire evolution. In particular, the medial axis can be used to adapt
the growing to slow and/or merge the layers.

In automatic painterly rendering of images Gooch et al. [GCS02] use
the 2D medial axis to define brush strokes. They first segment the
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1.2 Uses of medial representations

image into color patches, then capture the main medial axis branch
of every patch and use them to generate the direction, length, and
width of the brush strokes. In a related work, Tresset and Ley-
marie [TL05] present a specialized method for sketched portrait gen-
eration and mimic the artist’s hand-movements along medial axis
curves.

Robotics. In motion planning the goal is to find a path of move-
ment for an object that has to navigate in an environment. The en-
vironment can be the floorplan of a building, the layout of streets,
or any workspace with obstacles. Given these constraints and the
geometry of the moving object the goal is to find a "good" path lead-
ing from initial configuration to a goal configuration. A good quality
path involves a trade-off between the total path length, its clearance
from obstacles, energy required by a robot, and possibly other fac-
tors. To plan the highest clearance path one method is to retract paths
to the medial axis in both 2D and 3D setting [ÓY85, GO07a]. Instead
of constructing a solution deterministically, one can probabilistically
sample the solution space to build the path. Here again the medial
axis can improve local clearance by choosing samples close to the me-
dial axis [WAS99]. Even in problems where the computational model
involves the geometric solution of a problem in a setting of 1000 or
more dimensions, the Voronoi concepts can be used to produce good
quality results by using a so called Voronoi bias to explore solution
candidates which tend to have high clearance instead of arbitrarily
choosing them [ST09].

Collision detection is a related problem to motion planning. The goal
is to give answer to the question if two (complex) geometries inter-
sect each other. [BO04] designed an algorithm that computes a hi-
erarchical representation of a shape that allows for fast collision de-
tection. Their algorithm uses an iterative and adaptive medial axis
approximation which gives rise to a hierarchy of set of balls approxi-
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4.3. Medial Axis Transform as Basis for Shape Interrogation and Intuitive Design ��

To simplify the matters we shall generally assume (unless we say otherwise) that the boundary
of the solid is curvature continuous i.e. that it can be parametrized locally by a regular twice
continuously differentiable function whose first derivative has maximal rank. (There are many
possibilities of relaxing these curvature continuous smoothness assumptions for the boundary,
see [2].) We consider here in particular two classes of solids i.e. those where the solid is 2- or
3-dimensional, hence the solid’s boundary may be built by arcs or surface patches.

Figure 7: Medial Axis

Figure 7 shows for a 2D-solid the Medial Axis whose boundary points are the four start vertices
of medial arcs. The Medial Axis in this figure is built by five medial arcs of which four have
boundary vertices.

Figure 8: Medial Modeler

Figures 8, 9 and 11 are adapted from the first author’s student A. Howind’s master thesis. Figure
8 shows a collection of maximal spheres contained in the solid. Figure 9 and later figure 11 depict
the boundary curve of the Medial Axis of the 3D-solid whose boundary surface is partly shown
in figure 9 and in figure 11 by parts of spherical caps. The Medial Axis of this solid here only
contains one medial surface patch. All the points of the medial surface are centers of maximal
spheres that still fit into the solid, cf. figure 8.

Assuming curvature continuous boundary of the solid, the Medial Axis will not have points
that accumulate densely in some open subset of the ambient Euclidean space, see [2]. Under

Figure 1.8: The modeling tools presented in [WF00] is based on medial
representations and uses envelopes of balls distributed along a surface.

mating the shape. The different precision levels of hierarchical struc-
tures and the fact that testing for collision between balls is a very sim-
ple operation allows for efficient collision detection between com-
plex shapes.

Industrial design. Since the medial axis implicitly defines offsets
from the surface, it is helpful for shape modelers in milling, tun-
ing, punching and drilling [Hel91]. In some modeling packages, like
[BBGS99], the medial sheets act as the core tool to create the whole
geometry. This involves designing the skeletal sheets and creating
boundary surfaces as the envelopes of balls centered on the sheets
(see Figure 1.8). In more artistic modeling softwares, medial repre-
sentations have been used to generate 3D objects out of 2D sketches.
Teddy [IMT07] is a tool that allows quick modeling of objects based
on simple planar sketching interactions. The 3D geometry is created
as a blob-like geometry based on the medial representation of the
planar sketches.

Shape analysis. The medial sheets correspond to unique parts of
the shape and inherently generate a parametrization of the interior
of the shape. This information has been used design methods that
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1.2 Uses of medial representations

generate volume meshes that are needed for finite element simula-
tions [PAS95, PA97].

The junction points are points where several curves or medial sheets
meet. These points give rise to a natural decomposition of the shape.
Building on this property, [RT07] and [LWTH01] designed segmen-
tation algorithms based on curve skeletons.

Another natural application of the medial axis is shape simpli-
fication, since every branch of the medial axis corresponds to a
part/feature of the shape. Exploiting this property, [TH03] designed
an algorithm the simplifies the shape by simplifying medial axis.

Medicine and biology. One of the first intended domains of appli-
cation for the medial axis was medicine and biology. The definition
of the medial axis by Blum was published in the Journal of Theoreti-
cal Biology [Blu67].

Similar to motion planning problem of robotics, the 3D medial axis
of models representing tissues can be used to generate central paths
inside the human body without approaching too closely the tissue
boundaries. Such plans have been computed using medial axis for
probe insertion in vascular regions, the colon, and the lungs [ZKT98].

The brain functions are believed to be connected to geometry of the
brain. More explicitly, the 3D geometric shapes that separate parts of
the brain called crevices are studied to better understand the func-
tions of the brain. In this field, called brain morphometry, [MRC+03]
use a 3D skeleton of the cortex to extract separation ribs relevant to
parts of the brain and facilitate new ways to study the functions of
the brain. (see Figure 1.9)

A normal human kidney contains between 300 000 and 1 million
nephrons which are organized in a huge tree structure. The structure
of the tree gives insights into the functions of the kidney. To construct
such large three models, the medial axis of actual tissue images can
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11.10 (Adapted from (Paik et al., 1998), with permission from D. Paik.) (a) Bronchi and
virtual camera pose near a branch along a computed path. (b) A shot from the virtual camera in the
virtual bronchoscopy sequence produced for the bronchi in (a)

Fig. 11.11 (Adapted from (Mangin et al., 2004, Fig. 4), with permission from J.-F. Mangin.)
Cortical sulci are extracted by computing a 3D MA using an erosion process on the cortical surface

morphometry of large structures, in particular the intricate crevices delimiting the
3D pattern of folds in the the cortex, called sulci. Their methodology depends on
the use of the 3D MA. Using erosions, a discrete thinning process from Mathemat-
ical Morphology (Serra, 1982; Soille, 2004), they compute a discrete 3D skeleton
of the cortex (Fig. 11.11). To obtain good localization of the ribs of the skeleton in
the depths of the sulci by reflecting the influence of various “materials” and thick-
nesses, the erosion is performed at varying speed. Maintenance of the spherical
topology of the cortex is imposed in the erosion process, filling in possible holes in
the original dataset. Ribs of the computed 3D MA are then used to create a 3D graph
representation of the sulcal medial loci.

A fundamental geometric structure found in all pluricellular living organisms
takes the form of space-filling tree-like branching shapes that support both plants—
roots, trunk, branches and leaves—and animals—vascular blood systems, bronchial
tree of the lungs, epithelial ducts of the prostate gland, ureteric tree of the kidneys,
etc. For example, a normal human kidney contains between 300,000 and 1 million

Figure 1.9: Brain modeling from medial computations [MRC+03].

be used. The method developed by [CMFH+02] constructs such trees
for mouse kidneys based on the medial axis of images captured with
laser confocal microscopy.

At the very small scale of molecular biology, 3D graph structures are
a favored representations of molecules, because they describe con-
cisely the position and the connectivity of molecules. To construct
these models, typically X-ray crystallography is used to capture the
electron density map of a molecule in the first step. Then the medial
axis extracted from the density map can be used to create the molec-
ular graph for both high [GMR+06] and low resolution [ARG+05]
density maps.

Perception. According to the Gestalt school of perception any per-
ception (visual, auditory, tactile) can be represented via a dense vec-
tor field. Arnheim [Arn74] characterizes these fields of perception
using the lines of equilibrium. These lines, called "structural skele-
ton", are formed by the attraction and repulsion forces of the vector
fields and are, in essence, the medial axis of the geometry of these
fields. Experiments in [WB98] show that the human visual system
focuses on the center of objects and has a higher sensitivity to detect
distances around the medial axis than in other regions of the shape. A
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1.3 State-of-the-art of medial representations

specialized version of the medial axis for geometric optics was used
by [vTE00] to create a segmentation model that automatically detects
illusory contour perception and gives a tool to analyze how humans
perceive images.

1.3 State-of-the-art of medial
representations

In this section we summarize the state of the art of current me-
dial representations by concentrating on two fundamental questions:
"what" is a good medial representation (in geometric terms), and
"how" can one compute a medial representation.

Definition of medial representations. The medial axis has es-
tablished itself as the basis of most medial representations since it
captures the complete information of the shape: both the connectiv-
ity and the geometry of the shape. Paradoxically, exactly the latter
property leads to the medial axis’ biggest disadvantage, as well. The
issue referred to in the literature as the "instability" of the medial
axis relates to the fact that two very similar shapes can have dras-
tically different medial axes. By the definition of the medial axis, a
very small feature on the surface of the shape can induce a large ad-
ditional "spike branch" on the medial axis. See Figure 2.2 on page 31
for an example. This means that practical input data that very often
contains imprecise or noisy geometric information can lead to medial
representations that include many branches corresponding to noise
or irrelevant features. Therefore, a whole series of efforts have been
directed towards a definition of a stable medial axis, which does not
contain the undesired medial branches corresponding to insignifi-
cant features.
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The common approach is to use the subset of the medial axis that cor-
responds to the "salient" features of the shape. The crucial question
is what exactly does saliency mean and how to identify it? Salient
features in general are those features of a shape that a human or an
application would be interested in when describing the geometric
shape. Having at disposition only the geometric information of the
shape, deciding saliency boils down to the question which are the
features which are geometrically the most "representative" for the
shape and how are they connected with each other. There have been
many methods to define the geometric saliency of medial axis (see
Section 5.1), but especially for 3D shapes this problem is still con-
sidered an open question. In the Conclusion section of the survey
[PSS+03] this problem has been identified as a fundamentally un-
solved issue: "However, in test cases with complex branching, complex
topology, near non-generic states, or considerable levels of boundary noise,
none of the presently available methods in 2D or 3D meets the test of com-
bining mathematical agreement of branching and topological structure and
the production of an intuitively reasonable branching structure. [...] The
fundamentally unsolved issue is the selection of a subset of detected symme-
tries that is meaningful to a particular application and that yields stability
against changes in the boundary that seem perceptually small. This prob-
lem can be seen in terms of two related questions: how to increase scale
and how to generate the branching structure.". Similarly, in the most re-
cent book [SP08] about medial representations, Section 6.2.3 gives an
overview of identification of saliency of the 3D medial axis points
with a similar conclusion, "Unfortunately neither of these criteria seem
to deliver reasonable decomposition strategy [of the shape to decide salience
of medial sheets]".

The important question is: How to define a "medial axis-like" struc-
ture that captures only the meaningful parts of a shape? This the-
sis proposes the scale axis transform as an answer to this question.
This structure exhibits a mix of geometric and topological stability
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1.3 State-of-the-art of medial representations

properties which could not been achieved until now. Since the defi-
nition is based on a simple geometric construction, a set of carefully
chosen mathematical tools allows us to create a framework to prove
topological properties of the scale axis for geometric data in arbitrary
dimensions.

Computation of medial representations. Computing the exact
medial axis of a given shape is considered a difficult task due to
the complexity of the medial axis (see Section 4.1 for more details).
Therefore, there are only a few efficient algorithms to compute the
exact medial axis and most of these process certain planar shapes
or very specific class of 3D shapes. For general complex data in 3D
a large amount of work has been invested in useful medial axis ap-
proximation algorithms (see Section 4.1.2.) The typical approach is to
compute directly an approximation of a simplified medial axis. For
certain input classes like 3D images and dense boundary samplings
efficient algorithms exist. Given the lack of a universally good medial
axis simplification criteria, for these algorithms is difficult to find the
right simplification factor that captures all meaningful geometric fea-
tures and does not contain noisy branches. The recent survey about
the stability of medial axis [ABE09] concludes that the medial axis
simplification with the strongest theoretical guarantees, the λ-medial
axis, "suffers from the same difficulties as the α-shape approach to surface
reconstruction: it is usually not clear which value of λ (or α) is most appro-
priate and in many cases there is no such appropriate value."

For explicitly given surfaces, medial axis computation algorithms
that currently give the best results usually involve many and rather
complicated steps. As [SP08] points out in Section 7.6, because of this,
it is very difficult to implement such algorithms and "unfortunately,
as far as we know, none of these somewhat more complicated algorithms has
a freely available software implementation, and they seem challenging to be
implemented from scratch".
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As a conclusion, both the question of defining a medial represen-
tation that captures the geometrically meaningful features and the
question of designing an efficient and practical computation algo-
rithm is considered an open question. This thesis addresses both of
these questions.

1.4 Organization

First, we look in detail into the related work of medial representa-
tions, discussing the medial axis and other local symmetry struc-
tures, touching on their mathematical strengths and weaknesses.
Then we review the mathematical definitions of concepts and con-
structions used as prerequisites in our work.

In Chapter 4 we concentrate on the medial axis approximation algo-
rithms. After reviewing the current techniques, we present in detail
an approach of medial axis approximation through union of balls.
This leads to our first theoretical contribution, which is a structural
result that characterizes the medial axis of a specific class of shapes:
the union of inner voronoi balls in the plane. This property leads to
a simple and robust medial axis approximation algorithm which we
illustrate with several 2D examples.

Then in Chapter 5 we introduce our core contribution, the scale axis
transform, which provides a medial axis simplification method that
exhibits a set of desired properties that are not achieved by previous
methods. We present a mathematical framework that we use to prove
topological properties of our new structure.

In Chapter 6 we present algorithms for computing high quality me-
dial representations based on our new structure. We call these rep-
resentations scale axis representations. Our algorithms handle both 2D
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and 3D data. Supported input formats are boundary point samples,
polygonal meshes, and implicit surfaces. We demonstrate the versa-
tility and generality of our algorithm with hundreds of shapes in-
cluding complex 3D meshes composed of millions of triangles.

Then we give an overview of Mesecina, the software package devel-
oped to study and compute these constructs. Finally, in the last chap-
ter we summarize the contributions and give an outlook for further
theoretical work and applications. In Appendix A we compiled a list
of promising ideas and prototype algorithms for many questions re-
lated to the scale axis.
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C H A P T E R 2

Medial representations

The goal of this chapter is to give an overview on different kind of
medial representations and related shape descriptions. First we com-
pile a list of properties that are relevant for medial representations.
Then we present a variety of medial representations, those which are
based on the popular medial axis and those which use different ge-
ometric constructions and/or have been designed for more special-
ized settings.

2.1 Medial properties

The following list of properties is compiled based on [dB08]
and [CSM07] and contains the set of properties considered rele-
vant for a medial representation in general. These properties can
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2 Medial representations

be contradictory to each other and different applications require a
different mix of these properties. The goal is to give an overview
of the possible driving force and criteria when designing a medial
representation.

Dimensionality reduction The medial representation has lower di-
mensionality than the original shape. For a planar 2D shape,
the medial representation is a 1D set, i.e. a union of curves; for
a 3D shape, the medial representation is the union of 2D surface
sheets and/or 1D curves.

Centrality The medial representation is located in the "middle" of
the shape. In strict mathematical terms this usually means
that the points in the medial representation have at least two
equidistant closest points on the boundary, but some medial
representations relax this rigorous characterization or define a
different concept of centrality.

Topology equivalence The medial representation has the same con-
nectivity as the original shape. This means in 3D that all the
components, cavities, tunnels of the shape are captured pre-
cisely by the medial representation and there is a unique cor-
respondence between these features in the shape and the me-
dial representation. Typically this is formalized using the con-
cept of homotopy equivalence (see mathematical definition in Sec-
tion 3.3.5)

Junction detection Different parts of the shape should be repre-
sented by the different segments of the medial representation,
i.e. the medial representation should give a natural and mean-
ingful separation of parts through the medial junctions. Typi-
cally, in 2D setting the junctions are the points where several
medial curves meet and they indicate the region where several
logical parts of the shape meet.
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2.1 Medial properties

Stability A minor change in the shape geometry should induce mi-
nor changes in the medial representation, i.e. small protrusions
on the shape boundary should produce only small changes in
the medial representation. This is one of the properties which
creates the biggest challenge in the design of the medial repre-
sentations.

Invariance The medial representation does not depend on the po-
sition and orientation of the shape in the space. By using dis-
tances in terms of Euclidean metric in the definition of medial
representations this property is usually automatically verified.
In case of approximate representations using voxel- or image-
grids the invariance under rotation needs special attention.

Reversibility The complete shape can be recovered from the medial
representation. At first sight, this might sound contradictory
to the dimensionality reduction property, but using the me-
dial locations together with the associated distance values one
can capture the complete geometric information. The medial
axis has this property, the shape surface can be exactly recon-
structed from the medial axis transform.

Abstraction The medial representation is a concise description of
the geometry, therefore it is often used for an abstraction of the
shape. If requested, the medial representation should be able
to identify the relevant and meaningful features of the shape.
Obviously, in this case the reconstruction from the medial rep-
resentation can be an approximation of the shape, but it should
be an approximation that contains the important features.
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2 Medial representations

2.2 Medial axis and derived structures

As mentioned above, the most popular medial representation is the
medial axis. The medial axis was introduced by Blum [Blu67] and
since then there have been some slight differences to what medial
axis refers to in the literature. Following the common definition used
in the computational geometry community ([CL05]), we define the
medial axis of a solid shapeO as the set of medial points, the points in
the interior of O that have at least two closest points on the bound-
ary of O (see formal mathematical definition in Section 3.3.1). Every
point on the medial axis corresponds to a medial ball, the ball that is
centered on a medial point, is completely covered by the shape, and
touches the boundary in at least two points. To capture all this infor-
mation, the medial axis transform is defined as the set of medial points
paired with the radius of their corresponding medial balls. Note that
the union of all medial balls is exactly the input shape.

Note that, very similarly, one can define the medial axis for geometric
entities without volume, as well, i.e. curves in 2D or surfaces in 3D. In
this case, the medial axis is the set of points in the space with two or
more closest neighbors on the input itself. Therefore, the medial axis
of a set of curves/surfaces describing a closed shape has medial axis
points both in the interior and exterior of the shape. Some parts of
the medial axis can become unbounded and extend until infinity (see
Figure 2.1). Most practical applications are interested in medial axis
of the interior of shapes and this work concentrates on this setting,
as well.

For a planar shape, the medial axis is composed of curves in the inte-
rior of the shape. Three or more curves can meet at a junction point,
therefore the medial axis in 2D can be considered a graph-like struc-
ture. In 3D, the medial axis is made up of two-dimensional sheets
(see Figure 1.2), where three sheets can meet along curves. Three
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2.2 Medial axis and derived structures

Figure 2.1: Medial axis for the shape on the left and for the boundary
curves of the right.

and more curves can meet at junction points. Note that in degen-
erate cases, in 3D the medial sheets degenerate to curves or points,
e.g. the medial axis of a ball in 3D is a single point, the center of the
sphere, or the medial axis of a cylinder contains a straight segment
along the main axis of the cylinder. For a more detailed discussion
about the structure and properties of the medial axis see Section 4.1
on page 58.

Instability. The major disadvantage of the above definition of the
medial axis is the so called instability. Two very similar shapes can
have significantly different medial axes. We illustrate this property
with both 2D and 3D examples on Figure 2.2. A small surface bump
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induces a feature on the shape which is captured by an additional
branch in the medial axis. These new branches are composed of the
new medial points that correspond to two closest boundary points
on the small bump. Unfortunately, the length of the new medial
branch can be disproportionately long compared to the size of the
bump. Actually, an arbitrarily small feature in the input can induce
an arbitrarily long branch/sheet in the medial axis.

This property makes the medial axis very sensitive to acquisition and
approximation noise. To overcome this problem many medial axis
simplification algorithms have been developed. The most common
strategy is to assign an importance/saliency value to every point of
the medial axis and prune away the medial points with low impor-
tance/saliency value. The different geometric criteria and construc-
tions used for detecting saliency of medial axis are presented in Sec-
tion 5.1. For an extensive discussion of medial axis computation and
approximation algorithms see Section 4.1.

The medial axis is the basis of several derived structures. The m-rep
is a shape representation that uses modeling primitives called medial
atoms as the basic building block [PFY+99, YFJ+03]. Medial atoms
store not only the ball centered at a medial point, but the two con-
tact points where this ball touches the boundary of the shape. By
appropriately connecting many medial atoms along the medial axis,
m-reps become a shape representation that explicitly stores both me-
dial locations and boundary approximations and has been used for
shape modeling, statistical comparison of shapes, segmentations, etc.
See Chapter 9 in [SP08] for more details. Another structure, the me-
dial scaffold [LK07], focuses on 3D shapes and extracts special curves
of the medial axis to construct a graph description of the medial axis.
These graph structures have been used for registration of 3D scans
[CLK04] and surface reconstruction [CLK09].
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Figure 2.2: The medial axis is unstable. Little perturbations on the bound-
ary of the shape on the right lead to many long additional branches or sheets.
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2 Medial representations

2.3 Other medial representations

In one sense, the medial axis is a structure that captures local sym-
metries of the shape, i.e. every medial point captures the symmetry
of two boundary points which are equidistant to this medial point.
Obviously, there are other possibilities to capture local symmetries of
the shape and this section gives an overview of such representations.

Chordal axis. Closely related to the medial axis, the chordal axis
is defined based on the medial balls, i.e. balls in the interior of the
shape that touch the boundary in at least two points (contact points).
Instead of storing the centers of these balls, the chordal axis stores
the point halfway between the two contact points [Pra97]. Therefore
the chordal axis points are closer to the contact points in compar-
ison to the medial points, in some sense the chordal axis is "more
local" than the medial axis. On the other hand the chordal axis does
not capture the topology of the shape, it can be disconnected even
for a shape consisting of one component (see Figure 2.3) In [Pra97]
a version of the chordal axis is presented that captures the topology
correctly and a hierarchy of chords is built and used for decompo-
sition of the shapes. In computer vision field the chordal axis has
been used for shape recognition [PSS00]. In computer graphics, the
sketch-based editor, Teddy [IMT07], builds on the chordal axis, but
in general the computer graphics community gave less attention to
it since there is no straightforward 3D generalization.

Straight skeleton. Another structure which is primarily focusing
on the 2D setting is the straight skeleton [AA96, AAAG95]. It is de-
fined for planar polygons and uses a different shrinking process in
comparison to the grassfire process of the medial axis. Every segment
of the input polygon is moved inwards with constant speed parallel
to the original segment. The straight skeleton consists of the points
where these moving lines meet. This structure is always composed
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Figure 2.3: From left to right: chordal axis, the derived chordal skeletal
structure and the medial axis of the same shape. Image taken from [Pra97].

of segments, while the medial axis of polygons can contain higher
order curves, as well (see Figure 2.4). This property has been used by
applications in origami design problems [DDL98] and roof design
process [AAAG95].

Extending the straight skeleton to 3D is non-trivial, because the mov-
ing planes of the sides of a 3D polyhedron might get into configura-
tions where there is no unique way to connect the intersection edges
and vertices. Barequet et al. [BEGV08] designed a 3D definition and
corresponding algorithm. They show that the 3D straight skeleton
has superquadratic complexity and present an algorithm for inputs
of relatively small size. In [BV09], this 3D straight skeleton has been
used for reconstructing shapes from cross sections.

Symmetry sets. The medial axis contains all centers of medial
balls. The bitangent balls for 2D curves are defined similarly to the
medial balls: they need to touch the curves in at least two points, but
they are allowed to intersect the curves additionally in some other re-
gions. Therefore medial balls form a subset of the the set of bitangent
balls. The set of centers of bitangent balls gives rise to the symmetry
set [GB85]. The symmetry set contains every medial point and some
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2 Medial representationsStraight Skeleton: Example 

[SAS] Blue wavefronts and red skeleton of a polygon 
Figure 2.4: The straight skeleton in red is defined by the evolution of the
polygon (blue) by translating every boundary segment with uniform speed
towards the interior. Image taken from [Epp97].

additional points, therefore it does have similar instability issues as
the medial axis.

The medial axis can be considered as the set of points capturing local
symmetries with respect to the Euclidean distance: it contains those
points that have two closest points on the boundary in terms of Eu-
clidean distance. A structure that captures local symmetries based
on a different metric is the affine invariant symmetry set and affine
medial axis. Here the distance metric has an interpretation related to
area measures and is invariant not only under Euclidean transforma-
tions, but under any affine transformation. See [GS98] and [NBS+04]
for details and formal definitions. It is interesting to note that this
metric leads to a more stable behavior of the affine medial axis, but
gives rise to a different centrality concept. Therefore the affine me-
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2.3 Other medial representations

Figure 2.5: On the left the medial axis of a triangle. The affine medial axis
(center and right) exhibits stability under perturbations but is based on a
different "centrality" concept. Image adapted from [NBS+04].

dial axis locations are fundamentally different points in comparison
to the medial axis. (see Figure 2.5)

The planar-reflective symmetry transform [PSG+06] measures the de-
gree of symmetry found in an object at points in the space with re-
spect to any plane, not just with respect to the two closest points
(see Figure 2.6). Therefore, it has a more global symmetry structure
in comparison to the medial axis and consequently, it is more sta-
ble. Precise discrete approximations methods have been presented,
which allow a multitude of applications. While this transform is sta-
ble under small changes of the shape, an important drawback is that
it is not invertible, i.e. reconstructing the shape from the transform
cannot be done directly.

Motivated by perception studies on 2D images, Gert van Tonder et
al. [vTE03] define the hybrid symmetry transform using concepts of
wave dynamics. With the change of the so called "shunting" param-
eter one can control if the output captures only local symmetries or
the superposition of more and more symmetries (see Figure 2.7). The
biggest disadvantage of this structure is that similarly to the planar
reflective symmetry transform, it does not give a set of clearly sep-
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A Planar-Reflective Symmetry Transform for 3D Shapes
Joshua Podolak Philip Shilane Aleksey Golovinskiy Szymon Rusinkiewicz Thomas Funkhouser

Princeton University

Figure 1: The Planar Reflective Symmetry Transform captures the degree of symmetry of arbitrary shapes with respect to reflection through
all planes in space. Although symmetry measures are computed for planes (lines in 2D), for this visualization, points are colored by the
symmetry measure of the plane with the largest symmetry passing through them, with darker lines representing greater symmetries.

Abstract

Symmetry is an important cue for many applications, including ob-
ject alignment, recognition, and segmentation. In this paper, we
describe a planar reflective symmetry transform (PRST) that cap-
tures a continuous measure of the reflectional symmetry of a shape
with respect to all possible planes. This transform combines and
extends previous work that has focused on global symmetries with
respect to the center of mass in 3D meshes and local symmetries
with respect to points in 2D images. We provide an efficient Monte
Carlo sampling algorithm for computing the transform for surfaces
and show that it is stable under common transformations. We also
provide an iterative refinement algorithm to find local maxima of
the transform precisely. We use the transform to define two new
geometric properties, center of symmetry and principal symmetry
axes, and show that they are useful for aligning objects in a canon-
ical coordinate system. Finally, we demonstrate that the symmetry
transform is useful for several applications in computer graphics,
including shape matching, segmentation of meshes into parts, and
automatic viewpoint selection.

Keywords: symmetry, shape analysis, registration, matching, seg-
mentation, viewpoint selection

1 Introduction

Symmetry is an important feature of almost all shapes: nearly ev-
ery man-made object contains at least one plane of perfect symme-
try, and most natural objects exhibit near-perfect symmetries (look
around your office and count the symmetric objects).
While symmetry is known to provide visual cues for human vi-
sion [Ferguson 2000], it has seen only limited use as a feature
for applications in computer graphics and geometric processing.
In recent years, symmetry information has been used to detect lo-
cal features in 2D images [Reisfeld et al. 1995], guide reconstruc-
tion of 2D curves and range scans with missing data [Zabrodsky

et al. 1993; Thrun and Wegbreit 2005], rotate shapes into a canon-
ical coordinate frame [Kazhdan et al. 2003a], match the shapes of
meshes [Kazhdan et al. 2004], and recognize instantiation of parts
in assembled scenes [Martinet et al. 2005]. However, most of this
work has focused on local symmetry with respect to points and
global symmetry with respect to planes through the center of mass.
In this paper, we describe a planar reflective symmetry transform
(PRST), a transform from the space of points to the space of planes
that provides a continuous measure of the reflective symmetry of
an object with respect to all planes through its bounding volume.
This transform represents both perfect and imperfect symmetries;
it captures global symmetries of an object; and, it highlights local
symmetries of salient parts.
As an example, consider the visualizations of the PRSTs for several
2D outlines (black lines) shown in Figure 1. Note that the point of
maximal symmetry (darkest point) usually corresponds to the con-
ceptual center of the object, and the main ridges in the PRST fre-
quently correspond to the main axes, even for partial objects (e.g.,
the flower). Also notice that symmetries in parts of objects (e.g., the
wheels of the motorcycle) appear as local maxima in the transform,
while small extra asymmetric features (e.g., the handle of the mug)
do not affect the global maxima. These properties are advantageous
for several applications, including selection of a canonical coordi-
nate system, matching of 3D shapes, segmentation into parts, and
optimal viewpoint selection (see results in Section 5).
The contributions of our work are six-fold. First, we define the pla-
nar reflective symmetry transform (Section 3). Second, we present
a new algorithm based on Monte Carlo integration for computing a
discrete version of the PRST (Section 4.3). Third, we provide an it-
erative refinement algorithm for finding local maxima in the PRST
with arbitrary precision (Section 4.4). Fourth, we define the new
shape properties center of symmetry and principal symmetry axes,
and demonstrate their utility for alignment of 3D meshes (Section
5.1). Fifth, we investigate using the PRST as a representation of
shape in matching and retrieval experiments (Section 5.2). Finally,
we explore the use of local symmetries in segmentation and view-
point selection (Sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively).

2 Previous Work

Perfect Symmetries: Traditional approaches to symmetry de-
tection work with discrete symmetries—perfect symmetries un-
der rotation, reflection, or translation. For instance, efficient al-

Figure 2.6: Planar reflective symmetry transform [PSG+06] for a couple
of 2D shapes.

arated curves as the medial axis does, but a cloud of points with an
intensity of symmetries.

Curve skeletons. The medial axis describes shapes by storing con-
structs one dimension lower than the shape itself, i.e. in 2D it is made
up of curves, in 3D of two-dimensional sheets. Several applications
in 3D — e.g. rigging for computer animation — need more compact
representations than two-dimensional sheets and prefer using only
curves. A curve skeleton, as its name suggests, is a description of the
shape using curves located roughly in the middle of the shape (see
Figure 2.8). A thorough review of these structures can be found in
[CSM07].

The curve skeletons reduce dimensionality by two, therefore they
capture less information than the medial axis. Since there is no
straightforward mathematical way to define centrality and simul-
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Fig. 5. (A) As HST is switched from blocking to superposition wave mode,
outputs are less influenced by contour jags and the deep inham between the two
cardioid lobes, and reflect overall circular shape by peaking at its geometrical
centre. (B)–(E) HST outputs in strong blocking wave mode for an amoeba
shape (B), the same shape with an indentation and noise dot (C). The same
shape with many noise dots (D) and a trilobed shape with many contour gaps
(E). Noise clearly affects the resulting symmetry axes. (F) Shows instances
of the smallest maximal disks (solid rings) that fit between the noise dot or
indentation and the shape outline. Dashed circle F4 would be a maximal disk
was it not for the noise dot. Figures (G)–(J) shows symmetry axes for the same
figures with weaker shunting. Here the HST operates in between blocking and
superposition wave mode, with a resultant decrease in symmetry distortion. (K)
Explains why. Dashed circles leading to very small scans would shunt the solid
circles (maximal disks) in blocking wave mode, but cannot do so with weaker
shunting and hence the resulting symmetries still reflect the more global shape
outline.

of noise dots [Fig. 5(I)] the resulting symmetry axes still compare fa-
vorably to that in Fig. 5(G). The effect of noise on the outcome is sig-
nificantly reduced. Branching due to contour gaps is also less intense
[Fig. 5(J)]. Fig. 5(K) presents sample maximal disks to explain why
weaker shunting leads to these results. The dashed line circles identify
scan rings which would strongly shunt the contributions of the solid
circles to symmetry axis computation in the strict maximal disk para-
digm. With sufficiently weak shunting the dashed circles can not shunt
these contributions anymore and hence the symmetry axes that pass
through the centres of the solid circles K1 and K2.

IV. CONCLUSION

A flexible computational mechanism for symmetry computation
is implemented via a simple shunting mechanism. By varying the
shunting coefficient it adheres more or less strictly to the maximal disk
paradigm. Mathematical formulation is simple yet elegant, without
complicated extension to higher dimensions (see Appendix B). HST
can be implemented by a very simple analog or digital hardware
circuit because it is based on a simple resistive network.
A potential disadvantage of HST is that the optimal value of the

shunt coefficient may not be known in advance. The basic modes of
model behavior can fortunately be understood and anticipated in terms
of shunting strength. As shunting weakens (i.e., smaller values of )
HST more closely computes a superposition of all possible symme-
tries.
The greatest disadvantage of the method is that it does not give a

set of trimmed symmetry axes as output, as may be desired in shape
taxonomy. In other methods such as annular symmetry operators [6],

cores [7], FORMS [13] and medical axis pruning [14] post-processing
of symmetries is implemented to obtain sharp shape skeletons. The
price for such post-processing is usually paid in terms of substantial
increase in model complexity. In any event the output of the HST is at
least readily applicable to such additional computational mechanisms
for skeleton extraction.
Image contours are seldom complete so it may not be clear which

dots are noise or not. Valuable boundary contour information may be
lost in noise pre-filtering. If set to operate between the extremes of
strictly blocking waves and wave superposition HST is able to selec-
tively ignore noise dots in favor of more solid contours. Cores [7] per-
form the same feat and will perform superior to HST in heavier noise
because of symmetry processing at multiple spatial scales. However,
the performance of cores wil be severely compromisedwhen both noise
and boundary contour shapes occur at the same spatial scale. In such
cases HST can still selectively amplify local or global symmetries.
As already mentioned the tunability of HST is one of its main ad-

vantages. Through weighted summation of scan sums with rings of
various sizes (spatial scales) a multi scale solution is avoided, giving
a single layer of symmetries as output. This may or may not be ad-
vantageous depending on the application for which symmetry outputs
are intended. Note that as HST is driven toward superposition mode it
will more closely resemble smooth local symmetry (SLS) computation
[15].
Although beyond the scope of this paper we think it is worth noting

that we could accurately duplicate the computational results used by
Kovacs et al. (with ) to explain perceptual sensitivity maps
observed for human subjects in visual experiments. Not surprisingly, it
was possible to match human subject data obtained during EEG record-
ings of shape discrimination tasks with HST symmetries obtained with
the exact model parameters used to duplicate the results presented by
Kovacs et al. [16].
HST and the D-function by Kovacs et al. differ mainly in two re-

gards. First, whereas the width of annuli is flexible in their model (their
parameter ) in ours the annulus has a fixed width of 1 pixel element.
Second, whereas their model is rigid in terms of maximal disk selection
(taking only the smallest included disk) our model is more flexible in
this regard due to the shunting network. Each model therefore has its
unique flexibility which explains its performance with noise and con-
tour distortions.
A medical scan image and its edge map (Fig. 6(A) and (B), respec-

tively) are used in the final example to demonstrate HST computa-
tion with various contour distortions. Symmetries for this image are
extracted, pruned and used to reconstruct image contours in ground
breaking work by Ogniewicz et al. [17]. HST symmetries obtained for
this edge map are shown in Fig. 6(C). Although beyond the scope of
this paper we have included a reconstruction of possible image seg-
ments [Fig. 6(D)] closely related to reconstructed contours based on
HST symmetry maxima5 . By closer inspection one can see that false
symmetry maxima are not introduced, enabling the creation of mean-
ingful image segments. In this instance the performance of HST com-
pares favorably to that of annular symmetry operators [6], MAT and
MAT pruning [17].
We hope that the hybrid symmetry transform (HST) will serve to fur-

ther illuminate our understanding of the complex relationship between
wave dynamics, maximal disk selection and symmetry computation.

APPENDIX A
THE EFFECT OF PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES ON SHUNTING

Due to limited space the influence of propagation gain is explained
only briefly. The nonlinear nature of (3) makes a complete analytical

5This model, called the Patchwork Engine is presented in detail in [11], [12].
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Figure 2.7: Hybrid symmetry transform [vTE03] with decreasing shunt-
ing parameters
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2.3 Other medial representations

Figure 2.8: Curve skeletons computed by [ATC+08].

taneously insure that only curves appear in the structure, there ex-
ists no commonly accepted good starting point like the medial axis.
Nevertheless, many algorithms are able to generate good quality
curve skeletons which were successfully used in applications like
mesh segmentation [LWTH01], animation [LCF00], shape matching
[HSKK01], surface reconstruction [TZCO09].

Similarly to the medial axis, a general approach to generate curve
skeletons relies on the Euclidean distance field or implicit potential
field corresponding to the input shape. The skeleton is extracted usu-
ally through thinning or ridge extraction. A class of methods extracts
curve skeletons by directly deforming the input triangle mesh of the
surface until it degenerates to a set of curves. Au et al. [ATC+08] use
a constrained Laplacian smoothing while [LWTH01] base their ap-
proach on mesh decimation. Another strategy [HSKK01, PSBM07]
uses the Reeb graph to capture the connectivity of the shape and
then computes a geometric embedding that places the Reeb graph
into the middle of the shape. Dey and Sun [DS06] define the curve
skeleton as a subset of the medial axis which is most representative
in terms of geodesic distances on the surface. Ogniewicz et al. [OI92]
extract curve skeletons directly from point clouds using Voronoi di-
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agrams, while Tagliasacchi et al. [TZCO09] designed an algorithm
that extracts curve skeletons from incomplete point clouds under the
assumption that the shape is composed of mostly cylindrical parts.

2.4 Application specific tradeoffs

In this section we address the question which is the right medial rep-
resentation for a specific application? First, let us consider a common
property of all medial representations. Namely, that geometric in-
formation is captured with a mixture of local and global description:
typically points stored in medial representations correspond not only
to a small neighborhood on the shape boundary (like explicit shape
representations), but to a region of the interior of the shape — e.g.
a medial axis point corresponds to at least two points on boundary
which are often on opposite sides on the shape. So medial represen-
tations describe a region of the shape using one point. These regions
are still local with respect to the whole shape because usually they
arise from distance information. Therefore, a change in the shape in-
fluences only the part of the medial representation that is (in some
sense) close to the change and the points of the medial representa-
tion describing distant features stay unchanged.

In different medial representations this mixture of local/global de-
scriptions behave differently. On one side, curve skeletons describe
a region of a shape using a single curve, therefore local bumps and
features on the shape are often ignored and mostly the high-level in-
formation is captured. On the other side, the medial axis captures
every little feature using the medial sheets.

What is the right balance between precision and compactness of rep-
resentation is highly dependent on the intended application. For
many problems, specialized medial representations have been de-
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veloped that deliver good results. For example, an application that
is mainly interested in capturing the topological information of a
shape, a Reeb-graph based curve skeleton is a good candidate. For
high-quality path planning, on the other hand, a structure that cap-
tures precise geometric information like the medial axis is better
suited. Therefore, from a mathematical point of view, a ubiquitous
medial representation would be one that allows a series of approx-
imation levels with a good trade-off between precision and stabil-
ity/compactness.

The current consensus is that it is an unsolved problem to compute
3D medial representations that allow this trade-off in such a way that
is generally useful for many applications (see Section 1.3). For such a
construct the best starting point is considered the medial axis because
it captures the complete geometric information of the shape, while
other medial representations usually describe by definition only an
approximation of the shape. When starting from the medial axis, the
difficulty lies in identifying the parts of the shape that are insignifi-
cant and can thus be discarded. The challenge is to mathematically
formalize what a "significant" geometric feature is. Current methods
rely on relatively straightforward distance, angle, or area measures
for assigning significance. These measures are relatively local and
not suited to decide importance with respect to the whole geometric
shape. Our work introduces the scale axis representation, which de-
cides importance based on the global geometric information of the
shape. The scale axis uses a very simple geometric construction to
achieve these results, a setup which allows for rigorous mathemati-
cal study of the structure and efficient practical computations.
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C H A P T E R 3

Definitions

3.1 Basic concepts

Let us denote with Rd the d-dimensional Euclidean space. For two
points, x, y ∈ Rd, the distance between x and y is denoted by d(x, y)
or ‖x− y‖. The convex hull of a set of points P is denoted conv(P).

3.1.1 Shape

An open ball B(c, r) with center c ∈ Rd and radius r ∈ (0, ∞) is given
as the set

B(c, r) = {x ∈ Rd : d(c, x) < r}.
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α α

Figure 3.1: Shallow and deep intersections of balls in the plane.

We say a set O ⊂ Rd is open, if for any point x of that set there exists
a non-zero neighborhood around x that is completely inside O, i.e.
for any x ∈ O there exists r > 0 such that B(x, r) ⊂ O.

The closure of a set O is denoted by O and is defined as the set of
points such that every non-zero neighborhood has a non-zero inter-
section with O:

O = {x ∈ Rd | ∀ r > 0, B(x, r) ∩O 6= ∅}

If a set is identical with its closure, then we call this set a closed set.

We call a shape any bounded open subsetO ⊂ Rd. Let ∂O denote the
boundary of O, i.e. ∂O = O ∩Rd \O. Note that the boundary of a
set is always a closed set.

3.1.2 Ball intersection

Let B1 and B2 be two intersecting balls and x a point on the intersec-
tion of their boundaries. Let α be the angle between the two tangent
hyperplanes at x. We say that B1 and B2 intersect at angle α, see Fig-
ure 3.1. Touching balls intersect at angle 0, while a ball intersects itself
at an angle of π.
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3.1.3 Hausdorff distance

The Hausdorff distance measures the distance between two shapes
and is defined for any set, compact or open. The directional Haus-
dorff distance is defined as the largest distance of a point in O1 to
O2:

dH(O1|O2) = sup
x1∈O1

inf
x2∈O2

d(x1, x2)

Notice that dH(O1|O2) 6= dH(O2|O1). The bidirectional Hausdorff
distance (or short Hausdorff distance) is the larger of the directional
Hausdorff distances:

dH(O1,O2) = max{dH(O1|O2), dH(O2|O1)}

It is interesting to note that there are pairs of shapes which a hu-
man observer would consider substantially different, but which can
have arbitrarily small Hausdorff distance either between boundaries
or between the shapes themselves (considering the whole interior).
Only by bounding both the Hausdorff distance between boundaries
and shapes can one guarantee that the shapes are really two shapes
which humans would consider similar, as well. Section 2 of [CS01]
presents a thorough discussion about this issue including examples.

3.2 Discrete structures

3.2.1 Simplicial complex, filtration and nerve

A k-simplex in Rd, for 0 ≤ k + 1 ≤ d + 1 is the convex hull of k + 1
affinely independent points. In R3, a −1-simplex is the empty set
denoted by ∅, a 0-simplex is a point, a 1-simplex a segment, a 2-
simplex a triangle, and a 3-simplex a tetrahedron. Given a k-simplex
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σ, the convex hull of any 0 < l + 1 < k + 1 of its points is an l-
simplex and a face of σ. A tetrahedron has 24 = 16 faces, namely ∅,
four vertices, six edges, four triangles, and itself.

A (geometric) simplicial complex is a finite collection G of simplices
that satisfy the following two conditions. First, if σ ∈ G and σ′ is
a face of σ, then σ′ ∈ G. Second, if σ1, σ2 ∈ G, then σ1 ∩ σ2is a face
of both. As a general policy, ∅ is considered a face of every simplex
and is included in all simplicial complexes. A subset H ⊆ G is a sub-
complex of G, if it is a simplicial complex itself. An abstract simplicial
complex is a similar collection, of sets which not necessarily have to
have a geometric realization as convex hulls. A finite collection A of
sets is an abstract simplicial complex if X ∈ A and Y ⊆ X implies
Y ∈ A.

A filtration of a complex G is a nested subsequence of complexes ∅ =
G0 ⊆ G1 ⊆ ... ⊆ Gn = G.

The nerve of a collection A of sets is N(A) = {X ⊆ A | ∩x∈X x 6=
∅}. We always have ∅ ∈ N(A). The nerve is an abstract simplicial
complex.

3.2.2 Voronoi diagram

Let S ⊂ Rd be a finite set of points. The Voronoi cell of p ∈ S is given
as the convex polyhedron

Vp = {x ∈ Rd : ∀q ∈ S, ‖x− p‖ ≤ ‖x− q‖}.

The set of Voronoi cells together with their faces form the Voronoi
diagram. A Voronoi vertex is a zero dimensional Voronoi face. Analo-
gously, we call a 1-face of the Voronoi diagram a Voronoi edge, etc.

A Voronoi ball is centered at a Voronoi vertex with its radius given by
the distance to the closest input points (see Figure 3.2)
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3.2 Discrete structures

Figure 3.2: Top row: on the left, the Voronoi diagram assigns a cell to
every point, the Delaunay triangulation is the dual complex of the Voronoi
diagram. Bottom row: the Delaunay triangulation covers the convex hull of
the points. For every Voronoi vertex there is a Voronoi ball that touches (at
least) three input points, but does not cover any of them.
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If S is a set of points on the boundary of a shape O, we distin-
guish two types of Voronoi vertices: inner vertices that reside in-
side O and outer vertices that reside in Rd \O. Similarly, we classify
Voronoi edges in three classes. An edge between two inner vertices
is called inner edge, Voronoi edges with both their endpoints outside
O are called outer edges, and edges connecting vertices of two dif-
ferent classes are called mixed edges. We also distinguish two types
of Voronoi balls: inner balls centered at inner vertices, and outer balls
centered at Voronoi vertices outside O.

3.2.3 Delaunay triangulation

Dual to the Voronoi diagram of S is the Delaunay triangulation of S.
The Delaunay triangulation is the nerve of the Voronoi diagram and
is a simplicial complex.

The faces of the Delaunay triangulation are given by the convex hulls
of all subsets T ⊆ S whose Voronoi cells have a non-empty com-
mon intersection, i.e.,

⋂
p∈T Vp 6= ∅. The non-empty intersection is

the dual Voronoi face of the Delaunay face conv(T). See Figure 3.2.

Del(S) = {conv(T) |
⋂
p∈T

Vp 6= ∅, T ⊂ X}

1-simplices of the Delaunay triangulations are Delaunay edges, 2-
simplices are called Delaunay triangles, 3-simplices are the Delaunay
tetrahedra.
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3.2 Discrete structures

Figure 3.3: The boundary of union of balls in 2D and 3D, and the vertices
of the union.

3.2.4 Union of Balls

Let B = {B1, . . . , Bn} be a set of open balls in Rd. The union of these
balls is

U =
n⋃

i=1

Bi

For the 2D case – i.e. disks – the boundary ∂U consists of circular
arcs. Circular arcs meet at vertices. In 3D, ∂U consists of spherical
patches, circular arcs, and vertices (see Figure 3.3. We denote the set
of vertices in both cases by V(U) and call it the vertices of the union of
balls:

V(U) = {
⋂

Bi∈T

∂Bi ∩ ∂U : T ⊂ B, |T| = d}
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3.2.5 Power diagram

The power diagram is a generalization of Voronoi diagram, one can
think of it as a Voronoi diagram of a set of balls. By defining a dis-
tance of a point to a ball we can construct again cells which are closest
to input sites, which are this time balls and not simple points.

The power distance of a point x to a ball B(c, r) is defined as

πB(x) = d(x, c)2− r2

This distance has a nice geometric interpretation. The power distance
from x to B is the squared length of the segment connecting x and a
point on ∂B from which we can construct a tangent plane to B. For a
set of balls B, the power cell pB of a ball B contains the set of points
which are closest to the ball in the sense of the power distance:

pB = {x ∈ Rd : ∀B′ ∈ B, πB(x) ≤ πB′(x)}.

Notice that this choice of distance to a ball yields the property that
the set of points that are equidistant to two balls is always a hyper-
plane. Therefore the power diagram, similarly to the Voronoi dia-
gram, consists of convex cells. A k-face of the power diagram is al-
ways a convex subset of a k-hyperplane, i.e. a 1-face is typically a
segment, a 2-face a convex polygon, etc, see Figure 3.4.

3.2.6 Regular triangulation

The regular triangulation is the dual of the power diagram and, anal-
ogously to the Delaunay triangulation, is defined as the nerve of the
power diagram.
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Figure 3.4: A 2D example. Power diagram in gray and regular triangu-
lation in blue for the input set of balls in purple.

The regular triangulation of a set of balls B contains a face for those
subsets T ⊂ B for which the intersection of the power cells of balls in
T have a non-empty intersection. The geometric realization of a face
is the convex hull of the centers in T: (we use in this definition the
notation conv(T) for the convex hull of centers in the set of balls in
T)

Reg(B) = {conv(T) |
⋂

B∈T

pB 6= ∅, T ⊂ B}

3.2.7 Dual of a union of balls

The dual of the union of balls was introduced by Edelsbrunner
[Ede95]. It is a subset of the regular triangulation of the balls, which
is useful for characterizing the union of a set of balls. The dual of a
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Figure 3.5: The dual of the set of balls in blue. The white segments are the
intersection of the edges of the power diagram and the union of balls.

union of balls is composed of those simplices of the regular triangu-
lation whose dual power diagram faces intersect the union of input
balls (see Figure 3.5). Another way to describe it, is as the nerve of the
union of balls partitioned into subsets by the power diagram. Recall
that with U we denote the union of balls in B. The formal definition
of the dual of a set of balls is:

D(B) = {conv(T) |
⋂

B∈T

pB ∩U 6= ∅, T ⊆ B}

In [Ede95] a constructive proof is presented that the union of sim-
plices in D(B) is homotopy equivalent to the union of balls in B. The
proof exploits the fact that the dual D(B) captures the combinatorics
of the boundary ∂U. Every simplex on the boundary of the dual D(B)
corresponds to a part of the boundary of U and from this mapping
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one can construct a deformation retraction between the union and
the dual.

One can categorize the faces of the dual in two classes: singular and
regular. A simplex of D(B) is called singular, if it is not a face of a d-
dimensional simplex of D(B). All other faces are called regular. The
connected components of the set of regular faces are called regular
components.

3.2.8 Moebius diagram

The Moebius diagram is a another generalization of the Voronoi dia-
gram. The Moebius diagram is defined for a set of sites in Rd, where
a site is a triple ωi = (pi, λi, µi) of a point pi ∈ Rd, a multiplicative
weight µi ∈ R, and an additive weight λi ∈ R. For a point x ∈ Rd,
the distance δi(x) from x to the site ωi is defined as

δi(x) = µi(x− pi)
2− λi.

The Moebius diagram is defined analogously to the Voronoi diagram
with the above metric, and partitions the space into "closest" cells for
every site.

In our setting we will define the Moebius diagram for balls B(c, r)
such that the additive weight is always zero, and the multiplicative
weight is 1/r2. This version is often referred to as the multiplicatively
weighted Voronoi diagram. The distance becomes the square of the
scaling factor by which the radius has to be multiplied such that x
will be on the boundary of B:

δi(x) = (x− pi)
2/r2

The cells of the Moebius diagram are more complex than Voronoi
or power cells, they are bounded by spherical patches, they can be
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Figure 3.6: The Moebius diagram of balls. The cell of the middle balls
contains a hole induced by the smallest ball, while the cell of the top right
ball has two components.

concave, contain holes, or even be disconnected. See Figure 3.6 for
an example.

3.3 Continuous structures and sampling

3.3.1 Medial axis transform

Definition 1 (Medial axis). For a bounded open set O ⊂ Rd, the medial
axis M(O) of O is the set of points in O with at least two closest points on
the boundary ∂O:

M(O) = {x ∈ O | ∃ a, b ∈ ∂O, a 6= b, d(x, a) = d(x, b) = d(x, ∂O)}

The medial axis M(∂O) of the boundary ∂O contains points both in
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the interior and exterior of O, it is the set of all points that have at
least two closest points in ∂O. See Figure 2.1 on page 29.

Throughout this work we will refer to points in the medial axis as
medial points. Every medial point x has an associated unique medial
ball B(x, r), the ball centered at x with radius equal to the distance to
the boundary: r = d(x, ∂O). The medial axis transform is the set of
all medial balls.

Definition 2 (Medial axis transform). For a bounded open set O ⊂ Rd

the medial axis transform MAT(O) of O is the set of medial balls:

MAT(O) = {B(x, r) | x ∈ M(O), r = d(x, ∂O)}

Note that the union of all medial balls is identical to the input shape.

3.3.2 Local feature size

For any point x ∈ Rd and a shape O we define the local feature size
f (x) as the distance to the medial axis M(∂O) of the boundary of O:

lfs : Rd → [0, ∞), x 7→ inf
y∈M(∂O)

‖x− y‖

Note that the local feature size depends on the medial axis of the
boundary, therefore both the interior and the exterior medial points
influence the value of this function.

3.3.3 Epsilon sampling

The ε-sampling concept is a sampling condition that adapts locally
to the shape, and allows a nonuniform sampling. It was introduced
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Figure 3.7: Epsilon sampling prescribes a sampling density that adapts
to the local feature size. For any point on the boundary (blue) in the corre-
sponding green ball has to be at least one sample point (red).

in [AB98]. The lower the ε value is, the denser the sampling has to
be.

Let S be a finite set of points of ∂O. Such a set we call a sample of O.
S is an ε-sample, if

∀x ∈ ∂O ∃p ∈ S, such that ‖x− p‖ ≤ ε lfs(x) (3.1)

This means that any point on the surface has at least one sample
point at distance at most ε times the local feature size, see Figure 3.7.
For an ε-sample of a surface we need more points on the areas with
high curvature and thin sheets, and we can afford sparser sampling
on big, smooth regions.

This sampling condition has been widely used to design provably
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correct surface reconstruction and medial axis approximation algo-
rithms [Dey07].

3.3.4 Homeomorphism

In our setting, the concepts of homeomorphism and homotopy char-
acterize the connectivity of a shape. They define equivalence classes
for shapes. For an illustration, see Figure 3.8, where shapes in the
same class are enclosed in boxes with the same color. Formally, these
are topological concepts and they are defined for topological spaces.
A topological space is a set X with a system X of subsets of X such that

• ∅ ∈ X , and X ∈ X
•
⋃A ∈ X for every subsystem A ⊆ X , and

•
⋂A ∈ X for every finite subsystem A ⊆ X .

Consider two topological spaces X and Y. A homeomorphism is a bi-
jective map X→ Y that is continuous and whose inverse is continu-
ous. If such a homeomorphism exists between X and Y, then X and
Y are homeomorphic.

3.3.5 Homotopy

Homotopy is a weaker topological equivalence relation between
topological spaces.

Two continuous maps h, k : X→ Y are homotopic if there is a continu-
ous map H : X× [0, 1]→ Y with H(x, 0) = h(x) and H(x, 1) = k(x),
for all x ∈ X.

Two spaces X and Y are homotopy equivalent if there are continuous
maps f : X → Y and g : Y → X such that g ◦ f is homotopic to
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Figure 3.8: Every blue row represents a homeomorphism class of the
shapes, but all shapes belong to the same homotopy class.

the identity on X and f ◦ g is homotopic to the identity on Y. One
can show that if two spaces are homeomorphic then they have to be
homotopic, as well. On the other hand, if two spaces are homotopic
they do not have to be homeomorphic to each other.

Using the examples in Figure 3.8 one can explain the two concepts
intuitively. Namely, if a shape A made of a rubber band can be de-
formed so that it looks like another shape B then A and B are home-
omorphic. Automatically they are homotopic to each other, as well.

If they can be deformed into another by additionally using only con-
traction and expansion operations, they are not homeomorphic, but
they still belong to the same homotopy type.
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Medial axis approximation

This chapter starts with discussing the complexity and structure of
the medial axis. Then we present different known methods to exactly
compute or approximate the medial axis. We focus on the algorithm
that computes the medial axis of a union of balls presented in [AK01],
since this algorithm will be used later in this thesis, as well.

Then we show our first contribution. A structural result that leads to
a much simpler and more robust algorithm to compute the medial
axis of a specific union of balls in the plane. This result has been
published in [GMP07] and the extended version [GMP10] is in press.
Given a set of dense sample points on the boundary of the shape, the
union of inner Voronoi balls is a good approximation of the shape.
We show that the medial axis of this specific union of balls can be
directly extracted from the Voronoi diagram of the samples, simply
as the union of all Voronoi edges that are in the interior of the shape.
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4 Medial axis approximation

Figure 4.1: A bounded set can have an infinite medial axis [CCM97].

This gives rise to a simple and much more robust algorithm, than in
the general case of arbitrary unions of balls.

4.1 Medial axis computation and
approximation

Choi et al. [CCM97] present a thorough study of the structure of
the medial axis in 2D. Among other properties, they show that, a
bounded shape can have a medial axis of a graph structure with an
infinite number of branches and junction points. This can happen
for pathological cases where the boundary of the shape contains of a
curve similar to the graph of the sinus function carefully constructed
with decreasing period of the sinus, such that there will be infinitely
many periods on a bounded length of curve (see Figure 4.1)

They study in detail a more realistic class of shapes, shapes whose
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boundary is composed of finite number of pieces of real analytic
curves. They show that for this large class of shapes the medial axis
has a finite graph structure, there is an elegant decomposition of the
medial axis and the shape, and one can prove regularity conditions
on the geometry of the medial axis, and continuity of the medial axis
transform.

In [GK04] a classification framework is presented for the points on
the 3D medial axis. The basic idea is to differentiate medial balls and
corresponding points based on the number of contact components
on the boundary and the order of tangency at these points. These
properties relate to the local geometry corresponding to the medial
point. A more recent article [GKP09] studies how the 3D medial axis
undergoes changes as the boundary of the shape undergoes continu-
ous deformations and describes the possible transitions of the medial
axis in terms of the above classification. In Chapter 3 of [SP08] a mul-
tivalued vector field, the radial vector field is used to derive operators
on the medial axis that capture local geometry of the shape. Using in-
tegrals on these operators, global properties can be directly accessed
from the medial axis. Motivated by this theoretical work between the
relationship of differential geometry on the surface and the medial
axis, [SWS09] developed a computational method by which bound-
ary differential geometry can be recovered directly from a dense me-
dial point cloud. These works show that the medial axis captures all
the important geometric information of the shape.

For long time it was conjectured that the medial axis is topology
equivalent to the input shape. In 2004 Lieutier [Lie04] presented the
strongest result for this question: a mathematical proof of homotopy
equivalence between the medial axis and the input shape, a result
that holds for any open set in any dimensions.
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4.1.1 Exact computation

Given the complexity of the medial axis, the exact computation of
the medial axis is a difficult problem. We will give an overview of
known 2D and 3D methods below.

For the computation of the medial axis of a planar shape an algo-
rithm was recently presented in [AAA+10]. This algorithm runs in
observed O(n log n) or O(n log2 n) for practical data sets (depending
on the geometric complexity). The input is a shapes whose bound-
ary is described using biarcs, i.e. a concatenation of circular arcs that
meet with a common tangent. The randomized divide-and-conquer
algorithm first computes the combinatorics of the medial axis, then
uses exact arithmetic to compute the right bisector curves. They ad-
ditionally show that freeform shapes can be well approximated with
biarcs in terms of Hausdorff distance. According to the authors a re-
cent unpublished version of their algorithm can handle polygonal
boundaries, as well.

For the three dimensional case, Culvert et al. [CKM04] present an al-
gorithm that computes the exact medial axis of a polyhedron. This
is a recursive algorithm that relies heavily on exact arithmetic for
robustness, therefore it can currently handle only polyhedrons hav-
ing not more than several hundred faces. Additionally, for degener-
ate cases where four or more medial sheets meet, the evaluation of
predicates becomes very expensive and running time increases sig-
nificantly.

The medial axis of polyhedral shapes or shapes described by smooth
boundary patches is composed not only of planar sheets, but very
often higher order curves and patches. In contrast, the medial axis of
a union of a finite number of balls is piecewise linear: it consists only
of polygons, segments, and points. Therefore an efficient algorithm
can be designed for computing the exact medial axis of this class
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of shapes. This algorithm scales up to large inputs of hundreds of
thousands of balls. Since this algorithm is extensively used in this
thesis, we will discuss it in detail in Section 4.2.

4.1.2 Approximation

Medial axis approximation algorithm are much more popular in the
literature. There are two main reasons. Firstly, approximation algo-
rithms are often much more simple and performant and they can
produce in practice close approximations of the medial axis. The sec-
ond reason is that the exact medial axis is often too complex for appli-
cations. Therefore many approximation algorithms directly compute
an approximation of a simplified medial axis. This means that there is
no clear separation between medial axis approximation and simpli-
fication algorithms. We will discuss the two problems separately in
this thesis, by concentrating on the fundamental concepts and con-
struction that contribute to the simplification or approximation of
the medial axis. In the rest of this section we concentrate on the ap-
proaches that are used for medial axis approximations, and leave the
discussion of simplification criteria to Section 5.1. We group the ap-
proximation algorithms based on the kind of input representations
they can handle.

Voxel representation. The computer vision community studied
extensively the computation of medial axis from 2D images and 3D
voxel images. One common approach is the computation of distance
function to the boundary using the Hessian matrix of the distance
function to identify medial axis points. The challenge here lies in
the numerics and approximation error of distance values. The re-
sult is a set of image/voxel points that have been identified as me-
dial points. Controlling the topology in these methods needs special
attention. A recent method with approximation guarantees is pre-
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sented in [SW09], while an overview of many such methods is given
in [SP08].

Another method, called thinning, iteratively removes pixels from the
shape until only medial pixels are left. Although controlling topol-
ogy is much easier, this approach seems more sensitive to rasteriza-
tion artifacts, especially near branching points.

Another approach explicitly simulates the dynamic process
of the grassfire flow, by tracking the evolution of boundary
curves/surfaces using a partial differential equation. This approach
has the advantage to easily extend to higher dimensions. The chal-
lenges of such algorithms lie in the choice of discretization that
allows enough precision to detect singularities robustly, which is a
nontrivial issue given that exactly the degenerate and non-regular
function values are of highest interest.

Other approaches derive filters for directly computing medial axis
and distance transforms on pixels of grayscale images. We refer to
Section 1.4 of [SP08] for an overview and more references. There are
algorithms with proven guarantees of approximation in terms of ge-
ometry and some algorithms can produce the right connectivity by
construction. What is common for most image based medial axis ap-
proximations is that they necessarily have to simplify the medial axis
to overcome the approximation errors given by the representation
from pixels, i.e. the shape is basically the union of many tiny rect-
angular boxes — a complete medial axis would contain at least one
branch for every pixel on the boundary. Another common challenge
is the design of an algorithm that is rotation invariant. In this set-
ting if a shape is rotated, the discretization directions change and the
design of an algorithm that is robust to such changes is not straight-
forward.

Point sets. Algorithms to compute medial axis approximation
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from dense boundary samples typically start with the construction
of the Voronoi diagram. Given the close relationship between medial
axis and Voronoi diagrams, a good approach is to compute a care-
fully chosen subset of the Voronoi faces. This selection possibly gives
only an approximation of a subset of the medial axis, because the
selection criteria for Voronoi faces inherently ignore certain unsta-
ble faces of the medial axis. The algorithm by [DZ04] has theoretical
guarantees that the computed medial axis approximation converges
to the exact medial axis as the sampling density increases. Neverthe-
less, the topology of the output might deviate from the topology of
the shape.

The λ-complex [CL05] is a subset of the Voronoi diagram of the sam-
ples which uses a different selection criterion and it is much more
stable from a topological point of view. Additionally, it can handle
noisy sample points and provides approximation guarantees with
respect to (a subset of) the exact medial axis. The biggest disadvan-
tage is again that the result inherently contains a simplification of
the medial axis, which in this case prunes away features uniformly
based on an absolute size threshold.

The power shape introduced by [ACK01], is another approximation
of the medial axis that is computed based on the Voronoi diagram
of the sample points. In this method an additional weighted Delau-
nay triangulation is computed from a subset of the Voronoi balls of
the samples. The power shape is then finally extracted as the subset
of the faces of this weighted Delaunay triangulation. This approach
needs additional pruning of faces in order to overcome instability
problems.

Polygonal meshes. The most common approach for approxima-
tion of the medial axis of a polygonal mesh is to convert it to a
voxel representation or boundary sampling and to apply methods
discussed above for the medial axis approximation. Often adaptive
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space subdivision schemes guide a conversion of the shape to a grid-
like setting (like in [FLM03, SW09]) and then similar partial differ-
ential equations of boundary evolution, thinning algorithms or other
algorithms can be applied. Therefore, the efficiency and the quality
of the final results depends on both the the conversion method and
the fundamental medial axis approximation algorithm as discussed
above.

4.2 The medial axis of union of balls

The medial axis of a union of a finite number of balls has a special
structure. It is a closed set that is piecewise linear, i.e. it is composed
of a finite number of points, segments, and polygons in 3D (for 2D
and 3D proofs see [AM96]). This structure makes it possible to de-
velop an efficient algorithm that computes the exact medial axis of
a union of balls as presented in [AK01]. Tam et al. [TH03] designed
additional improvements to address robustness issues of the algo-
rithm presened by Amenta and Kolluri [AK01]. In the following we
will present the algorithm to compute the medial axis of a union of
balls based on [AK01]. We include some improvements from [TH03]
together with various subtle adaptations that proved very useful for
implementation.

Consider a set of balls B and its union U. We are interested in the
medial axis M(U). The main insight regarding the medial axis of
the union of balls in [AM96] is that M(U) is a specific subset of the
Voronoi diagram of the vertex set V(U) of the union of balls. The
vertex set of a union is the set of vertices on the boundary where d
or more balls meet (see Section 3.2.4 on page 47 for the formal defini-
tion and Figure 3.3 on page 47 for an example.) This characterization
does not lead to an efficient algorithm for the computation of M(U).
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4.2 The medial axis of union of balls

Figure 4.2: The medial axis of a union of balls is composed of the intersec-
tion of the dual and the voronoi diagram of the vertex set V. See the dual of
this set of balls on Figure 3.5 on page 50.

[AK01] relate this specific subset of the Voronoi diagram of V(U) to
the dual structure of the union balls. (See Section 3.2.7 on page 49
for the formal definition of the dual.) Note that one can efficiently
compute the dual of a union of balls by identifying the right subset
of simplices of the regular triangulation of the balls. Using the dual,
one can construct the set V(U) and its Voronoi diagram. Moreover,
based on the properties proven in [AK01], one can identify the subset
of the Voronoi diagram of V(U) which gives the medial axis of U
using only combinatorial tests. The main characterization theorem
of the medial axis of U given by [AK01] is the following.

Theorem 1 (Theorem 2 from Amenta et al. [AK01]). Let U be a union
of balls in Rd, let V be the set of vertices of the union of balls and let D be
the dual of U. The medial axis of U consists of
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• the singular faces of D, and

• the subset of Vor(V) which intersects the regular components of D.

See a 2D example illustrating this characterization on Figure 4.2.

The computation of the dual of the union of balls is relatively simple
if one exploits the relation of D to the weighted α-filtration of the
regular triangulation introduced in [Ede92]. It is easy to see that D is
the set of simplices in the regular triangulation with non-positive α
values. Therefore, one can compute the weighted α-filtration of the
balls using the standard CGAL package and then extract the dual
using a simple test on the α values.

As Edelsbrunner [Ede95] pointed out, the combinatorics of the
boundary of U is precisely encoded in D. The set of d − 1-
dimensional faces on the boundary of D correspond one-to-one
to vertices in V(U) (see Figure 4.5). Such a face σ is the convex hull
of the center of d balls, whose boundaries intersect in two points
which lie on two opposite sides of the support plane of σ. If σ is
singular, both these points are part of V(U). Otherwise only one of
these points is part of V(U). The two points are on opposite sides
of supporting plane of σ. Additionally, in the regular triangulation
the two neighbor d-simplices of σ, one of which is part of the dual
D. These simplices lie on opposite sides of the same supporting
hyperplane of σ. It is easy to see that the point that is part of V(U)
lies on the same side of the supporting hyperplane as the d-simplex
that is part of the dual of the union of balls.

The more difficult task is to find the subset of the Voronoi faces which
intersects the regular components of D. The basic idea is to find the
edges which cross the boundary of the regular components of D us-
ing combinatorial tests. Then starting from infinity, which is exterior
by definition, one can classify all Voronoi vertices with respect to D
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using a flooding algorithm and extract all faces or subsets of faces
which are in the interior of regular components of D.

The following two lemmas characterize the Voronoi edges which
cross the boundary of the regular components of D.

Lemma 2 (Lemma 13 from Amenta et al. [AK01]). Let e be a Voronoi
edge induced by the set of vertices Ve ⊆ V. Let τ be a vertex of the boundary
of a regular component of D. Let B be the input ball centered at τ. Edge e
passes through τ if and only if the vertices in Ve all lie on the boundary of
B.

Lemma 3 (Lemma 14 from Amenta et al. [AK01]). Let e be a Voronoi
edge induced by the set of vertices Ve ⊆ V. Let the simplex τ be an edge of
the boundary of a regular component of D. Let B1 and B2 be the centers of
the two input balls at the endpoints of τ. Edge e is identical to τ if and only
if the vertices in Ve lie on the intersection of B1 ∩ B2 in ∂U.

Using these two lemmas one can classify every Voronoi edge of V in
the following way. Consider vertices Ve which are closest to a Voronoi
edge e. Every vertex in Ve is a vertex of V(U), so it is on the boundary
of d or more balls. If all vertices of Ve are on the boundary of a single
ball, e is a Voronoi edge that crosses the boundary of D. If they are on
two different balls, the Voronoi edge contains a singular edge of D.

After having classified all Voronoi edges, a flooding algorithm marks
all Voronoi vertices of V(U) as interior or exterior. The infinite
Voronoi vertex is marked exterior by definition. From here we start
the flooding. For a given classified Voronoi vertex v, the algorithm
visits all unclassified neighboring Voronoi vertices along Voronoi
edges and marks them the opposite of the classification of v if the
connecting Voronoi edge is crossing and the same classification oth-
erwise. Newly classified vertices are used to classify their neighbors,
and so on. See [AK01] for details.
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All the results in [AK01] assume that balls are in general position, i.e.
there exist no d + 1 or more balls such that their boundaries intersect
in exactly the same point. In planar case this means that there are
three or more circles passing through the same point (see Figure 4.3).
Unfortunately, if the balls originate from Voronoi balls, such configu-
rations appear by construction (see on the bottom of Figure 3.2). These
degenerate cases will lead to the following problems in the above al-
gorithm:

1. Two or more d − 1 dimensional boundary simplices of D cor-
respond to the same vertex in V(U) (in 3D more triangles on
the boundary of D correspond to the same vertex of V(U)).
Therefore adding vertices to V from every d − 1-dimensional
boundary simplex of D will generate duplicate vertices in V.

2. d + 2 or more vertices in V(U) are on the boundary of a d-
sphere (in 3D five or more points lie on the same sphere, in
2D four or more points lie on the same sphere, like on Fig-
ure 4.6). This means that the Voronoi diagram of V(U) becomes
degenerate. Practical implementations will generate duplicate
Voronoi vertices and consequently the output medial axis con-
tains many duplicate vertices.

3. d + 1 or more vertices in V(U) are on the boundary of the same
d− 1-sphere (in 3D four or more points lie on the same circle, in
2D this problem cannot arise). This means that the computation
of the corresponding Voronoi vertex location is susceptible to
geometric robustness issues.

4. Many edges of the Voronoi diagram of V(U) will only touch or
be completely part of the boundary of D. See Figure 4.7. There-
fore the combinatorial tests to identify crossing Voronoi edges
will identify edges that are completely part of the dual. The
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Figure 4.3: A set of degenerate balls

flooding algorithm in [AK01] can misclassify many vertices in
such cases.

The first two issues were addressed in [TH03] for the 3D case. One
can explicitly resolve these issues by exploiting information specific
to Voronoi balls. Every Voronoi ball corresponds to four vertices and
the tetrahedra constructed from these. If a vertex v of V(U) would be
duplicated with the naive algorithm then v corresponds exactly to a
sample point which was used to compute the Voronoi balls. One can
easily identify this sample point and add it to V(U) only if is has not
been added before. For details see [TH03].

The second issue can be resolved by tracking which balls contributed
to the construction of every point in V(U). We call such balls source
balls for a vertex, because this vertex lies by construction on the
boundary of these balls. If a Voronoi vertex for V(U) corresponds
to points in V(U) which share a common source ball, then the center
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of this ball is exactly the Voronoi vertex itself. Therefore, duplicate
Voronoi vertices can easily be tracked back and identified as centers
of input balls. Although not mentioned in [TH03], the classification
of Voronoi edges in degenerate cases has to use this same extended
list of source balls for vertices in V(U).

The third issue leads only to geometric imprecision but no combina-
torial problems. One can identify these cases again combinatorially:
in 3D, if all four vertices share two source balls, then they lie on the
intersection circle of these two balls, and we can use the center of
this circle as the dual Voronoi vertex of this degenerate tetrahedron
instead of computing an unstable position.

The fourth issue can be addressed with a more sophisticated flood-
ing algorithm. The original algorithm relies on the fact that one of
the endpoints of a Voronoi edge classified as crossing is interior to D
and the other one exterior. This is not true in degenerate situations
where we only know that the crossing edge has at least one common
point with the boundary of D. It can happen that the whole edge
is part of the boundary of D and consequently both endpoints are
part of D. Therefore, we can apply a "layered" flooding. Since edges
not classified crossing have for sure the same vertex classification on
both endpoints, we give "priority" to these edges in the flooding. In
a layer of a flooding only non-crossing edges are used to propagate a
classification until it is possible. Then, a switch of the label happens
to cross the boundary of D, but using only the crossing edges from
the current front. Then a new layer of non-crossing flooding is per-
formed, and we repeat all these steps until all vertices are classified.

The final output is a set of polygons extracted from the Voronoi di-
agram with connectivity information. We triangulate the polygons
and orient them consistently with their neighbors to produce a result
more accessible to other applications.
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Figure 4.4: The dual of the degenerate balls.

Figure 4.5: The correspondence between dual edges and vertices of the
union of balls in red.
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Figure 4.6: The voronoi diagram of V(U)

These modifications combined with exact arithmetic for identifica-
tion of the dual of the union of balls allows a robust implementation
of the algorithm to compute the medial axis of union of balls both in
2D and 3D. Note that for the degenerate cases many predicates con-
structing Delaunay and regular triangulations become much more
costly to evaluate. Therefore, to improve performance we can per-
turb the center of the balls with a random displacement not larger
than a relative factor to their radius. We applied this perturbation
only in cases where the input balls themselves were approximations
and used a perturbation factor of 10−4.
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Figure 4.7: Top image: the yellow edges are classified as crossing, the blue
edge on the right is the alpha edge. All three Voronoi edges corresponding
to the middle vertex in the bottom are classified crossing and could lead to a
wrong classification with a simple flooding.
On the bottom image the black segments are the medial axis of the union of
balls.
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4.2.1 Medial axis approximation through Voronoi
balls

As the survey [ABE09] presented, a general strategy to approximate
the medial axis of a shape O is to approximate the input shape with
a close shape O′ for which we can compute the exact medial axis
M(O′) and then use M(O′) as the medial axis approximation of M.
This is the paradigm the λ-complex uses to extract a medial axis ap-
proximation directly from the Voronoi diagram of a set of samples.

We can use this paradigm for approximating the medial axis of any
shape through the union of balls. As presented above, we can ef-
ficiently compute the medial axis of any set of balls. Amenta et
al. [AK00, ACK01] designed a method to compute a geometrically
close and topologically equivalent approximation of a 3D shape from
a dense sampling of the boundary. The approximation is given by a
subset of the Voronoi balls of the input samples, namely the Voronoi
balls corresponding to interior poles. In 2D, a similar result can be
proven. Given a dense sampling of the boundary, the set of Voronoi
balls corresponding to vertices that lie in the interior of the shape
give a close approximation of the shape. Notice that both in 2D and
3D, one can approximate the shape with a union of balls to an arbi-
trary precision by using a dense enough sampling on the boundary.

Given these approximation properties it is a natural choice to ap-
proximate the medial axis through the medial axis of a subset
of Voronoi balls. In the next section we prove that the medial
axis of such "special" balls has a simpler structure than that of a
union of arbitrary balls. Particularly in 2D, the medial axis of the
union of all inner Voronoi balls is simply the union of all Voronoi
edges that connect such interior Voronoi vertices. This leads to
a very simple and robust algorithm to compute medial axis ap-
proximation through a union of balls: by identifying the inner
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Figure 4.8: Both the general and our algorithm starts by computing the
Voronoi diagram of the samples. Our algorithm extracts the result directly
from the Voronoi diagram, while the general algorithm needs to identify the
dual of the balls using exact arithmetic, compute the vertices of the union
together with its Voronoi diagram, and extract the intersection between the
latter Voronoi diagram and dual of the union.

Voronoi edges. In contrast, the general algorithm computes two
Voronoi diagrams, a regular triangulation, and needs several clas-
sification flooding algorithms and exact arithmetic to extract ex-
actly the same result. See Figure 4.8. Additionally, we explain in the
video accompanying [MGP07] both the steps of the general algo-
rithm and our faster algorithm. The video can be accessed online at
http://www.balintmiklos.com/mesecina/socg07.html
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4 Medial axis approximation

4.3 Medial axis of a union of inner
Voronoi balls in the plane

Our main structural result is that the medial axis of all inner Voronoi
balls is simply the union of inner Voronoi vertices and inner Voronoi
edges. A crucial step in the proof of our main theorem and another
structural result is the fact that for dense samples, the vertices of the
union of inner balls are always sample points. In the next section
we prove this latter result and then proceed to the proofs leading to
the main result characterizing the medial axis of the union of inner
Voronoi balls.

4.3.1 The sample points and the vertices of the
union of balls

In the following we assume that O ⊂ R2 is a connected shape with
smooth boundary ∂O and S ⊂ ∂O is a finite sampling. Let B be
the set of inner Voronoi balls, U =

⋃
B∈B B its underlying shape and

V(U) the vertex set of U. Our main result in this section is the fol-
lowing theorem.

Theorem 4. If S is an ε-sampling of ∂O with ε ≤
√

2/6 ≈ 0.236, then
V(U) ⊆ S.

To prove this theorem we need to collect some well known facts from
ε-sampling theory.

Lemma 5 (Lemma 2 from [AB98]). Any Voronoi ball of a sampling S ⊂
∂O contains a point of the medial axis of ∂O.

The following property is easy to verify using the triangle inequality:
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Figure 4.9: Inner and outer Voronoi balls intersect at a small angle.

Fact 1 (Lipschitz continuity). The local feature size is 1-Lipschitz:
lfs(x) ≤ lfs(y) + d(x, y) for any x, y ∈ R2.

Another important observation for our proofs is that a Voronoi ball
centered inside the shape and a Voronoi ball centered outside the
shape cannot intersect deeply, for dense enough sampling. The fol-
lowing lemma adapted from [AK01] formalizes this observation.

Lemma 6 (Adaption of Lemma 16 from [AK01]). Let Bi be an inner
Voronoi ball and Bo and outer Voronoi ball and ε ≤ 1/3. The angle at
which Bi and Bo intersect is at most 2 arcsin 3ε.

Proof. Consider the line segment connecting ci and co, the centers of
Bi and Bo. Since ci and co lie on the opposite sides of ∂O, this segment
crosses ∂O in at least one point x. Let B(c, r) be the smaller of the
two balls Bi and Bo. If x ∈ B(c, r), then we have f (x) ≤ 2r, since the
Voronoi ball B(c, r) contains a point of the medial axis (Lemma 5)

Otherwise x is in the larger of the two balls, but not in B(c, r), as
shown in Figure 4.9. Define z and λ as in Figure 4.9. Using Lemma 5
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4 Medial axis approximation

and Fact 1 we have f (x) ≤ d(x, c) + r = d(x, z) + d(z, c) + r. But the
distance from x to the nearest sample is at least:√

λ2 + d(x, z)2 =
√

r2− d(z, c)2 + d(x, z)2

From the ε-sampling requirement we have:√
r2− d(z, c)2 + d(x, z)2 ≤ ε f (x) ≤ ε[d(x, z) + d(z, c) + r]

Since d(z, c) ≤ r we can simplify this to:

d(x, z) ≤ 2r
ε

1− ε

which for ε ≤ 1/3 and according to Lemma 5 yields f (x) ≤ 3r. Since
the distance from x to the nearest sample is at least λ and at most 3εr,
we know that λ ≤ 3εr. The angle α in Figure 4.9 is at most arcsin 3ε,
and β ≤ α, so the two balls intersect at an angle of at most 2 arcsin 3ε.

Using this property we can derive the following structural result for
the Voronoi balls of an

√
2/6-sampling.

Corollary 7. Let ε ≤
√

2/6, and Bi(ci, ri) and Bo(co, ro) be an inner and
an outer Voronoi ball whose boundaries intersect in x and y. The arc γi =
∂Bi ∩ Bo is contained in the interior of the acute triangle conv({x, co, y})
and similarly the arc γo = ∂Bo ∩ Bi is contained in the interior of the acute
triangle conv({x, ci, y}).

Proof. Let z be the intersection of the tangents to Bi at x and y as
shown in Figure 4.10. We know by construction that Bi lies com-
pletely on one side of the line supported by x and z. Similarly Bi lies
completely on one side of the line supported by y and z. Therefore
∂Bi lies in the intersection of these two half-planes. Since all points
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co ci
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Figure 4.10: γi is covered by conv({x, co, y}).

on γi are at distance ri from ci, γi is on the same side of the line sup-
ported by x and y as co. Therefore, γi ⊂ conv({x, z, y}).
Given ε ≤

√
2/6 and applying Lemma 6 we know the Bi and Bo can-

not intersect deeper than 2 arcsin 3
√

2/6 = π/2. This implies that
conv({x, co, y}) and conv({x, ci, y}) are acute triangles. Additionally
this means that ∠coxci ≥ π/2 and ∠coyci ≥ π/2. Therefore, we
have ∠yxz ≤ ∠yxco and ∠xyz ≤ ∠xyco. Note that conv({x, z, y})
and conv({x, co, y}) are two isosceles triangles sharing the edge be-
tween x and y, so given the angle conditions above conv({x, z, y}) ⊆
conv({x, co, y}) and γi ⊂ conv({x, co, y}). We can use exactly the
same line of arguments for γo, as well.

Using these results we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. We show that for ε <
√

2/6 all points in the vertex set
V(U) of the union of balls are sample points. The proof makes use
of the following decomposition of the boundary circle of an inner
Voronoi ball B. The edges incident to the Voronoi vertex correspond-
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c
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Figure 4.11: The construction of B in the proof of Theorem 4 for the case
when x, y ∈ δ.

ing to the ball can be classified as either inner or mixed. We label the
arc on ∂B between two sample points with the label of the Voronoi
edge, i.e., either as inner or mixed. By definition, the relative inte-
rior of an inner arc is contained in U and thus cannot contain a point
from V(U). Hence the points in V(U) must be on mixed arcs. We will
show that no other inner Voronoi ball can intersect the interior of a
mixed arc, and therefore no point of V(U) can be in the interior of a
mixed arc.

Let us consider a mixed Voronoi edge and the corresponding inner
and outer balls, Bi and Bo. We will show that for any other inner ball
B′i , the boundary ∂B′i cannot intersect the mixed arc γ = ∂Bi ∩ Bo.
Remember that the two intersection points p and q of the boundaries
of ∂Bi and ∂Bo are sample points.

If B′i does not intersect Bo, then it cannot intersect γ either. Now con-
sider the case that B′i intersects Bo and let {x, y} = ∂B′i ∩ ∂Bo. Let
us denote by δ the arc between p and q on the boundary of Bo, i.e.
δ = ∂Bo ∩ Bi. Notice that if x ∈ δ and y ∈ ∂Bo \ δ, or vice versa, the
Voronoi ball B′i has to cover one of the sample points p or q, which
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Figure 4.12: Proof of Theorem 4. B′i cannot intersect γ without deep in-
tersection with Bo.

contradicts the Voronoi property. Therefore, we make a case distinc-
tion x, y ∈ δ or x, y ∈ ∂B0 \ δ.

Case 1. Suppose x, y ∈ δ and let l be their bisector as in Figure 4.11.
Note that l passes through the center co of Bo, and any ball touching
x and y has its center on l (thus B′i , as well). Let us denote by ci the
center of Bi, and without loss of generality assume d(x, ci) ≥ d(y, ci).
Since x, y ∈ δ ⊂ Bi the ball B centered at c = l ∩ [cix] and with radius
d(c, x) is completely contained in Bi. Now, let us distinguish three
cases based on center c′i of B′i on the line l.

If c′i ∈ [coc], then B′i ⊂ (B ∪ Bo) ⊂ (Bi ∪ Bo). But the Voronoi ball B′i
is covered by the union of two other Voronoi balls Bi and Bo which
is a contradiction. If c′i is co or further away from c, then B′i covers γ
completely, so ∂B′i ∩ γ = ∅. And if c′i is c or further away from co,
then Bi does not intersect γ because B′i will be always in the union of
B and the halfplane opposite to co and limited by the line connecting
x and y.

Case 2. In the second case where x, y ∈ ∂Bo \ δ, we can apply Corol-
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lary 7 for Bi and Bo and for B′i and Bo as shown in Figure 4.12.
This implies that γ = (∂Bi ∩ Bo) ⊂ conv({p, co, q}) and ∂B′i ∩ Bo ⊂
conv({x, co, y}). Given the ordering of the points p, q, x, y on ∂Bo, we
have conv({p, co, q}) ∩ conv({x, co, y}) = co, and therefore ∂B2 can-
not intersect γ.

4.3.2 Medial axis structure

Using the results in the previous section we get an elegant character-
ization of the medial axis of U in the form of the following theorem:

Theorem 8. If S is an ε-sampling of a smooth shape O with ε ≤
√

2/6,
then the medial axis of the union of inner Voronoi balls is the union of inner
edges and inner vertices of the Voronoi diagram of S.

The proof of this theorem relies on our structural results derived
from the sampling conditions, namely on Theorem 4 and Corollary 7.
In this section we will consider that our sampling fulfills the condi-
tions needed for these results, ε ≤

√
2/6. We will show that out of all

Voronoi simplices, only inner vertices and inner edges contain me-
dial axis points, and every point on these is part of the medial axis.
First let us consider the interior of Voronoi cells.

Lemma 9. For any point x in the interior of a Voronoi cell, x /∈ M(U).

Proof. If x /∈ U then x cannot be part of M(U) by definition, so let us
consider x ∈ U, and show that it cannot have more than one closest
point on ∂U. Grow a ball B around x until it touches ∂U. We distin-
guish two cases: either B touches an inner ball tangentially, or not. If
B touches an inner ball tangentially, there can be only one touching
point y, otherwise x would be a Voronoi vertex. This means y is the
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4.3 Medial axis of a union of inner Voronoi balls in the plane

unique closest point to x on ∂U and x cannot be on the medial axis
of U. If B does not touch an inner ball tangentially in a single point,
then it touches ∂U in a vertex of the union of balls, i.e., in a point
in V(U) ⊆ S (the inclusion holds under the assumptions of Theo-
rem 4). There can be only one such point since x cannot have two or
more closest points in S. Hence also in this case x has a unique closest
boundary point of U, so x /∈ M(U).

In the following lemmas and in the corollary we discuss the three
classes of Voronoi edges.

Lemma 10. Outer Voronoi edges of the Voronoi diagram of S do not inter-
sect U.

Proof. Consider an outer edge e which connects the centers of two
outer Voronoi balls B1

o and B2
o and let p and q be the two sample

points defining the Delaunay edge dual to e. Note that by definition
we have {p, q} = ∂B1

o ∩ ∂B2
o . Let us assume that e intersects U, then

there is at least one inner Voronoi ball Bi that intersects e and there-
fore intersects B1

o ∪ B2
o , as well. Since the Voronoi ball Bi cannot be

covered by the union of two other Voronoi balls, we have to have at
least two points x, y ∈ ∂Bi ∩ ∂(B1

o ∪ B2
o). Now we consider two cases

based on which ball’s boundary x and y are located: either on the
same outer ball, or different outer balls.

Case 1. If both x and y are located on the boundary of the same ball
we can assume without loss of generality that x, y ∈ ∂B1

o as in Fig-
ure 4.13. We can apply Corollary 7 on Bi and B1

o . Given the ordering of
x, y, p and q on the boundary B1

o , we can conclude that the acute tri-
angle conv({x, c1

o, y}) intersects e only in c1
o, and therefore Bi does not

intersect e ∩ B1
o . It remains to verify that Bi does not intersect e \ B1

o .
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Figure 4.13: Case 1 for the proof of Lemma 10.

If Bi does not intersect the other outer ball B2
o , then it cannot intersect

e \ B1
o either, and Bi ∩ e = ∅, see Figure 4.13.

Let us look at the case when Bi intersects B2
o and let {z, w} = ∂Bi ∩

∂B2
o . We prove that Bi ∩ (e \ B1

o) = ∅. Given that Bi and B2
o are Voronoi

balls and p, q are sample points, both z and w have to be in ∂B2
o \ B1

o
or both in ∂B2

o ∩ B1
o . If z, w ∈ ∂B2

o \ B1
o then we can apply Corollary

7 for Bi and B2
o and show that Bi ∩ (e ∩ B2

o) = ∅ which shows that
Bi ∩ (e \ B1

o) = ∅. Now suppose z, w ∈ ∂B2
o ∩ B1

o , as in Figure 4.14(a).
Then (Bi ∩ B2

o) ⊂ B1
o , because ∂Bi intersects ∂B1

o in only x and y. This
implies that Bi ∩ (B2

o \ B1
o) = ∅, so Bi ∩ (e \ B1

o) = ∅.

Case 2. Now consider the case x ∈ ∂B1
o and y ∈ ∂B2

o . Since Bi ∩ (B1
o ∪

B2
o) 6= ∅, the ball Bi cannot be tangent to both B1

o and B2
o , and there

has to exist a third point t on ∂Bi such that t ∈ ∂B1
o ∪ ∂B2

o and t 6= x
and t 6= y. If t ∈ ∂(B1

o ∪ B2
o), we can apply the line of argument from

the first case either for the pair t and x or the pair t and y and we
know that Bi ∩ e = ∅. If t /∈ ∂(B1

o ∪ B2
o) then we have t ∈ ∂B1

o ∩ B2
o or

t ∈ ∂B2
o ∩ B1

o , as in Figure 4.14(b). But in this case the Voronoi ball Bi

would cover one of the sample points p or q, which is a contradiction.
This concludes the proof.
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Figure 4.14: Case 2 for the proof of Lemma 10.

Corollary 11. A mixed Voronoi edge of the Voronoi diagram of S intersects
∂U only at the intersection with the boundary of its inner Voronoi ball.

Proof. Let Bi be the ball centered at the inner Voronoi vertex of the
mixed edge e, and Bo the outer Voronoi ball. First of all notice that by
Corollary 7 we know that e intersects ∂Bi. We have to prove that for
any other inner Voronoi ball B′i ∩ (e \ Bi) = ∅. By applying Corollary
7 for Bi and Bo first, and for Bo and B′i the second time, we obtain
that ∂B′i ∩ Bo does not intersect e ∩ Bo, which implies that e ∩ ∂U =
e ∩ Bi.

Lemma 12. If x is a point on an inner Voronoi edge, then x ∈ M(U).

Proof. Let B1
i and B2

i be the inner Voronoi balls that correspond to the
endpoints of the inner edge that contains x, and let p and q be the
two intersection points of the boundary circles of B1

i and B2
i . By the

definition of Voronoi edges: p, q ∈ S, p and q are equidistant from
x, and p and q cannot be covered by any other (inner) Voronoi ball,
i.e., p, q ∈ ∂U. The ball centered at x touching p and q is contained
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4 Medial axis approximation

in B1
i ∪ B2

i . Hence x has at least two closest points in ∂U, i.e., x ∈
M(U).

Now we can proceed with the proof of our main theorem.

Theorem 8. Lemma 9 proves that only edges and vertices of the
Voronoi diagram of S can be part of M(U). According to Lemma 10,
outer edges have no points inside U, so they cannot contain any point
of M(U). And we know (Lemma 11) that mixed edges intersect ∂U
only in a single point, i.e., the point where they intersect the bound-
ary of the corresponding inner ball. All the points in the interior of
a mixed edge which are covered by U have one closest point on ∂U,
namely the above mentioned intersection point, so the interiors of
mixed edges do not contain medial axis points, either. Lemma 12
proves that all inner edges are part of the medial axis M(U).

It remains to consider the Voronoi vertices. Inner Voronoi vertices
have by definition at least three equidistant sample points, which
are on the boundary of the corresponding Voronoi ball, and cannot
be covered by any other (inner) Voronoi ball. Therefore, these sam-
ple points are all part of ∂U, and all inner Voronoi vertices are part
of M(U). Outer Voronoi vertices cannot be covered by U, because
according to the proof of Corollary 7 inner and outer balls do not
intersect deeper than π/2 for ε ≤

√
2/6.

Notice that additionally to proving Theorem 8, we have derived
more structural results regarding the boundary of U. The proof of
the following corollary follows directly from Theorem 4 and Corol-
lary 11.

Corollary 13. The boundary of U is composed of all arcs on the boundary of
inner balls corresponding to mixed Voronoi edges and a subset of the sample
points.
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4.3 Medial axis of a union of inner Voronoi balls in the plane

4.3.3 Algorithm

Our structural results give rise to an algorithm to compute the medial
axis of the union U of the inner Voronoi balls. The algorithm is correct
provided the sampling condition in Theorem 8 is satisfied.

The main step in the algorithm is the classification of the vertices of
the Voronoi diagram of the set of sample points S. For the classifi-
cation we use a curve reconstruction algorithm that picks Delaunay
edges from the Delaunay triangulation of S that connect the points
of S in exactly the same order as they are connected along ∂O. A
convenient choice of reconstruction algorithm is the one-step algo-
rithm due to Gold and Snoeyink [GS01]—a variant of the Crust algo-
rithm [AB98]. This method uses one local geometric test to decide if a
Delaunay edge is part of the reconstruction.Therefore, it is very fast
and additionally produces provable good curve reconstruction for
our range of ε. The curve reconstruction can then be used to classify
the Voronoi vertices by traversing the edges of the Voronoi diagram
of S as follows: label the vertex at infinity as outer and proceed to in-
cident, so far unlabeled Voronoi vertices and label them. Whenever
the incidence is via a Voronoi edge that is dual to a Delaunay edge
from the reconstruction change the label, i.e., from outer to inner, or
vice versa. Once all the Voronoi vertices are labeled just output all in-
ner Voronoi vertices and all Voronoi edges whose endpoints are both
labeled inner. The running time of our algorithm is dominated by the
computation of the Delaunay triangulation, which is O(n log n). Both
the curve reconstruction and Voronoi vertex classification are done in
time linear in the number of Delaunay edges.

We will prove that for dense enough sampling, the algorithm suc-
ceeds in labeling the Voronoi vertices correctly, and this implies the
correctness of the output. To prove this we need to show that Voronoi
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edges dual to reconstruction Delaunay edges are mixed Voronoi
edges, and that all the other Voronoi edges do not intersect ∂O.

The curve reconstruction algorithm in [GS01] outputs all edges be-
tween consecutive sample points on the curve ∂O and only these
edges for an ε-sampling with ε < 0.42. Here we will show that only
Voronoi edges dual to consecutive sample points cross the boundary
of ∂O, and they intersect ∂O in a single point. This yields the cor-
rectness of our labeling. The proof builds heavily on the results of
Amenta, Bern and Eppstein [AB98], where properties of ε-samplings
of smooth curves are presented.

In the following it is sufficient to consider a sampling with ε ≤ 1. We
will use the following two corollaries from [AB98] in our proofs.

Corollary 14 (Corollary 3 from [AB98]). A ball containing a point x ∈
∂O and with diameter at most f (x) intersects ∂O in a topological disk, i.e.
a curve segment.

Corollary 15 (Corollary 4 from [AB98]). A ball centered at a point x ∈
∂O with radius at most f (x) intersects ∂O in a topological disk, i.e. a
curve segment.

Lemma 16 (Extension of Lemma 11 from [AB98]). A Voronoi edge e
dual to a Delaunay edge connecting two consecutive sample points inter-
sects ∂O in one single point.

Proof. We know from Lemma 11 in [AB98], that e intersects ∂O in
at least one point. We will now prove that only one such point ex-
ists. Let us denote by p and q the two sample points defining the
Delaunay edge dual to e and let σ be the curve segment on ∂O that
is empty of other sample points and connects p and q.

First, we show that the Voronoi edge e cannot intersect ∂O \σ. Let us
assume there exists such an intersection x. By the Voronoi property
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we know that the ball B(x, d(x, p)) is empty of sample points, which
means that d(x, p) < ε f (x). Then, for ε ≤ 1 we can apply Corol-
lary 15 we obtain that B ∩ ∂O has to be a topological segment. Since
p and q are both on ∂O, the curve segment σ has to be covered by B.
Since x /∈ σ, the curve B ∩ ∂O has to be tangent to ∂B at p or q. Now
if we shrink the radius of the ball B infinitesimally, the intersection
between the ball and ∂O will be disconnected into at least two topo-
logical segments. This is a contradiction to Corollary 15 because this
smaller ball centered at x ∈ ∂O should intersect ∂O in a topological
segment, as well.

Hence e intersects ∂O only in the interior of σ. Now we will show
that only one such intersection point exists. Let us assume there are
several intersection points and y is the closest among these to the seg-
ment connecting p and q. We know from the sampling condition and
the Voronoi property that d(y, p) = d(y, q) < ε f (y). Let us denote by
Bab the diametrical ball of the points a and b, i.e. the unique ball that
has the segment [ab] as its diameter. Note that Bpy and Bqy touch the
midpoint of the segment pq by construction. For both of them we can
apply Corollary 14 which implies that σ is covered by the union of
the two diametrical balls. By the choice of y as the closest intersection
point to the segment pq, we know that σ does not intersect e in the
interior of the union of the diametrical balls. Therefore, y has to be
the only intersection point of e and σ, and we have proven that there
is only one unique intersection point between ∂O and e.

Lemma 17. A Voronoi edge e dual to a Delaunay edge connecting two non-
consecutive sample points does not intersect ∂O.

Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Suppose that e inter-
sects ∂O in x, and p and q are the sample point closest to e. Since
x is on the Voronoi edge, the ball B(x, d(x, p)) is empty of sample
points. From the sampling condition we know that d(x, p) < ε f (x),
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and by applying Corollary 15 we know that B has to intersect ∂O in
a topological segment. Since B is empty of sample points, this topo-
logical segment connecting p and q cannot contain any other sample
point inside. But this is in contradiction to the fact that p and q are
non-consecutive sample points on ∂O.

Since the reconstruction algorithm outputs only and all the edges
connecting consecutive sample points, and the Voronoi edges dual to
reconstruction edges will be mixed Voronoi edges (Lemma 16). None
of the other Voronoi edges intersect the boundary of ∂O (Lemma 17),
the algorithm assigns the correct labels the all Voronoi vertices, for
an ε-sampling with ε < 0.42. Using this result and Theorem 8 we can
state the correctness of our algorithm.

Theorem 18. For ε ≤
√

2/6, our algorithm to compute the medial axis of
the union of inner Voronoi balls is correct.

We have implemented the general algorithm as described in Sec-
tion 4.2 to compute the medial axis of a union of balls and our sim-
ple algorithm for the medial axis of inner Voronoi balls. For an illus-
tration of the algorithm steps see Figure 4.15. Our implementation
called Mesecina [MGP07] uses CGAL for the Voronoi and power di-
agrams and CORE for exact arithmetic when needed.

4.3.4 Conclusions

We have presented structural proofs that lead to a simpler algorithm
for computing the medial axis of the union of inner Voronoi balls of
a planar shape. This algorithm is faster than the standard algorithm,
since it saves the computation of the restricted regular triangulation
of B and the computation of the Voronoi diagram of the vertex set
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V(U). The set of inner Voronoi balls tends to be highly degener-
ate, i.e., there are often many spheres bounding the balls that pass
through the same point. Therefore, the standard algorithm is prone
to numerical errors, since it needs to compute D(B). Our algorithm
only needs to compute the Voronoi diagram of S and hence is not
only faster, but also more robust.
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4 Medial axis approximation

(a) Input sample points. (b) Voronoi diagram of samples, the in-
ner Voronoi vertices and corresponding
circles.

(c) Union of Voronoi balls and its dual. (d) Vertices of the union of balls in blue
and their Voronoi diagram in orange.

(e) Sample points in black, vertices of
union of balls in light blue. Notice how
the vertices of the union are a subset of
samples and the inner Voronoi diagram
in blue overlaps the medial axis in black.

(f) Final result for both our and the stan-
dard algorithm: medial axis of the in-
ner Voronoi balls. The standard algo-
rithm needs the steps illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.15(c) and 4.15(d), our method com-
putes it directly from Figure 4.15(b).

Figure 4.15: Illustrations of the steps of the general and our algorithm to
compute the medial axis of the union of inner Voronoi balls in 2D
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C H A P T E R 5

The scale axis transform

In this chapter we present our core contribution, the scale axis trans-
form. This generalization of the medial axis detects in a scale adap-
tive way the geometrically dominant features of the shape and gives
an accordingly simplified medial representation of the shape.

First we review previous medial axis simplification methods. Then
we present the construction of the scale axis, discuss its behav-
ior, and compare it to known related structures. Next we present
proofs of the topological properties of the scale axis using the the-
ory of semiconcave functions and non-smooth analysis. These re-
sults have been published in [GMPW09b] and in [GMPW09a]. An
accompanying video explaining the constructions can be found at
http://www.balintmiklos.com/scale-axis/theory_socg_2009.html
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5 The scale axis transform

5.1 Medial axis simplification methods

As mentioned in Section 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.2, the medial
axis can look very differently for two very similar shapes. Therefore,
an alternative structure or extension of the medial axis is desired that
capture the important features of the shape and does not contain
medial branches corresponding to noisy geometric features. We first
review the common methods to define such simplified medial axis
structures. Then we present our solution, the scale axis transform.

The most common strategy is to assign an importance value to every
point on the medial axis and ignore those parts of the medial axis
which have importance smaller than a specific threshold.

Angle based simplification. The most popular measure for the
importance of medial points is the contact angle. For a regular medial
point (i.e. with two contact points), the contact angle is defined as the
angle formed at the medial axis by the two segments connecting the
contact points and the medial point itself (see Figure 5.2). The larger
the contact angle is, the more the medial separates the two contact
points, therefore the more important this local symmetry is. There
are many methods that use the contact angle (possibly in different
variations and in combination with other measures) for medial axis
simplification. We refer to [DWZ03, DZ04, AM96, FLM03, SFM05],
but this is not an exhaustive list.

Medial points corresponding to small bumps have small contact an-
gles, while cylindrical regions have large angles. But points close to
medial branching points can have very small angle importance, as
well. Intuitively those balls which contribute only a small percent-
age of their volume to the volume of the whole shape are simplified.
[FLM03] formalizes this intuition and presents the only proven ap-
proximation property (that the author is aware of) of the angle filtra-
tions. It is shown that the relative decrease of volume of the union of
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medial axis lambda angle

scale axis tranform for different s values

Figure 5.1: The medial axis stability and the limitations of the two most
popular simplification criteria in the top row, the scale axis transform in
the bottom row with different simplification levels. The orange shape is the
reconstruction from the previous medial axis simplification methods, while
green indicates the scale axis reconstruction.

medial balls is limited as one simplifies the medial axis. This yields a
continuity of the simplification process in terms of volume. A stabil-
ity result that formalizes that two similar shapes have close simpli-
fied medial axis has not been proven until now.

As Figure 5.1 illustrates, a simple contact angle filtration of the me-
dial axis does not preserve topology. Many topological changes can
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Figure 5.2: To decide importance the λ-medial axis uses the distance be-
tween contact points (on the left). The contact angle on the right adapts
better to the scale of the object.

happen and the simplified medial axis can break into many small
pieces.

In 2D one can relatively easily enforce topology preservation algo-
rithmically by traversing the medial axis from its endpoints and en-
suring that the importance measure always increases towards the in-
terior of the medial axis. Unfortunately, such an algorithm does not
extend without complications to 3D. The reason is that in 2D enforc-
ing connectivity means preserving the whole branch because con-
nectivity between two points on a curve can be preserved by simply
keeping all points along the curve in between them. In 3D preserving
connectivity between two points on a sheet surface can be done along
many curves. Therefore, ensuring topology preservation on the level
of points can result in degenerating a surface sheet into curves. The
approach chosen by [SFM05] to overcome this limitation is to pro-
cess the simplification at the granularity of medial sheets. For every
medial sheet the maximum contact angle is considered the stability
value for the whole sheet, and the topology preserving simplification
is enforced by removing sheets one by one. This approach has the
limitation that for complex geometry the separation into sheets can
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lead to unintuitive large sheets and the separation can easily change
for minor changes in geometry, therefore the simplification itself be-
comes unstable.

Distance based simplification. The λ-medial axis [CL05] uses the
distances between the contact points corresponding to a medial point
to decide importance, see Figure 5.2. For a regular point on the me-
dial axis the distance between the two contact points indicate the size
of the feature. The formal definition of the λ importance of a me-
dial point m is the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the contact
points of m.

This definition leads to much stronger provable properties of this
filtration. Chazal and Lieutier [CL05] have shown that the topol-
ogy of the λ-medial axis does not change until λ is smaller than a
shape specific limit called the weak feature size. Additionally, formal
mathematical proof is presented that two shapes whose boundaries
are close to each other in terms of Hausdorff distance have close λ-
medial axis. This is the only theoretical work that guarantees such
properties for medial axis simplification. These properties lead to a
simple algorithm that approximates the λ-medial axis for a (possibly
noisy) uniform sampling of the boundary as the λ-complex, which is
a subset of the Voronoi diagram. Chaussard et al. [CCT09] used the
concept of λ-medial axis to develop a simplification algorithm in the
discrete setting for images, where distances are defined on regular
grids. This leads to an algorithm to approximate the λ-medial axis in
linear time for image data.

The biggest drawback of the λ-medial axis is that it assigns impor-
tance based on an absolute size measure. Therefore, for complex
shapes with features on different scales, the uniform treatment based
on absolute size of every feature can lead to undesired results. Sharp
edges and other locally important small features can be simplified,
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while other unintuitive branches of the medial axis can be kept. See
Figure 5.1 and 5.3.

Other methods. The above two measures are the two main im-
portance criteria that can be defined easily for any dimension and
are used in the most medial axis simplifications. Other algorithms
attack this problem with other heuristics. Tam et al. [TH03] assign a
certain volume measure to parts of the medial axis and simplify it
based on this importance criterion. In 2D similar area based meth-
ods have been proposed, we refer to [SP08] Section 6.2 for a discus-
sion of saliency detection of medial axis points in both 2D and 3D.
They conclude, as we discussed in Section 1.3, that the identification
of important parts of the medial axis is still considered an unsolved
problem, especially for 3D or higher dimensional cases.

We propose in this work a new structure that overcomes many of
the limitations of the above medial axis simplification methods by
determining importance based on a scale adaptive classification of
features. We present a mathematical framework that allows the study
of the scale axis and prove topological properties.

5.2 The construction

Perception studies have shown that the human visual system re-
lies on skeletal structures to understand and identify shapes. More
specifically, empirical evidence in [WB98] confirms that “[...] the vi-
sual system represents simple spatial regions by their medial axes [...]” and
that “[...] the medial representation arises in a scale-specific way [...]”. We
formalize this concept of scale for skeletal computations and intro-
duce the scale axis transform, a new mathematical structure that pro-
vides a systematic treatment of spatial adaptivity based on a relative
measure of feature importance.
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medial axis λ- medial axis
λ = 8 λ = 15

scale axis
s = 1.34

Figure 5.3: Comparison of the medial axis, the λ-medial axis filtration,
and our new proposed scale axis. Blue represents the shape, orange the
shape reconstructed from the λ-medial axis approximation, green is the re-
construction from the scale axis approximation.

This measure relies on a size comparison between a feature and the
surrounding ones, effectively defining a simplification scheme where
features are ignored first if they appear small relative to their neigh-
borhood (see Figures 5.1 and 5.13). To construct a skeleton represent-
ing the significant features of a shape, we compute the medial axis
of the shape after an evolution that simplifies less significant fea-
tures. Using this construction, we overcome the limitations of ap-
proaches that filter the medial axis based on a measure computed at
one single medial ball. Our evolution, called multiplicative scaling,
formalizes the notion of local contrast of size by growing or shrink-
ing the shape to detect relative feature size. The scaling leads us to
study the properties of a function that we call multiplicative distance.
From its steepest ascent flow we deduce topological properties of
both the scaling process and the scale axis transform. More specifi-
cally, we use non-smooth critical point theory to show that homotopy
is preserved under multiplicative shrinking. Consequently, we ob-
tain a lower bound on when topological changes occur for the scale
axis transform. These results, and the various proofs and methods
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MAT

MAT scale
by s>1

scale
by 1/s

SATs

Figure 5.4: The construction of the scale axis transform. For illustration
purposes we show only a representative subset of the medial balls.

we introduce, lay the ground for further study of this new frame-
work. In addition, we demonstrate the practical relevance of our ap-
proach with our prototype implementation and show different ex-
amples that illustrate potential applications of the scale axis trans-
form.

The definition of the scale axis transform is based on the multiplica-
tive scaling operation that is designed to eliminate locally small fea-
tures. Using the medial axis transform, a shape can be considered
simply as a union of balls, where every ball contributes to the de-
scription of the shape. Therefore, the task of finding locally small
features can be posed as the problem of finding locally small balls,
i.e. balls that have a significantly larger ball close to them. We detect
such configurations using a very simple construction: scale the ra-
dius of every ball by a factor s > 1 (see Figure 5.4). As the example
of the red ball illustrates, small balls will be covered by nearby large
balls for a small scaling factor, hence they can be considered irrele-
vant for the union of all balls. We define the multiplicative scaling as
this construction for any s > 0 and open set O ⊂ Rd:
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Definition 3. For an open set O and s > 0, the multiplicatively s-scaled
shape is Os =

⋃
B(c,r)∈MAT(O) B(c, sr).

We have O1 = O, and s 7→ Os is an increasing function for the in-
clusion. For s < 1 we say we shrink the shape, for s > 1 we grow
it. Because the growing eliminates locally small balls, we can use the
medial axis of the grown shape as the significant skeleton of the orig-
inal shape. Since growing is only used for detecting this contrast of
sizes, we compensate for the overall growth of the shape and define
the scale axis transform as the set of scaled-back medial balls of the
grown shape.

Definition 4. For s ≥ 1, the s-scale axis transform of an open set O ⊂
Rd is SATs(O) = {B(c, r/s) | B(c, r) ∈ MAT(Os)}. We call the set of
centers of the balls in SATs(O) the s-scale axis.

For s = 1, the scale axis is identical to the medial axis. With increas-
ing s, the scale axis gradually ignores less important features of O,
leading to a successive simplification of the skeletal structure (see
Figure 5.2 and 5.13). We consider the union (Os)1/s =

⋃
B∈SATs B to be

the a simplified version of O at scale s.

It is interesting to note that the angle filtration can be interpreted us-
ing the multiplicative scaling of neighboring medial balls. In 2D, the
contact angle of a medial ball can be derived from the scaling factor at
which the directly neighboring balls cover this medial ball. In contrast
to this, for the scale axis transform not only the directly neighbor-
ing balls, but every medial ball grows simultaneously. Distant, but
considerably larger balls can influence importance of medial points.
Because of this global behavior, the scale axis transform decides im-
portance not only based on the very local shape — like the angle
filtration — but based on the relative size of features. See Figure 5.5
for an example.
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85º angle simplification1.56-scale axis transform

Figure 5.5: The angle simplification adapts to the local geometry "too
much". An infinitesimally small square feature is considered of the highest
importance. The scale axis transform simplifies the medial axis based on the
relative size of the features, therefore it is able to detect that the large square
is the most dominant geometric feature.

We study the behavior of the scale axis transform and the evolu-
tion s 7→ Os by defining a scalar function whose sublevelsets are the
scaled shapes. Let µB(c,r) denote the Minkowski functional of B(c, r),
i.e., µB(c,r)(x) is the factor by which B has to be scaled so that x lies
on its boundary: µB(c,r)(x) = d(c, x)/r. This is a special case of the
multiplicative distance, which we define for any open set:

Definition 5. The multiplicative distance of a point x ∈ Rd to a an open
setO ⊂ Rd is the infimum of all multiplicative distances to the medial balls
of O: µO(x) = inf{µB(x) | B ∈ MAT(O)} or equivalently µO(x) =
inf{d(c, x)/r | B(c, r) ∈ MAT(O)}

This definition directly yields that each sublevelset of µO is a specific
scaled shape: Os = µ−1

O ([0, s)) = {x | µO(x) ∈ [0, s)}.
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5.2.1 The behavior

We illustrate the behavior of multiplicative scaling with a simple
cone-like planar shape C: the union of a ball B(c, r) and the region
bounded by the two tangent segments to B drawn from an outside
point t (see Figure 5.6.a). The medial axis of C is the segment open at
one endpoint [ct] \ {t}. As we move along the medial axis towards t,
the radii of the medial balls decrease linearly and converge to 0. If we
multiplicatively shrink C, its medial axis stays unchanged. The shape
simply becomes a “thinner” cone as illustrated by the isolines. As we
grow C, the medial axis changes only in the instant when all medial
axis balls simultaneously become tangent to the tip of the cone. At
that moment, the medial axis collapses into a point and the grown
shape becomes a disk. The evolution is described by the multiplica-
tive distance µC shown in Figure 5.6.a-b. The point t is a discontinuity
point of µC . Along the medial axis the limit of µC at t is 0, but the func-
tion limit at t along the boundary curve is 1. Moreover, all the isolines
in the range of [0, µC(t)] meet in the limit at the point t, and the func-
tion value is the largest value corresponding to all such isolines. Thus
in a steepest ascent flow induced by µC , the point t would not move
for a period of time until the largest ball reaches it and starts govern-
ing its movement. This example illustrates an interesting property of
the scale axis transform: features are not necessarily smoothed out
gradually. Locally small and sharp features can be preserved until
the supporting neighborhood is considered unimportant as a whole.

Before studying the details of the multiplicative distance and its in-
duced steepest ascent flow, we illustrate the nature of this flow with
another 2D example of two intersecting balls, a smaller ball B1 and a
larger ball B2 (see Figure 5.6.c). Let us consider the minimum of the
two multiplicative distances induced by each ball. The set of points
equidistant to B1 and B2, {x | µB1(x) = µB2(x)}, is a circle M1,2 called
the Möbius bisector, that passes through the intersection points of
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.6: The multiplicative distance of a cone-like shape in a 2D and
a surface plot. The colors in the first to figures indicate the value of the
multiplicative distance. On the right the bisector and multiplicative flow
induced by the two black balls.

the boundaries of the two balls. Every point in the interior of the
ball bounded by M1,2 is closer to B1, hence the steepest ascent vec-
tor points away radially from the center of B1. Similarly, the steepest
ascent vector of a point outside of the ball bounded by M1,2 is the
vector pointing away from the center of B2. Interestingly, the flow
of a point on the bisector follows the bisector as long as the steep-
est ascent of B2 points into the interior of the ball bounded by M1,2,
leading to the flow lines shown in Figure 5.6.c. This flow is closely
related to the multiplicatively weighted Voronoi diagram which is
a special case of the Möbius diagram (see [BWY06] for a descrip-
tion of such diagrams). In contrast to this, the flow of the Euclidean
distance to a set of points is simpler as it has piecewise linear flow
curves, and is closely related to the Voronoi diagram as discussed
in [BDGJ08]. Note that, different to this discrete setting, the multi-
plicative distance µO has an infinite number of balls defining the dis-
tance to O. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between the Euclidean
and the multiplicative distance.

Limitations. A crucial property of the scale axis is that it handles
the interior and exterior of a shape differently. Sharp convex features
are preserved unchanged and at a certain scaling factor they are re-
moved and the corresponding medial branch is collapsed. In contrast
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Figure 5.7: The signed Euclidean distance to the boundary and the mul-
tiplicative distance to the shape. Both are locally semiconcave functions.

to this a similar concave sharp feature is typically filled up continu-
ously during the scaling evolution (see Figure A.4 in the Appendix).
This behavior can become a disadvantage in cases where the scale
axis should be used for settings where it is not clearly decided which
is the interior/exterior of the shape.

Another defining characteristic of the scale axis is that it is not neces-
sarily a subset of the medial axis. The scale axis can move outside the
input shape as Figure 5.1 illustrates. While this flexibility allows high
level simplifications of the shape, moving the skeleton outside the
shape might be unacceptable in certain applications. An approach to
overcome this limitation in 2D is discussed in Section 6.2.
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5.2.2 Relationship to other concepts

Skin surface. The scale axis uses a multiplicative shrinking con-
struction of a set of balls to define the simplified shape. The skin sur-
face [Ede99] uses similarly a multiplicative shrinking construction
for modeling surfaces. Both constructions shrink an infinite number
of balls with a multiplicative factor. The only difference is the set of
balls. The scale axis uses the medial balls of a shape, while the skin
surface uses the convex hull (see [Ede99] for definition) of a set of
finite balls.

For both we can prove that the construction does not change topol-
ogy. The skin surface even proves smoothness of the resulting
boundary (for a skin surface defined by a finite number of balls),
which is not the case for the scale axis. Therefore an interesting ques-
tion is what happens if we shrink the convex hull of the medial balls.
How much different is this construction to the shrinking of the me-
dial balls themselves? One advantage of this other variant is that the
surface of the shrunken balls can be efficiently computed using the
skin surface algorithms. Additionally the resulting surface would be
guaranteed to be smooth.

Hyperbolic distance. We introduced a new distance measure be-
tween shapes, called multiplicative distance, which is based the me-
dial axis.

Another distance defined based on the medial axis is the hyperbolic
Hausdorff distance introduced in [CS01]. This distance is defined be-
tween shapes and under this metric the medial axis transform “is
stable”, i.e. as small change in terms of Hausdorff distance on a set
O yields a small change in the medial axis MAT(O) in terms of hy-
perbolic Hausdorff distance and vice-versa. This means that if two
medial axes are close in terms of hyperbolic Hausdorff distance then
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we can pick the one with fewer branches for our application because
they both represent very close shapes.

Both the hyperbolic distance and the multiplicative distance is de-
fined based on the medial balls. The difference is that the hyperbolic
Hausdorff distance is additive, and not multiplicative. The hyper-
bolic distance between two balls is the value by which the radii of the
two balls have to be increased such that one ball covers the other one
(d(p1, p2) − (r2 − r1)). In contrast, the multiplicative distance mea-
sures how much one ball has to be scaled in order that it covers the
other one ( r2−r1

d(p1,p2)
). Thus, the hyperbolic distance does not adapt to

the local scale of the shape as the multiplicative distance does. For
more details about the hyperbolic distance we refer to [CS01].

5.3 Topology of the scale axis transform

To show topological properties of the scale axis transform, we use
the multiplicative distance µO to study the evolution of a shape for a
varying scale parameter s. While µO is not smooth, we show that it is
locally semiconcave (see [CS04, Pet07] for a presentation of semicon-
cave functions). As a consequence, we can define a gradient vector
field as the steepest ascent vector field, and this vector field is known
to be integrable into a flow. We use these tools to prove homotopy
equivalence between the shapeO and its scaled versionOs, for s < 1.
Note that topology may change for s > 1, and we determine when
these changes happen.

Our strategy is similar to the one Lieutier [Lie04] used to prove ho-
motopy equivalence of a shape and its medial axis, which can in fact
be reformulated in the semiconcave setting. In [Lie04], the gradient
flow of the Euclidean distance to the boundary is used to construct
a deformation retract. In contrast, our shape scaling is described by
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Figure 5.8: On the left, the flow defined in [Lie04] induced by the distance
to the boundary, on the right, our flow which describes the shape scaling.

a weighted distance to the medial axis whose gradient flow expands
the shape (see Figure 5.8). To construct a deformation retraction, we
have to reverse this gradient flow of a non-smooth function. For this
purpose, we use standard regularization techniques in variational
analysis (see the chapter on mollifiers in [RW97], and a typical use of
such techniques by Grove [GS77]). Central to the proof of homotopy
equivalence is our theorem that insures that no critical points of the
multiplicative distance are encountered during the flow. We show
that critical points can be located only on the medial axis and outside
the shape. In Lieutier’s case, the equivalent result followed directly
(and was implicitly used) from the definition of the distance func-
tion. These properties allow us to conclude the proof that homotopy
is preserved under shrinking. Furthermore, similar to the λ-medial
axis [CL05], we obtain a topology preservation guarantee during the
simplification step (i.e. the growing step), assuming that the scaling
factor stays below a certain value dependent on the shape. Neverthe-
less, the scale axis transform is designed such that it induces mean-
ingful topology changes even after this point.
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5.3.1 Properties of the multiplicative distance

We now present important properties of the multiplicative distance
that lay the ground for the topological results we prove in sec-
tion 5.3.2. We start with some definitions: let us consider the set
MAT(O), the closure of the set of the medial balls, which is a set
of open balls defined as follows: every open ball B(c, r) ⊂ Rd can be
mapped to a point in Rd×R∗+ with the radius as its last coordinate.
The closure of the set of points in Rd×R+ representing the balls in
MAT(O) defines the set MAT(O), a set composed of open balls and
points. Now, for all x ∈ Rd, we can define the set of closest balls as
ΓO(x) = {B ∈ MAT(O) | µB(x) = µO(x)}. Defining ΓO(x) as a
subset of MAT(O) rather than one of MAT(O) implies that ΓO(x) is
never empty, as a consequence of Lemma 22. But the main reason
why we define it that way is that it is needed for Lemma 24 to be
true. Let the radius function be rO(x) = sup{r | B(c, r) ∈ ΓO(x)}. One
can see that for any x, y ∈ Rd we have µO(y) ≤ µO(x) + d(x,y)

rO(x) . More
specifically, this implies the following lemma.

Lemma 19. The multiplicative distance is a Lipschitz function on any set
bounded away from M(O). It is continuous on Rd \M(O) and upper semi-
continuous on Rd.

The closest ball function ΓO has a similar semicontinuity property as
the “unweighted” closest point function for the Euclidean distance
(see Lemma 4.6 in [Lie04]):

Lemma 20 (Semicontinuity of closest balls). For any x ∈ Rd \M(O)
and any ε > 0, there exists α > 0, such that ∀y ∈ B(x, α) and ∀B(cy, ry) ∈
ΓO(y), ∃B(cx, rx) ∈ ΓO(x) such that we have cy ∈ cx ⊕ B(0, ε) and
|rx − ry| < ε.

Semiconcavity. In the following, A always represents an open
subset of Rd. Recall that a function g : A → R is concave if and
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only if we have αg(x) + (1 − α)g(y) ≤ g(αx + (1 − α)y) for any
α ∈ [0, 1] and x, y such that [x, y] ⊂ A. We now present the definition
of locally semiconcave functions. See [CS04] for a general presenta-
tion, and [Pet07] for more properties. Note that the class of functions
which are called locally semiconcave with linear modulus by Can-
narsa and Sinestrari [CS04] are referred to as semi-concave functions
by Petrunin [Pet07].

Definition 6. A function f : A → R is semiconcave with semiconcav-
ity constant λ, if λ > 0 and x 7→ f (x) − λ|x|2 is concave. Similarly, a
function f : A → R is locally semiconcave, if for each x ∈ A, there
exists a neighborhood Nx of x in A such that the restriction of f to Nx is
semiconcave.

The following lemma is a direct consequence of the more general
Proposition 2.2.2 from [CS04]. It follows from bounding the second
derivative of the distance function:

Lemma 21 (Semiconcavity of the distance to a point.). The Euclidean
distance to a point p ∈ Rd is semiconcave on Rd \B(p, r) with semicon-
cavity constant 1/r, and locally semiconcave in Rd \{p}.

The multiplicative distance function to O is defined by the set of all
balls in MAT(O). Let us now show that in the neighborhood of each
point that does not belong to M(O), medial balls with radius smaller
than a certain threshold can be ignored from the definition.

Lemma 22 (Radius filtering). Let x ∈ Rd \M(O) and Nx be a bounded
neighborhood of x such that d(Nx, M(O)) = δ > 0. Then there exists
r0 > 0 such that for any y ∈ Nx we have:

µO(y) = inf
{

µB(c,r)(y) | B(c, r) ∈ MAT(O) , r > r0
}
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Proof. As the infimum of positive continuous functions on Rd, µO is
bounded on the set Nx. Let t be such that t > sup µO(Nx). If y ∈ Nx,
only those balls B may affect the computation of µO(y) for which we
have µB(y) < t. Such a ball B(c, r) satisfies t > d(y,c)

r > δ
r , and in

particular r > r0 =
δ
t .

Lemma 23 (Semiconcavity of the multiplicative distance.). The mul-
tiplicative distance µO is semiconcave on a set bounded away from M(O)
and it is locally semiconcave in Rd \M(O).

Proof. Let x ∈ Rd \M(O). Denote by Nx a bounded neighborhood of
x such that d(Nx, M(O)) = δ > 0. Lemma 21 shows that for each
ball B(c, r) ∈ MAT(O), x 7→ d(x, c) − 1

δ x2 is concave inside Nx. It
follows that x 7→ d(x, c)/r − 1

rδ x2 is concave too. In other words,
µB(c,r) is semiconcave with constant 1

rδ in Nx. Lemma 22 shows that
there exists r0 > 0 such that for all y ∈ Nx, µO(y) = inf{µB(c,r)(y)|
B(c, r) ∈ MAT(O) , r > r0}. Since the infimum of concave functions
is concave too, it follows that µO(y) is semiconcave with constant 1

r0δ

in Nx. This proves that µO is locally semiconcave in Rd \M(O). The
same arguments yield that µO is semiconcave on a set bounded away
from M(O), since the filtering lemma can provide a global bound in
this case.

Differential properties. Let us recall some differential properties
of a locally semiconcave function f : A → R. For every point x ∈ A,
the directional derivative ∂ f (x, v) = limε→0+

f (x+εv)− f (x)
ε is well de-

fined (see Theorem 3.2.1 [CS04]). Additionally, the set of superdif-
ferentials D+ f (x) = {g ∈ Rd | ∀v ∈ Rd , ∂ f (x, v) ≤ 〈g, v〉} is
a nonempty bounded convex set (see Proposition 3.1.5 [CS04]). One
can then define the steepest ascent field, or gradient field, of a lo-
cally semiconcave function (see [Pet07]): the gradient vector ∇ f (x)
is the unique vector g ∈ D+ f (x) such that ∂ f (x, g) = 〈g, g〉. One can
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show that∇ f (x) is the projection of the origin on D+ f (x) and when
non-zero, its direction v is the one such that ∂ f (x, v) is maximum
among all ∂ f (x, u), with ‖u‖ = 1. This gradient vector field has use-
ful properties, in particular, it is possible to construct a continuous
flow whose right derivative is equal to ∇ f (see [Pet07]).

Definition 7. For a locally semiconcave function f : A → R, we call
x ∈ A a critical point of f if ∇ f (x) = 0.

In order to understand the relation between the topology of vari-
ous sublevelsets, we need to determine the location of critical points
of µO. For a locally semiconcave function f , it follows from D+ f (x)
being convex that the critical points of f are the points for which
∀p ∈ Rd, ∃v ∈ D+ f (x) such that ∠(p, v) ≥ π/2. As a consequence,
we have the following lemma:

Lemma 24 (Characterization of critical points). A point x ∈ Rd is a
critical point of µO if and only if x ∈ conv{c | B(c, r) ∈ ΓO(x)}.

5.3.2 Homotopy equivalence under shrinking

We show that O \M(O) does not contain any critical point of µO.
Then we can construct a smooth approximation of µO, without any
critical point in O \M(O). The gradient flow of this smooth function
can be reversed and this reversed flow defines a retraction between
sublevelsets, effectively showing the homotopy equivalence of the
sublevelsets µ−1

O ([0, s)) for 0 < s ≤ 1.

Critical points. We first prove that µO has no critical point in
O \M(O). We have seen in Lemma 24 that z ∈ O \M(O) is a
critical point if it belongs to the convex hull of the centers of
its closest medial balls with respect to the multiplicative distance.
Therefore, a point z ∈ O \M(O) can only be a critical point if
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5.3 Topology of the scale axis transform

|ΓO(z)| ≥ 2. Throughout this section we will use the notation
ΓO(z) = {Bi(ci, ri)}1≤i≤n, with n ≥ 2, and we may assume w.l.o.g.
that ∀i, r1 ≤ ri. In order to expose a contradiction to the assumption
that z is a critical point, we construct another ball, B? = B(c?, r?) ∈
MAT(O) such that µB?(z) < µO(z) = µB1(z).

We show that one can find B? = B(c?, r?), with the center c? close to
c1. For this construction, we use the flow defined by Lieutier [Lie04],
that we denote by φ in the following. We describe how µO evolves
along φ, and we show that either µO decreases, or we can construct
a path on M(O) in another direction, so that µO decreases along this
reversed path.

Let us now recall the definition and a few properties of φ, which are
detailed and proved in [Lie04]. The flow φ is defined as the steep-
est ascent flow of the Euclidean distance to ∂O. This distance func-
tion is a locally semiconcave function, as well (see Proposition 2.2.2
in [CS04]). Let Γ(x) denote the set of contact points, i.e. the closest
points to x on ∂O. As shown in Lemma 4.6 in [Lie04], x 7→ Γ(x)
has a semicontinuity property: ∀x ∈ O, ∀ε > 0, ∃α > 0 such that
y ∈ B(x, α) ⇒ Γ(y) ⊂ Γ(x)⊕ B(0, ε). The gradient at point x is de-
fined as the vector∇x =

x−Θ(x)
d(x,∂O) , where Θ(x) is the center of the small-

est enclosing ball Σ(x) of the points in Γ(x). There exists a flow φx(t)
for t ≥ 0 such that φx(0) = x and that admits ∇x as right deriva-
tive at t = 0. Importantly, if c ∈ M(O), then ∀t ≥ 0, φc(t) ∈ M(O).
Therefore, we introduce the notation φB(t) = B(c(t), r(t)), where B
is the medial ball centered at c, and B(c(t), r(t)) is the medial ball
centered at c(t) = φc(t). We call c a critical point of φ if∇c = 0. If c is
critical, φc is constant and the minimal enclosing sphere Σ(c) of the
contact points of c is identical to the medial ball centered at c. If c is
not a critical point of φ, then the minimal enclosing sphere ∂Σ(c) of
the contact points intersects the medial sphere ∂B(c, r) in C(c) (two
points in dimension 2, a circle in dimension 3, a (d− 2)-sphere in di-
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Figure 5.9: Figure for Lemma 25.

mension d). Denote by h(C(c)) the apex of the cone tangent to B(c, r)
along C(c). The following lemma describes how µO evolves along φc:

Lemma 25 (Derivative along the flow). Let B(c, r) ∈ MAT(O) and
x ∈ B(c, r). If c is not a critical point of φ, we have

dµφB(t)(x)
dt

∣∣∣
t=0+

< 0 ⇔ 〈h(C(c))− x, x− c〉 < 0

In other words, the derivative of the multiplicative distance along
φ is negative if and only if h(C(c)) projects before x on line (cx),
oriented from c to x.

Proof. Let v(t) be the right derivative of φc(t) and α the half-angle of
the cone Y with apex c and generated by C(c) (see Figure 5.9). The
axis of Y is aligned with v(0), and cos(α) = ‖v(0)‖. Let θ be the angle
between v(0) and [cx]. Lemma 4.11 in [Lie04] shows that

dr(t)
dt

∣∣∣
t=0+

= ‖v(0)‖ cos(α), and we have
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5.3 Topology of the scale axis transform

d‖x− c(t)‖
dt

∣∣∣
t=0+

= −‖v(0)‖ cos(θ).

It follows that

dµB(t)(x)
dt

∣∣∣
t=0+

=
d‖x−c(t)‖

r(t)

dt

∣∣∣
t=0+

=

‖v(0)‖
r(0)2

(
− r(0) cos(θ)− ‖x− c(0)‖ cos(α)

)
(5.1)

In particular, this derivative is negative if and only if
−r(0) cos(θ) < ‖x − c(0)‖ cos(α). Since cos(α) is positive and
−r(0) cos(θ)/ cos(α) is the position of the projection of h(C(c))
on line (cx), the result follows.

Now let us consider z ∈ O \M(O) such that |ΓO| ≥ 2, and let
B1(c1, r1) be the smallest ball in ΓO(z). We know that z ∈ Bi for ev-
ery Bi ∈ ΓO(z). In the following, Hz denotes the hyperplane passing
through z that is orthogonal to (c1z), and H+

z is the halfspace de-
limited by Hz and not containing c1. The following lemma gives a
sufficient condition for the derivative of µO to be negative along the
flow φ:

Lemma 26. Assume that c1 is not a critical point of φ, and that the spherical
cap Σ(c1) ∩ ∂B1 does not intersect the spherical cap H+

z ∩ ∂B1. Then

dµφB1
(t)(z)

dt

∣∣∣
t=0+

< 0.

Proof. Σ(c1) ∩ ∂B1 not intersecting H+
z ∩ ∂B1 implies that h(C(c1))

projects onto the line (c1z) on the same side of Hz as c1. The result
then follows from Lemma 25.
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We have shown that if the conditions of Lemma 26 are fulfilled, by
starting at c1 and moving along the flow φ, we find medial balls that
are closer to z than B1 is, in terms of multiplicative distance. Any of
these balls is a suitable B?.

If c1 is a critical point of φ, then φc1 is constant and the derivative is
zero. If c1 is not critical, but Σ(c1)∩ ∂B1 intersects H+

z ∩ ∂B1, the func-
tion µφB1

(t)(z) may have a non-negative derivative, depending on the
position of the projection of h(C(c1)) along (c1z) (note that this can-
not happen in dimension 2, but that it is possible in higher dimen-
sions). In these cases, we need another technique to find a suitable
B?.

Let us show that there still exists a direction around c1, where we can
find medial axis points that are suitable centers for B?. The center of
the spherical cap considered in the following lemma will give us a
direction around c1 where µO decreases.

Lemma 27 (A spherical cap without contact points.). The spherical cap
H+

z ∩ ∂B1 does not contain any points of ∂O.

Proof. Note that the case when z belongs to some segment [c1ci] is
simple: H+

z ∩ ∂B1 is then included in B1 ∩ Bi, which does not contain
any contact point. In the following we assume that z does not belong
to such a segment. For each Bi with i 6= 1, the Möbius bisector M1,i

of B1 and Bi contains z and it is either a sphere centered on (c1ci) or a
hyperplane orthogonal to (c1ci) (see Figure 5.10). Let H1,i be the hy-
perplane tangent to M1,iat z. We know that M1,i delimits a spherical
cap of ∂B1 entirely covered by Bi. Since B1 is a smallest ball in ΓO(z),
this spherical cap contains the one delimited by H1,i. The intersection
of H1,i and Hz is a line h1,i containing z and orthogonal to [c1ci] (see
Figure 5.11). We denote by H+

1,i the halfspace delimited by H1,i and
not containing c1, and we define h+

1,i = H+
1,i ∩ Hz. It is sufficient to
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Figure 5.10: Illustrations for Lemma 27. A planar case showing the Hz,
H1,2 and H1,3.

show that H+
z ⊂

⋃
2≤i≤n H+

1,i, or equivalently, that Hz =
⋃

2≤i≤n h+
1,i.

Let π be the orthogonal projection on Hz. Since h1,i is orthogonal to
[zπ(ci)] and π(ci) ⊂ h+

1,i (we excluded at the beginning of the proof
the case z = π(ci)), this is equivalent to z being inside the convex
hull of π(c2), . . . , π(cn), which follows directly from z being in the
convex hull of c1, . . . , cn (recall that π(c1) = z and c1 6= z).

Note that the assumption that B1 is the smallest of the balls is crucial
in the previous proof.

Intuitively, in the case where the derivative of µφB1
(t)(z) is not neg-

ative, we want to reverse φ in order to find a direction where the
derivative of µ is negative. Since φ is the gradient flow of d(·, ∂O),
one cannot simply reverse it. However, we can use of the fact that
d(·, ∂O) is locally semiconcave on O and find a suitable direction
with a well defined derivative. For this, let us recall Lemma 4.2.5
of [CS04], page 86. The notation ∂dX below represents the bound-
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Figure 5.11: Illustrations for Lemma 27. A three dimensional example
showing that h1,i is perpendicular to (zπ(ci)).

ary of X, as defined by the topology of Rd, and not by the induced
topology on X (see Remark 3.3.5, page 58 of [CS04]):

Lemma 28 (Cannarsa and Sinestrari). Let f be a function that is semi-
concave in a neighborhood Nc of c. Fix p0 ∈ ∂dD+ f (c) and let q ∈ Rd \{0}
be such that ∀p ∈ D+ f (c), 〈q, p − p0〉 ≥ 0. Then there exists σ > 0,
and a Lipschitz function ` : [0, σ] → Nc, with `(0) = c, and such that
lim `(s)−c

s = q when s converges to 0+. Furthermore, p(s) = p0 +
`(s)−c

s −
q belongs to D+ f (`(s)) for all s ∈ (0, σ], and it converges to p0.

We now use this lemma for the case where f is the distance func-
tion to ∂O, and c is c1, the center of the medial ball B1, to prove the
following result, which concludes our search for B?:

Lemma 29. Assume that c1 is a critical point of φ or the spherical cap
Σ(c1)∩ ∂B1 intersects the spherical cap H+

z ∩ ∂B1. Then one can find σ > 0
and a Lipschitz function ` : [0, σ] → M(O) with `(0) = c1, such that
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Figure 5.12: Figure for Lemma 29.

q = lim `(s)−c
s exists when s converges to 0+ and the derivative of the mul-

tiplicative distance of z to the medial balls in the direction q is negative.

Proof. Let us consider the set S of maximal spherical caps of B1 that
do not contain any point of ∂O. The set S is the medial axis trans-
form of ∂B1 \ ∂O for the intrinsic distance. Let S denote an element
of S containing H+

z ∩ ∂B1. Such an S exists, because H+
z ∩ ∂B1 is a

spherical cap which does not contain any point of ∂O, as stated in
Lemma 27. Let cS ∈ ∂B1 be the center of S and Y be the solid cone
with apex c1 and generated by S. See Figure 5.12. Denote by α the
half-angle of Y.

We apply Lemma 28 to the function f = d(·, ∂O): with the nota-
tions of the lemma, we choose c = c1. Let us denote the hyperplane
H = {x | 〈x, cs−c1

‖cs−c1‖
〉 = − cos(α)}. We define X = D+ f (c1)

⋂
H. Since

S
⋂

∂O = ∅, the set D+ f (c1) is contained in the halfspace delimited
by H and containing the origin. It follows that X ⊆ ∂dD+ f (c1). Fur-
thermore, |∂S

⋂
∂O | ≥ 2 implies that X contains the convex hull

of at least two distinct points with norm 1. As a consequence, X
contains points with norm less than 1. Let p0 be such a point and
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q = cS − c1. The hypothesis of the Lemma 28 is now satisfied: we
have ∀p ∈ D+ f (c), 〈q, p − p0〉 ≥ 0, because q is orthogonal to H,
which is a supporting hyperplane of the convex set D+ f (c1).

Hence we obtain a Lipschitz function `, with `(0) = c1, and such
that lim `(s)−c

s = cS − c1 = q when s converges to 0+. The fact that
p(s) = p0 +

`(s)−c
s − q converges to p0 and belongs to D+ f (`(s)) im-

plies that for s small enough, D+ f (`(s)) contains a vector with norm
less than 1. Note that such a vector is not the gradient of the distance
to any of the contact points in ∂O. It follows that for s small enough,
`(s) has more than one contact point: `(s) belongs to the medial axis
and cS − c1 is its tangent vector at c1.

Let us finally distinguish several cases, based on the value of α, the
half-angle of the cone Y. Let us denote with B(`(s)) the medial ball
centered at `(s). We show that in all cases the computations in the
proof of Lemma 25 yield that the derivative of µB(l(s))(z) at s = 0
is negative. If α = π/2, then we can adapt Equation (5.1) from the
proof of Lemma 25 to get the derivative of the multiplicative distance
µB(l(s))(z) at s = 0 in the direction q:

‖cs − c1‖
(cs − c1)2

(
−‖cs − c1‖ cos(cs, c1, z)− ‖z− c1‖ cos

(π

2

))
Therefore, the derivative of the multiplicative distance is
− cos(cs, c1, z), where the cosine is positive, and the result follows.

If α 6= π/2, let h(S) be the apex of the cone tangent to B1 along ∂S.
We use the fact that S contains H+

z ∩ ∂B1 to find the location of the
projection of h(S) on the line (c1z), oriented from c1 to z:

• if α > π/2 then h(S) projects before z

• if α < π/2 then h(S) projects after z

Notice that q points in such a direction that in both of these cases
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5.3 Topology of the scale axis transform

the derivative of the multiplicative distance to z is negative (see the
computations in Lemma 25). This concludes the proof.

We have shown that if z ∈ O \M(O), we can always find a ball B?

closer to z than the balls Bi ∈ ΓO(z) in terms of the multiplicative
distance. Our main theorem follows:

Theorem 30. The function µO has no critical point in O \M(O).

Deformation retraction. Now that we have shown that µO has
no critical points in O \M(O), we would like to use its gradient
flow to construct a retraction from sublevelset Os to sublevelset
Os′ , for s > s′. However, since µO is not smooth, we cannot di-
rectly revert the flow. Instead we first regularize µO into a smooth
function, whose gradient is close to the superderivatives of µO us-
ing Proposition 4.1 of [CR06]. The following theorem guarantees
that we can find a suitable smooth function. To state it, we extend
the notation of superderivatives D+ for sets in the following way:
D+ f (X) =

⋃
x∈X D+ f (x).

Theorem 31 (Czarnecki and Rifford). Let A be an open subset of Rd. Let
f : A → R be a locally Lipschitz function. For every continuous function
ε : A→ R∗+, there exists a smooth function g : A→ R such that for every
x ∈ A, we have

• | f (x)− g(x)| ≤ ε(x);

• ∇g(x) ⊂ D+ f (B(x, ε(x)) ∩ A)⊕ B(0, ε(x)).

The following theorem ensues from Theorems 30 and 31:

Theorem 32. For 0 < s′ ≤ s ≤ 1 the sets Os and Os′ are homotopy
equivalent.
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5 The scale axis transform

Proof. We use the characterization of homotopy equivalence recalled
in Proposition 3.2 of [Lie04]: if there exists a continuous map H :
[0, 1]×Os → Os such that

1. ∀x ∈ Os, H(0, x) = x

2. ∀x ∈ Os, H(1, x) ∈ Os′

3. ∀x′ ∈ Os′ , ∀t ∈ [0, 1], H(t, x′) ∈ Os′

then Os and Os′ are homotopy equivalent.

Let us construct a smooth function ν such that we can use the gra-
dient descent flow of ν as a function H retracting Os into Os′ , up
to some reparametrization of the first parameter. We construct ν by
smoothing µO. Property (i) follows from the fact that we consider a
gradient descent. For Property (iii), we need to show that the gra-
dient descent flow keeps Os′ stable. This stability property is a di-
rect consequence of a transversality property of∇ν(x) that we prove
now: ∀x ∈ Os,∠(∇µO(x),∇ν(x)) < π/2. Similarly, Property (ii)
follows from ‖∇ν(x)‖ being bounded away from zero, a fact that
follows from a similar proof.

For any point x in A = Os \Os′ , we know that D+µO(x) is a bounded
convex set, bounded away from the origin O, and that the projection
of O on D+µO(x) is∇µO(x). In particular, there exists α < π/2 such
that ∀v ∈ D+µO(x), ∠(v,∇µO(x)) < α: let L be a finite positive
constant such that D+µO(x) ⊂ B(O, L) and δ = d(O, D+µO(x)) > 0.
Then, for any cos−1(δ/L) ≤ α < π/2, if there exists v ∈ D+µO(x)
such that ∠(v,∇µO(x)) > α, one would find an element of D+µO(x)
shorter than ∇µO(x) on the segment [∇µO(x) v]. In the following,
we define the angle α = 1

2(π/2 + cos−1(δ/L)) < π/2.

By using the semicontinuity of the closest balls mapping stated
in Lemma 20, we obtain a positive function ε such that T =
conv(D+µO(B(x, ε(x)) ∩ A) ⊕ B(0, ε(x))) is bounded and bounded
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5.3 Topology of the scale axis transform

Figure 5.13: Scale axis transform: a discrete approximation for the map of
Italy, a mechanical CAD part, and the giraffe. We color code with gray the
grown shape and with green the reconstruction from the scale axis trans-
form.

away from the origin, too. In fact, one can choose ε to be continuous.
Denote by πT the projection of O to T. Note that for ε small enough,
for all v ∈ T, we have ∠(v, πT) <

1
2(π/2 + α).

Furthermore, we can decrease ε, so that ∠(∇µO(x), πT) is smaller
than (π/2 − α)/2. Theorem 31 then implies that we can find
an approximation ν of µO without critical points, such that
∇ν(x) ∈ D+µO(B(x, ε(x)) ∩ A) ⊕ B(0, ε(x)) ⊂ T. It follows that
∠(∇µO(x),∇ν(x)) < 1

2(π/2 + α) + (π/2− α)/2 = π/2. We have
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5 The scale axis transform

thus proved that ∠(∇µO(x),∇ν(x)) < π/2, and the result fol-
lows.

Homotopy type of the scale axis. The above results yield a topo-
logical characterization of the scale axis very similar to the λ-medial
axis. To formulate this result we need to define the equivalent of the
weak feature size from [CL05] in our setting.

Definition 8. The multiplicative weak feature size mwfs of an open set O
is defined as:

mwfs(O) = inf{µO(x) | x ∈ Rd \M(O), ∇µO(x) = 0}.

Note that Theorem 30 yields that the multiplicative weak feature size
cannot be smaller than 1. In order to state the next corollary we as-
sume mwfs(O) > 1. This condition can be viewed as a minimum
regularity condition on the boundary, the same way the condition of
positive weak feature size used in [CL05] for the λ-medial axis.

Corollary 33. For s < mwfs(O), the s-scale axis ofO is homotopy equiv-
alent to O.

The proof follows from the same arguments as Theorem 32 and the
homotopy equivalence between a shape and its medial axis shown
in [Lie04].
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C H A P T E R
6

Scale axis computations

In this chapter we show how one can use the concepts of the scale
axis for computation of practical medial representations. First, we
provide an algorithm (published in [MGP10]) that computes s-scale
axis approximations for any 2D or 3D shape (see Figure 6.1). We
demonstrate its versatility by processing hundreds of shapes includ-
ing complex geometry consisting of millions of triangles. In Sec-
tion 6.2 we present a 2D algorithm that computes a filtration of the
medial axis based on the scale axis. This structure encodes a whole
series of medial axis simplifications, in contrast to computing them
one-by-one. Finally, we point out the relationships between Moebius
diagrams and scale axis constructions, illustrating how the Moebius
diagram can be used to develop efficient algorithms to compute scale
axis structures.
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6 Scale axis computations

Figure 6.1: Our 3D medial representations for a noisy shape. The scale
axis constructions can separate noise from geometric features and addi-
tionally identify importance of the geometric features themselves in a scale-
adaptive way.

6.1 Approximation of the s-scale axis

Since the scale axis transform is defined based on operations on an
infinite number of balls, computing the exact scale axis for general
shapes is unfeasible. Therefore, we aim to design a precise scale axis
approximation algorithm. Such a approximation algorithm can use
only a finite number of balls but still it should behave similarly to
the continuous version both in terms of topology and geometry. To
achieve such behavior we design our algorithms by following closely
the construction pipeline of the continuous scale axis, only this time
for a carefully chosen finite number of balls that approximate the
shape. We provide proofs that our finite number of balls yield a
good approximation of the shape in terms of geometric closeness
and topology, as well. Although many additional interesting theoret-
ical questions arise from the study of such approximation algorithms
(such as bounds on the distance between the discrete and continuous
scale axis) in this chapter we concentrate on the algorithmic and im-
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plementation details that allow for efficient computation for complex
and large data sets, as well.

Our method for computing medial representations fits into the gen-
eral class of algorithms that follow the approximation paradigm de-
scribed in [ABE09]. The main strategy is to approximate a given
shape S by a shape U whose medial axis MU can be computed ex-
actly, and to simplify MU yielding a stable medial representation of S.
Our choice for the approximating shape U is a union of balls, a deci-
sion motivated by several reasons: Firstly, any solid in R3 can be ap-
proximated to arbitrary precision by a finite union of balls. Secondly,
the union of balls is one of the very few shape classes for which
the medial axis can be computed exactly. Most importantly, for this
class of shapes, we can design an efficient scale-adaptive medial axis
simplification algorithm as a discrete version of the continuous scale
axis. This algorithm is a combination of multiplicative scaling opera-
tions from the definition of the scale axis, and a topology-preserving
angle filtration of the medial axis. More precisely, we grow a subset
of the medial balls of the union of balls, compute the medial axis of
the grown shape, apply an angle filtration on this medial axis, and
shrink a carefully sampled set of medial balls back to the original
scale. This simplified medial axis transform is the discrete scale axis
representation. We can compute an explicit or implicit representation
of the simplified shape from the set of shrunken balls. The complete
processing pipeline of our method is shown in Figure 6.2.

6.1.1 Conversion to Union of Balls

The first step of our pipeline is the conversion of an input shape S
into a finite union of balls U that approximates S within some user-
specified tolerance δ. In our setting δ is a distance value expressed
relative to the diagonal of the bounding box of the input. For this
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input
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Figure 6.2: The pipeline of our computations.

conversion we propose an output-sensitive algorithm with mathe-
matical guarantees on the quality of the approximation and bounds
on the number of balls necessary. More precisely, our conversion
algorithm guarantees that the computed union of balls is close to
the input shape in Hausdorff distance and has the same homotopy
type. Similar results have been presented for shapes represented by
a dense boundary sampling, first in [AK00] and later in more detail
in [ACK01]. Our approach extends these results to other shape rep-
resentations like polygonal meshes, implicit surfaces and 3D images.
The basic idea is to find a set of “large” balls – called polar balls –
deep within the shape, using carefully chosen sample points on the
shape boundary.

Polar balls. Our algorithm exploits properties of the polar balls of
a sampling of the shape boundary. These balls are derived from the
Voronoi diagram of the sample points. Let us recall the following def-
initions: a Voronoi vertex is a point with four or more closest sample
points. The corresponding Voronoi ball is the unique ball centered at
the vertex that contains the closest sample points in its boundary. For
every sample point there is an inner pole, namely the farthest Voronoi
vertex in the intersection of the shape and the Voronoi cell of the
sample point. Amenta et al. [ACK01] prove in the context of surface
reconstruction that the inner poles converge to the medial axis of the
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shape as the density of the sampling increases. They also show that
the union of polar balls, i.e., the Voronoi balls corresponding to inner
poles, provides a good approximation of a shape. These results hold
for surface samples of smooth surfaces as defined by the ε-sampling
condition [AB98].

Sampling. To exploit the results of Amenta et al. [ACK01], we
need to compute an appropriate sampling of the boundary surface
of the input shape S. We use the method of [BO05] that incremen-
tally builds a set of sample points and an approximating surface
mesh, until the approximation tolerance δ is met. The samples are
generated using a Delaunay refinement technique that maintains a
surface mesh as a specific subset of the Delaunay triangulation of
the sample points, the Delaunay faces restricted to the boundary of
the input shape. The beauty of this algorithm lies in the fact that
the shape needs to be given only through an oracle that evaluates a
single predicate: decide whether a given line segment intersects the
shape boundary an odd number of times, and if so, compute one of
the intersection points. Such an oracle can be implemented robustly
and efficiently for both explicit and implicit representations using ap-
propriate spatial data structures as detailed in [BO05]. Therefore, our
algorithm can process 3D images, polygonal meshes, and level sets.
Inputs described as point sets can be resampled, e.g., use moving
least-squares approximation to evaluate the predicate. Alternatively,
if the point sample is dense and noise-free we can directly use the
power crust algorithm for the conversion to a union of balls.

Conversion Algorithm. Since our sampling comes with connec-
tivity information, we can apply a much simpler and more robust
algorithm for identifying the inner poles than the original method
of [ACK01] that has been designed for unorganized point clouds.
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The sampling step extracts a subset of the Delaunay triangles that
tightly approximates the boundary of the shape. Thus we can easily
classify the Delaunay tetrahedra as inner and outer tetrahedra with
respect to S. For any given point, in particular any Voronoi vertex, we
can decide at the cost of a point location query in the Delaunay tri-
angulation, if the point lies inside an inner tetrahedron. This allows
easily identifying the farthest inner Voronoi vertex for every sample.
If the boundary sampling is dense enough, this identification of inner
poles is provably correct.

Below we provide bounds on the geometric closeness between the in-
put shape S and the approximating union of balls U. We also present
an asymptotic upper bound on the number of balls generated by our
algorithm, and prove homotopy equivalence of S and U. However,
even if the conditions that are necessary to derive these theoretical
guarantees are not satisfied, our algorithm produces good results
in practice as illustrated in Figure 6.3. The statistics show that the
runime and the size of the output is mainly influenced by δ. As a
result, the runtime is proportional to the size of the output (i.e. the
algorithm is output-sensitive), which effectively allows trading com-
putation time for precision using the tolerance δ.

Guarantees for Conversion to Union of Balls. One of the free
parameters of our method that need to be specified by the user is the
tolerance δ > 0 that controls the approximation of an input shape by
a union of balls. Here we provide the following theoretical guaran-
tees regarding this parameter:

1. For δ → 0, the Hausdorff distance between the smooth input
shape and its approximation goes to zero. We can even pro-
vide bounds on the speed of convergence. These bounds de-
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0.100

union of balls: 139k ballstriangle mesh: 177k triangles

0.001

0.010

0.100

0.001 0.010 0.100

threshold δ

error

δ 0.03 0.02 0.008 0.004 0.003 0.002
error 0.01137 0.00709 0.00281 0.00162 0.00119 0.00078
# balls 1,728 3,570 20,316 79,106 139,767 313,245
time (sec) 6.9 14.6 115.1 571.8 992.7 2,745.0

Figure 6.3: Statistics for the conversion from a polygon mesh to a union
of balls and back to a mesh. The error is the Hausdorff distance between
the input mesh and the remeshed surface of the union of balls relative to
the diameter of the bounding box. All timings are on a 2.9GHz i7 single
threaded implementation.
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pend on the shape, or more specifically on the so called reach of
the shape.

2. For small values of δ the approximation becomes homotopy
equivalent to the smooth input shape. Again, ’small’ here is
measured with respect to the reach of the input shape.

3. The number of balls in the approximation can be asymptoti-
cally bounded in terms of δ and the input shape.

To make our claims precise we need a new definition in addition to
the concepts introduced in Chapter 3. We call reach the minimum of
the local feature size of a shape, i.e., rc(S) = minx∈∂S lfs(x) is a shape
dependent constant.
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6.1 Approximation of the s-scale axis

Theorem 34. For any open set S ⊂ R3 with smooth boundary and δ <
ε · rc(S) with ε < 0.064, the output U of our algorithm satisfies

i) U is homotopy equivalent to S

ii) for any x ∈ ∂U, there exists a y ∈ ∂S with d(x, y) < δ ·O(ε2)

iii) the number of balls in U is limited by O(
∫∫

S
dx
δ2 )

Proof Sketch. The proof is based on already proven properties of the
sampling algorithm and polar balls. We use the algorithm of [BO05]
to generate a set P of sample points using the sizing field σ(x) =
δ < ε · lfs(S) for any x ∈ R3, see [BO05] for details. The claim on
the number of balls needed in the approximation (iii) follows from
Lemma 8.3 of [BO05] that provides an asymptotic upper bound of
O(
∫∫

S
dx
δ2 ) on the size of P. Since P limits the number of polar balls,

this implies (iii). Furthermore, from Lemma 8.2 of [BO05] it follows
that P is a so-called ’loose ε-sample’, which is also an ε′-sample with
ε′ = ε(1 + 8.5ε) according to Corollary 4.10 of [BO05]. Being an ε′-
sample means that any x ∈ ∂S has a point in P at distance at most
ε · lfs(x). Since δ is chosen such that ε′ is less than 0.1, the conditions
of Theorem 14 of [AK00] and Theorem 21 of [ACK01] are satisfied.
These theorems immediately imply our claim of topological equiva-
lence (i) and our claim of geometric closeness (ii) for the input shape
and its approximation.

We have shown that U and S are topologically equivalent, therefore
their medial axes have the same homotopy type, as well. But the
geometric closeness on the boundaries of U and S does not imply
closeness on their medial axes. However, a Hausdorff bound on the
shape boundaries as in (ii) implies that certain stable subsets of the
two medial axes, namely the λ-medial axes, are close to each other.
This means that the medial axis of U captures all the features of the
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original shape S up to a size that is determined by δ. And the addi-
tional unstable parts of the medial axis of U will be removed in the
scale-adaptive simplification step later in our pipeline.

6.1.2 Medial axis of grown balls

The conversion of a shape S into a union of balls U provides us with
a shape representation that allows computing an exact medial axis.
The essential question now becomes which parts of this medial axis,
and hence which features on the boundary surface, should be con-
sidered stable. The key property of our approach is that we address
this question in a scale-adaptive way: the importance of a surface fea-
ture is not determined in isolation based on purely local criteria, but
depends on the relation of a feature to neighboring features, where
the neighborhood size itself automatically adapts to the geometry.
We achieve this spatially adaptive feature classification using a sim-
ple scaling of medial balls, i.e., balls centered on the medial axis that
touch the boundary of the shape. We first review the main concepts
of the continuous scale axis transform to illustrate the effect of the
scaling operation. Then we discuss the main algorithmic components
of our method in the discrete setting.

Scale Axis Transform. The scale axis transform, discussed in de-
tail in Chapter 5, is defined as a generalization of the medial axis
transform for solid shapes in Rd. The s-scale axis transform of a shape
S is defined by the following construction: (i) compute the medial
axis of S yielding the (typically infinite) union of medial balls, (ii)
scale the radius of each medial ball by the factor s ≥ 1, (iii) recom-
pute the medial axis of the scaled union of balls, and (iv) re-scale the
new medial balls by the inverse factor 1/s. The resulting set of balls
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6.1 Approximation of the s-scale axis

is the s-scale axis transform of S and the ball centers define the corre-
sponding s-scale axis. For s = 1 the scale axis transform is identical
to the medial axis transform, while larger values of s lead to increas-
ingly higher levels of simplification (see Figure 5.1). Let us illustrate
the effect of the scaling operation on a simple 2D example:

We observe that medial balls are covered completely by larger nearby
balls when scaling each ball’s radius. On the other hand, small balls
without larger balls in their vicinity are not covered. This can be
interpreted as a small feature next to a large feature being less im-
portant than a small feature that has no significantly larger features
nearby. Recomputing the medial axis achieves the simplification and
removes all covered balls, since these do not touch the boundary any-
more and are thus no longer medial. To maintain the same global ge-
ometric scale, the final step of the construction shrinks the latter me-
dial balls by the inverse of the original scaling factor. As the figure
above illustrates, the scale-adaptive classification allows discarding
unimportant branches of the medial axis, while keeping the features
that are essential to capture the semantics of the shape, even if these
features are small.

Medial Axis of a Union of Balls. Although the medial axis is ge-
ometrically unstable, we argued using Theorem 34 and the stability
of the λ-medial axis that the exact medial axis MU of the the union of
balls U is well suited for approximating the stable subset of the me-
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dial axis MS of S. To compute MU, we use the method of Amenta and
Kolluri [AK01] as described in Section 4.2. Additional details specific
to this use of the algorithm are provided in Section 6.1.3.

Growing Medial Balls. The key element in the construction of the
scale axis transform is the scaling of all medial balls by the simplifi-
cation factor s ≥ 1. However, an algorithmic solution to this scaling
operation is not obvious, since in general the number of medial balls
is infinite. We solve this problem by exploiting the specific structure
of the medial axis MU. Since U is a finite union of balls, MU is piece-
wise linear and can be represented as a simplicial complex [AK01].
As illustrated in Figure 6.5 on a small example, the growing of a spe-
cific finite subset of medial balls creates exactly the same shape as grow-
ing the infinite set of all medial balls. It is easy to verify that this set
consists of the medial balls corresponding to the vertices of the sim-
plicial complex describing MU. Note that this property only holds for
the medial axis of a finite union of balls, which is exactly how we ap-
proximate the input shape S. The medial axis of the union of balls af-
ter scaling cannot contain the centers of all covered balls, hence these
parts of the medial axis will be discarded. Effectively, MU is simpli-
fied by removing unstable branches to yield a stable approximation
of MS.

Filtering. The scale axis construction has the property that
branches of the medial axis can not only be pruned, but they can
also move or get straightened out. This allows simplifying branches
without breaking topology, even when aiming for drastic simplifi-
cations. However, the movement of branches also has a drawback:
If the boundary of the shape contains spherical patches (or circular
arcs in 2D), small spurious branches can appear (see Figure 6.4).
Since the boundary of U consists by construction of such spherical
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discrete scale axis representationdiscrete scale axis before filtering

medial axis of growing union of disks

Figure 6.4: The limited resolution of the finite union of balls can lead to
spurious branches. A local filtering step based on the object angle criterion
removes these discretization artifacts.

patches, we need to apply an explicit pruning step to remove these
discretization artifacts. The pruning step is based on the observation
that spurious branches appear when the intersection of a ball with
the shape boundary consists not only of isolated points, but entire
spherical patches. Any such ball needs to be medial and it may stay
medial for a longer period when growing the radii, hence a new
branch can originate at its location. However, the object angle of this
medial ball decreases significantly, which allows identifying these
spurious branches. To avoid changing the topology of the shape,
we use a topology-preserving version of the angle filtration similar
to [SFM05]. As illustrated in Figure 6.4, this pruning step removes
spurious branches without affecting the salient features of the scale
axis representation.
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grow shrink

(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Scaling medial balls. The medial axis transform of the union
of the two purple balls (middle) consists of infinitely many balls, some of
which are indicated as gray circles. Growing all these balls is equivalent
to growing only those balls centered at the vertices of the piecewise linear
medial axis (a). When shrinking, however, we need to sample the medial axis
to obtain a finite union of balls that approximates the shrunken shape (b).

Shrinking Medial Balls. The final step in the construction is re-
scaling the medial balls of the grown shape by a factor 1/s. Unfortu-
nately, the finite scaling property described above only holds when
growing balls, but not when shrinking them (Figure 6.5 (b)). In order
to obtain a finite set of shrunken balls, we adaptively sample the scale
axis such that the shrunken balls centered at these sample points in-
tersect deeply, i.e., the intersection angle between two adjacent balls
is above a certain threshold (we use 150◦ for all our examples). Edges
of the simplicial representation of the scale axis are recursively split
in half, while triangles are recursively subdivided using the standard
1-to-4 split, until balls centered at the triangle vertices meet at least
as deeply as described by the threshold.
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6.1 Approximation of the s-scale axis

6.1.3 Implementation

Our implementation is based on CGAL (www.cgal.org). For the
boundary sampling, we rely on the implementation of the method
of Oudot et al. [BO05] in the 3D meshing package of CGAL, and im-
plement the polar ball extraction using the Delaunay triangulation
package. The conversion from a union of balls to a polygonal mesh
to reconstruct the simplified shapes is implemented using the 2D sur-
face meshing package, treating the union of balls as an implicit sur-
face and accelerating the point location using regular triangulations.

Medial Axis Computation. The largest part of the implementa-
tion is the method for computing the medial axis of union of balls as
described in Section 4.2. This algorithm combines computations on
Delaunay triangulations and weighted alpha shapes, combinatorial
tests involving different triangulations, and flooding algorithms to
extract the medial axis. The main obstacle for a robust implementa-
tion are geometric degeneracies (multiple balls intersecting the same
sample points). Tam and Heidrich [TH03] have proposed various ex-
tensions to improve on robustness. For sets of polar balls they detect
degenerate tetrahedra using only combinatorial information. We can
apply this approach to compute the medial axis MU of the union of
polar balls U. Still, the geometric predicates on the input balls are
degenerate by construction. While CGAL allows evaluating geomet-
ric predicates for degenerate configurations robustly, it does so at the
cost of exact arithmetic computations. We reduce the time to eval-
uate such predicates considerably by perturbing the ball centers by
a random displacement of at most a fixed factor of their radius (in
our implementation we use a factor of 10−4 ). Note that polar balls
themselves are a sampling of the medial axis transform of U. Hence,
one can improve efficiency without affecting the results by skipping
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Figure 6.6: Left to right: the full medial axis of grown balls and the one
composed only of the complete Voronoi faces. We can apply the angle fil-
tration reliably on the latter one and get the results which can be seen on
Figure 6.4

the first medial axis computation and directly computing the medial
axis of the grown set of polar balls.

Filtering. Since the computed medial axis has full connectivity in-
formation for its faces, our angle-based filtering step to remove spu-
rious branches can be constrained to preserve topology, similar to
the method of [SFM05]. The algorithm first segments the medial axis
into sheets that are bounded by non-manifold edges (edges where
three or more medial faces meet) and assigns an importance value
to every sheet. The importance value is the maximum object angle
on this sheet. Sheets of minimal importance are removed iteratively,
while maintaining the neighborhood information between sheets to
preserve the topology of the medial axis. Since the segmentation of
the medial axis in such sheets is unstable, this method is not suit-
able for general medial axis simplifications. In our setting, however,
we can identify small spurious sheets reliably. One useful modifica-
tion to the medial axis algorithm proved to be crucial for this step.
Remember that the medial axis of a union of balls is a subset of a
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Voronoi diagram, so it can be composed of complete Voronoi faces
and Voronoi faces which only partially contribute to the medial axis.
In our algorithm we consider only complete Voronoi faces. Note that
the theory guarantees that incomplete Voronoi faces can only be on
the boundary on the medial axis, so ignoring them will not change
the topology type of the result. See the geometric effect of this modi-
fication on Figure 6.6. Now we have to deal only with small spurious
sheets that can be clearly separated and pruned without changing
topology. For the angle limit we use a fixed threshold on the object
angle of 30◦ for the pruning.

Sheet boundaries. The approximation of S by a finite number of
balls has a boundary composed of spherical patches, i.e., there are
surface features at the intersections of adjacent balls resulting from
the discretization that are not present in the continuous medial axis
transform. The scale axis representation captures both the salient fea-
tures of the input shape and the ones resulting from the discretiza-
tion. As a consequence, the sheets of the medial axis often have a
jagged boundary depending on the distribution of the balls. For ap-
plications where more regular boundaries might be needed, we can
smooth these boundaries by moving the centers of the medial balls
that contribute to the sheet boundary and align them in a more regu-
lar fashion. Smoothing is implemented using the uniform Laplacian
on the ball centers that lie on a one-manifold boundary of the medial
axis. Since we ensure that the balls stay in the interior and touch the
boundary of the unmodified union of balls, the shape is only altered
minimally.
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input shape medial axis

scale axis reconstruction

Figure 6.7: Comparison of the discrete scale axis representation for s =
1.15 and the original medial axis of the union of balls for a complex model
consisting of 1.7 million triangles. Since unstable parts of the medial axis
are removed in a scale-adaptive way, the representation preserves important
features such as the teeth, while small wrinkles in the skin are removed.

6.1.4 Evaluation and Discussion

Figure 6.3 summarizes the performance of the sampling algorithm
described in Section 6.1.1. We show statistics of the conversion from a
mesh to a union-of-balls and back to a mesh for a complex shape with
sharp features consisting of 177,044 triangles. As the zooms illustrate,
geometric features are faithfully captured at a comparable number
of primitives. The quality of the approximation, in addition to the
theoretical guarantees and the robustness of the computation, make
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medial axis scale axis reconstructioninput shape 

Figure 6.8: Zooms of the example in Figure 6.7

this conversion algorithm a useful tool in itself for various geometry
processing applications.

Figures 6.7 and 6.9 show discrete scale axes for complex models with
geometric features at different scales. The essential filtering step is
the scaling of medial balls in conjunction with a re-computation of
the medial axis to remove unstable branches in a scale-adaptive fash-
ion. The simplicity of this construction is imperative for the effec-
tiveness of the algorithm: no special cases need to be handled and
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medial axis scale axis

Figure 6.9: A higher abstraction factor of s = 1.2 simplifies the medial
axis more aggressively. See zooms on Figure 6.10.

no hidden parameters need to be adapted to specific models. Our
method has two main parameters, the approximation threshold δ for
the conversion to and from union of balls, and the scaling factor s
that determines the level of simplification. Figure 6.11 shows how
these parameters control the output of our algorithm. For high levels
of abstraction, i.e. large values of s, a higher threshold δ can be used
for improved performance.

An important characteristic of the scale axis concept is that the re-
sulting medial representation is stable for relatively long intervals of
the scale parameter s. For example, on Figure 6.11 and 6.12 the me-
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medial axis scale axis reconstructioninput shape 

Figure 6.10: Feature importance is determined in a scale adaptive way in
relation to the geometry of its surroundings. Most of the folds of the clothing
on the body are removed but the sharp edge of the pants are preserved.

dial representation undergoes very minor changes for values of s in
the interval [1.05, 1.15]. Hence, selecting suitable simplification levels
becomes significantly easier than for existing methods that often ex-
hibit a more volatile behavior when varying the filtering parameter
(see video at http://www.balintmiklos.com/scale-axis/
algorithm_siggraph_2010.html). Figure 6.13 provides a comparison
with existing methods. For [DZ04] and [BYS07] we used the code
provided on the authors’ website, the λ-medial axis is our implemen-
tation. Note that the uniform filtering of the λ-medial prunes away
small, but important features like the tail of the Dolphin and ears of
Armadillo, while the angle based method of [DZ04] produces results
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δ=0.03

s=1.05 s=1.10 s=1.15

δ=0.01

δ=0.05

Figure 6.11: The scale axis is robust to small changes of the simplifications
factor s and conversion parameter δ for data where geometric features are
clearly distinguishable.

of different topology than the input. If noise is not explicitly handled
as in [BYS07], results are clearly unsatisfactory.

Figure 6.14 summarizes results on a large set of different shapes
ranging from mechanical parts to smooth organic surfaces. In total,
we batch-processed all 380 models of the [CGF09] database without
any manual tuning of parameters or handpicking models. These ex-
amples confirm that the discrete scale axis is a general tool for geo-
metric data analysis and processing.

Table 6.1 shows some statistics of our algorithm. Roughly 80% of the
time is spent on converting the input shape to a union of balls. Our
current implementation focuses on robustness and is not optimized
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δ=0.03

s=1.15 s=1.80 s=3.00

δ=0.01

δ=0.05

Figure 6.12: Higher simplification factors might change topology but al-
low high level simplification of the shape.

for sped, thus substantial performance improvements should be pos-
sible. For example, the sampling algorithm could be speed up by
directly inserting the original vertices of the input mesh instead of
exploring similar ones by the sampling algorithm.

Limitations. Figure 6.14 demonstrates that a wide range of mod-
els can be processed with our algorithm. In Figure 6.15 we illustrate
some problems that can arise, in particular for large values of s and
highly concave regions of the input shape boundary. These issues are
related to the fact that the scale axis is not necessarily a subset of the
exact medial axis and in extreme cases can even move outside the
original shape. While this in general allows more drastic simplifica-
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Belyaev et al.input Dey & Zhao λ-medial scale axis

Figure 6.13: Comparison to other medial axis computation methods for
different smooth and noisy models.
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Figure 6.14: A subset of the 380 discrete scale axes for the shape database
of [CGF09], all computed using the same settings δ = 0.01 and s = 1.1. In
the top left corner we show result for a shape described as point set. In the
bottom right corner we show the discrete scale axis (δ = 0.005, s = 1.1)
for a scan of a Cardium Pseudolima shell model consisting of 1,268,908
triangles.
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Model (δ, s) #Triangles UoB #Balls DSA

Raptor (0.002, 1.15) 1,716,200 23.9 217,200 2.39

Woman (0.003, 1.2) 177,044 16.5 139,767 2.14

Shell (0.005, 1.1) 1,268,908 11.6 130,120 2.51

CAD (0.01, 1.2) 29,990 15.1 155,620 1.25

Vase (0.01, 1.1) 29,744 1.37 21,049 0.32

Vase (0.03, 1.1) 29,744 0.15 2,434 0.07

Vase (0.05, 1.1) 29,744 0.05 970 0.03

Table 6.1: Statistics and timings (in minutes) measured on a Intel i7
2.93MHz with 6 Gb memory running our single-threaded 32-bit applica-
tion. UoB denotes the conversion to a union of balls, while ’DSA’ comprises
the steps of the discrete scale axis computations.

tions of the input shape, artifacts can appear in the form of unnatu-
ral merging of branches. A possible solution would be to explicitly
map the discrete scale axis to a close subset of the medial axis and
compute a medial axis filtration based on the scale axis. However,
such a mapping between the scale axis and medial axis subsets is not
straightforward to compute and needs further investigation.

While sharp features are handled robustly in practice as shown in
Figure 6.15, an explicit representation of sharp features requires an
extension of our algorithm. Notice that the continuous scale axis
transform does represent sharp features exactly, since the definition
is based on an infinite number of balls. In the discrete setting, how-
ever, the finite number of balls is able to represent sharp features only
for concave configurations.
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Figure 6.15: Sharp features can be approximated up to the precision of δ
and concave regions can be filled up for larger values of s.

6.2 Scale filtration of the medial axis

In the previous section we presented an algorithm that computes
an approximation of the scale axis for one specific value of s. If the
whole evolution of the scale axis family is of interest, it would be de-
sirable to have an algorithm that computes a structure that encodes
the whole evolution of the scale axis. Another limitation we already
mentioned is that the scale axis branches/sheets can move, in fact
they can even move outside the original shape.

In this section we present a structure derived from the scale axis
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Figure 6.16: The scale filtration and its shape simplification in black and
green. The gray shape is the grown shape with the corresponding scaling
factor and yellow is the scale axis approximation.

which addresses the above limitations for the 2D case. The scale filtra-
tion of the medial axis is, as its name suggests, a filtration of the medial
axis based on the scale axis importance.

The advantage of the filtration over the scale axis is that a whole fam-
ily of simplified skeletons is precomputed, that can be explored ei-
ther by hand or algorithmically to extract the most meaningful ones.
Additionally, the skeleton is guaranteed to be in the interior of the
input shape, the reconstruction is always a subset of the input, and
the topology is guaranteed to be preserved. (see Figure 6.16)

We define this structure algorithmically in the following way. We ap-
proximate the medial axis using the medial axis of the union of ball.
In this 2D case we can use our quick and robust algorithm presented
in Section 4.3.3. After that we need to assign a scale importance at
every endpoint of the segments that compose the medial axis ap-
proximation. Inspired by the construction of the scale axis, we decide
importance based on when a medial ball is covered through the scal-
ing evolution. For algorithmic simplicity we approximate this event
simply with the following construction: for a medial ball B we con-
sider as its importance the scaling factor at which some other B′ me-
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dial ball covers it during the multiplicative growing. Computing the
importance of all balls can be done with a very simple algorithm in
O(n2) complexity. In the next section we discuss how this computa-
tion can be accelerated.

Note that the event when a medial ball B(c, r) is covered in the mul-
tiplicative scaling indicates that its center c is not anymore part of the
medial axis of the scaled shape. This can mean that the medial point
is simplified, or it can mean that the medial branch got straightened
out, but in principle is still there. If we would simply use this im-
portance value for the filtration we would encounter the same prob-
lem as the angle filtration, namely that the medial axis gets discon-
nected into little pieces. To overcome this limitation we apply the
same improvement as in the case of angle filtration: we change the
importance values such that we guarantee that the topology does
not change, similar to [SFM05]. A simple flooding algorithm starts
from the endpoints of the medial axis and traverses the medial axis
to insure that the importance values are always increasing as we
progress to the interior. The final result of such an algorithm and the
comparison to the discrete scale axis approximation can be seen on
Figure 6.16. Note that the topology preserving angle filtration gives
a fundamentally different result than the scale filtration, because of
the way importance is computed. For the example on Figure 5.5, the
topology preserving angle filtration will contain the three outshoot-
ing branches no matter how high the angle importance is, while both
the scale axis and scale filtration can remove those branches.

One strength of the scale axis is that it allows topological simplifica-
tion of the shape. Obviously, the scale filtration will lose this flexibil-
ity. An approach to allow this flexibility could use the discrete scale
axis to allow topology simplification and once the desired topology
is reached the scale filtration can be computed for further geometric
simplifications.
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The main difficulty to extend this filtration to 3D lies in the topologi-
cal behavior. As we pointed out in Section 5.1, ensuring the topology
preservation of the angle filtration for complex general shapes in 3D
is a difficult task.

6.3 The scale axis and the Moebius
diagram

The main construction of both the scale axis and the scale filtration
is the multiplicative growing of the balls. We studied how this con-
struction behaves in the continuous case in Chapter 5, where we pre-
sented topological properties of the continuous scale axis. In our al-
gorithms we model shapes using a finite number of balls, so it is
natural to ask the question of how can we computationally capture
this scaling evolution the most effective way.

It turns out that we can use a special case of the Moebius diagram
to understand what geometric and topological events happen to the
union of a finite number of multiplicatively growing balls. The mul-
tiplicatively weighted Voronoi diagram is a special case of the Moe-
bius diagram. See Section 3.2.8 for the definition of the Moebius dia-
gram of balls. For sake of simplicity we discuss only the two dimen-
sional case, but all these observations should hold for higher dimen-
sions, as well. See Figure 6.17 for an example of the Moebius diagram
for a set of balls.

If a point x is in the interior of a Moebius cell, this cell’s ball is the
only one that will reach x the first time during the growth. After that
point x will be covered by the union. The scaling factor at which this
event happens is the multiplicative distance to the ball in whose cell
x lies.
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A point y on an arc that separates two Moebius cells represents an
event in the growing where the balls of the two neighboring cell
reach y at the same time, but no other balls cover this point yet.
Therefore, the 1-skeleton of the Moebius diagram describes the path
of all vertices of the union of input balls as they evolve during the
scaling. More precisely, the set of points on the 1-skeleton which have
multiplicative distance to the set s, are the vertices of the union of s-
grown balls.

So the Moebius diagram captures how a set of ball evolves during
the multiplicative growing. In the following we discuss how we can
use the Moebius diagram to compute structures related to the scale
axis.

6.3.1 Ball coverage

For the scale axis an important geometric event is when a ball gets
covered by the union of the other balls, because this means that
this ball does not contribute to the boundary of the union anymore.
We computed a similar event we computed for the scale filtration,
namely the event when a ball gets covered by only one other ball in
the set. These events intuitively give us the information that the ball
at this scale is not important anymore. It is eliminated because it does
not contribute to the boundary of the union anymore.

Can we detect such events using the Moebius diagram? For every ball we
have a Moebius cell. This cell can have holes or even be made up
of several components. The point on the boundary of this cell with
the highest multiplicative distance represents exactly the event when
the this ball last contributes to the boundary of the union. After this
scaling factor, the boundary of this ball will be always covered by the
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Figure 6.17: The Moebius diagram of a set of balls encodes the evolution of
the multiplicative scaling. The bottom figure shows the original balls with
radii scaled by 1.4. Notice how the Moebius arcs track the vertices of the
union of balls.
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balls. Therefore, we can test when a ball is "eliminated" based on a
simple test on a Moebius digram.

Here we have to pay attention to a detail. The test that the boundary
of a ball does not contribute to the boundary of the union does not
necessarily guarantee that this ball’s center is not part of the medial
axis. Nevertheless, for input balls that are a sampling the medial axis,
i.e. deeply intersecting, we expect this test to be a close approxima-
tion of when a medial ball stops being medial during the growing.

6.3.2 Topology

The topology events of the growing of a union of balls is encoded
in the Moebius diagram. Actually, all the results from the character-
ization of the multiplicative distance from Section 5.3.1 hold for the
case with finite number of balls, as well. Consequently Lemma 24
can be used for identifying the critical points using simple tests on
the Moebius diagram.

It is interesting to mention the main difference between the continu-
ous and discrete multiplicative distance to a shape. We have proven
in the continuous case that no topology changes happen during mul-
tiplicative shrinking of a shape. This does not hold for the discrete
case where we shrink a finite number of balls. Actually, if we shrink
with small enough scaling factor, then the union of balls disconnects
to as many components as balls.

Critical points. Remember that critical points are characterized by
Lemma 24. Given the Moebius diagram, we can extract the critical
points efficiently: a Moebius face contains a critical point if and only
if it intersects the convex hull of the centers of the dual balls (these are
the closest balls). The multiplicative distance value at every such crit-
ical point indicates at what scaling value this critical event happens.
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6 Scale axis computations

Figure 6.18: Critical point examples for the Moebius diagram. The balls
highlighted in yellow meet at a critical point indicated with blue. These
events correspond to topology changes of the union of balls during the
growth.
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Since we are interested in the topology changes for the growing evo-
lution (and not for shrinking), we can consider only the points with
distance value larger than 1.

As Figure 6.18 illustrates, in 2D, we have two types of a critical
points: the intersection of a Moebius edge with the segment connect-
ing the dual ball centers; and a Moebius vertex that lies inside the
triangle formed by the centers of the three dual balls. The former
corresponds to an event when two components get connected or two
parts of the same component meet and a hole is created. The latter
corresponds to events when a hole gets filled and disappears.

Note that there is an interesting parallel to the unweighted Voronoi
case. The Voronoi/Delaunay setting captures the evolution when we
start growing balls with the same speed from a set of points. The
Moebius case captures when this growing happens with different
multiplicative speeds. Although the structure of the Moebius dia-
gram is much more complex than that of the Voronoi, interestingly
the critical points similarly signal the topology changes, and they can
be identified in an analogous way like in the Voronoi case.

Now let us take a look at the 2D example of critical points in Fig-
ure 6.19. We notice that in this simple case where we expect only a
few topology changes we detect 16 critical points. Many topology
changes happen to the union in a short interval as the geometry of
the two legs meet. From a practical point of view, the small, unsta-
ble topological features of the evolution are not representative for
the shape. To understand the topology, we are more interested in
the persistent topological features of the scaling. This leads us to the
topological persistence framework (see Chapter 7 of [ZAD+05]). This
framework is well studied and currently many tools and software is
available to compute persistence diagrams of point sets and other
structures. Nevertheless, current algorithms mostly concentrate on
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6 Scale axis computations

Figure 6.19: The critical points for the medial balls of the giraffe. The color
coding corresponds to the multiplicative distance of the critical point.

Euclidean or power distance. It is not straightforward how to extend
these methods for the Moebius distances.

To be able to compute the persistence diagram of the multiplica-
tively growing balls we need an evolving simplicial complex which
we can feed into the algorithms that build the persistence diagram.
Currently, we see two options for constructing such simplicial com-
plexes.

Multiplicative flow complex. This approach is based on a yet un-
proven conjecture that a structure which we call multiplicative flow
complex captures the topology of the union of balls as it grows.

The flow complex introduced by [BDGJ08] is the set of stable man-
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ifolds of all critical points of the Euclidean distance function. Every
stable manifold can be associated to the distance of the critical point.
Given its recursive structure, the flow complex can be considered a
filtration that captures the topology of the union of uniformly grow-
ing balls. It does this in a very compact way, basically every sim-
plex in the filtration signals a topology change. We think that this
approach can be extended for our multiplicatively weighted case, as
well.

For the correctness of this approach we would need to show that the
stable manifolds for the multiplicative distance have similar prop-
erties as in the Euclidean case. The crucial difference between the
Voronoi/power diagram case and the Moebius setting is that in the
former the cells themselves are contractible, so the filtration of the
dual complex (α-shapes) already captures the topology. For Moebius
diagram the cells are not contractible, so the analog of the α-shape
complex in the Moebius setting does not capture topology.

The computational difficulty with this approach is the computation
of the multiplicative flow complex. Even for the Voronoi case the ro-
bust computation of the flow complex is a non-trivial question.

Boundary complex. The other approach concentrates on a simpli-
cial complex which is easier to compute and shifts the complexity to
the persistence diagram computation.

Instead of keeping track of a complex that captures the topology of
the shape, here the aim is to maintain a complex that captures the
topology of the boundary of the shape. This complex therefore will
be combinatorially more complicated, where simplexes not only get
accumulated, but they can also be removed as the structure evolves.
This requires a much more sophisticated algorithm to extract the per-
sistence diagram out of such a data structure [CdSM09].

The advantage of this approach is that the simplices can be extracted
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6 Scale axis computations

Figure 6.20: The purple segments are the boundary of the dual of the balls.
They correspond exactly to pairs of balls whose Moebius arcs are intersected
by the blue boundary of the scaled balls.

directly from the Moebius diagram. Consider a given scaling factor
and the boundary of the union of the scaled balls. This boundary
intersects a set of Moebius faces. It is very easy to see that the dual
simplices of these Moebius faces capture both the combinatorics and
the topology of the boundary of the union of balls. See Figure 6.20. A
simple and elegant way to prove this is to show that these simplices
are exactly the simplices in the boundary of the dual of the scaled
union of balls and then simply apply Edelbrunner’s result stating
that the dual of the union of balls captures the structure of the union’s
boundary [Ede95].
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6.3.3 Final thoughts

We have shown that based on the Moebius diagram both topological
and geometric events of the multiplicative scaling can be captured.
Unfortunately, given the complexity of the Moebius diagram, cur-
rently no stable and robust implementations of Moebius diagrams
are available as for Voronoi or power diagrams. Once such an imple-
mentation is available, we expect relatively few difficulties in imple-
menting practical algorithms to analyze the scale axis evolutions as
described above.

In this section we have illustrated a parallel between the analysis of a
point set under Euclidean distance using Voronoi/flow complex con-
structions and the analysis of ball sets under multiplicative distance
using the Moebius diagram. Therefore, we think it is interesting to
reexamine all related point analysis algorithms and see what the cor-
responding multiplicatively weighted ball setting means and which
structural properties and computational tools can be transferred over
to the multiplicatively weighted case.
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C H A P T E R 7

Mesecina, the software

Mesecina is a software designed for interactive exploration of geo-
metric structures in 2D or 3D.

The basic idea is straightforward: a visualization widget offers a view
and allows navigation in a 2D or 3D scene which contains many ge-
ometric structures. These geometric structures, called layers, can be
interactively switched on or off for visualization and their complete
appearance can be customized (see Figure 7.1). Layers typically rep-
resent a geometric structure that an algorithm computed. Visualizing
simultaneously several results in the same scene often gives crucial
insights in the relationship between geometric structures. By imple-
menting more and more geometric algorithms the utility of Mesecina
increases because of the flexibility to combine and relate different
kind of structures.

This exploration is the core functionality of Mesecina, but other fea-
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Figure 7.1: The main widget shows a scene with geometric structures,
while on the right the list of layers with checkboxes is used to build the
scene to be examined.

tures like generation of animations and videos are incorporated into
Mesecina, as well.

7.1 The geometric algorithms

There is a 2D and a 3D version of Mesecina, which use exactly the
same kind of user interface and they contain the following main ge-
ometric algorithms.

Mesecina 2D:
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• Voronoi diagram and its dual (Delaunay triangulations)

• Power diagram and its dual (regular triangulations)

• Moebius diagram — unpublished prototype implementation
by Christophe Delage

• Dual of union of balls [Ede95]

• Power crust reconstruction [ACK01]

• One-step curve reconstruction [GS01]

• Medial axis from point samples using Voronoi edges

• Medial axis of union of balls

• Witness complex curve reconstruction — implemented by
Armin Häberling during his diploma thesis supervised by the
author [Hab08].

• λ-medial axis [CL05]

• Contact angle filtration of the medial axis

• Scale axis transform

• Scale filtration of the medial axis

• Prototype of scale analysis from point samples

Mesecina 3D:

• Voronoi diagram and its dual (Delaunay triangulations)

• Power diagram and its dual (regular triangulations)

• Dual of union of balls [Ede95]

• Power crust reconstruction [ACK01]

• Skin surface [Ede99]

• λ-medial axis [CL05]
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• Contact angle filtration of the medial axis

• Conversion of shapes into union of balls

• Scale axis transform

Note that Mesecina is closely tight to CGAL data structures, there-
fore Mesecina is very easy to extend to offer basically any CGAL al-
gorithm.

7.2 User interaction

The user can interactively draw or load input data into Mesecina and
let the various algorithms compute new geometric structures that
can be directly visualized and explored. In 2D, typical input data
is a set of points or balls. This input can be interactively modified
and all the geometric structures will be updated automatically and
on-the fly updated to reflect the changes. This allows the exploration
of how the movement of a certain set of point influences structures
like Voronoi diagrams or more advanced structures, like curve recon-
struction or medial axis approximations.

As already mentioned the visualization is highly customizable. Pa-
rameters like color, point size, line width, or opacity can be cus-
tomized for every single layer using a pop-up window. Addition-
ally, to completely control the overlapping and/or transparency ef-
fect, the order in which layers are rendered can be modified using
drag-and-drop on the list of layers. Geometric primitives can be as-
sociated with numbers that represent their importance or some other
measures. These kind of structures can be visualized with differ-
ent color-maps which again can be customized interactively. Addi-
tionally, primitives with importance values below or above certain
thresholds can be simply filtered out from the scene.
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Besides manual manipulation, another way to explore the influence
of changes in the data on the results is by using evolutions. Mesecina
offers several evolutions of structures which programmatically mod-
ify the input data or certain intermediary structure. For example, for
a dense set of sample points an evolution algorithmically smooths
out the point set by applying Laplacian operations on the recon-
structed curve. All other structures, like medial axis approximations,
are updated for the modified point set, hence the effect of smoothing
on the medial axis can be explored. For such evolutions, Mesecina
stores all the states and result structures for every step of evolution.
This means that once several steps of evolution have been computed,
the user can go back and forth in time, and/or zoom-in-and out at in-
teresting regions of the scene to examine them more in detail. More-
over, the user can compute and visualize new additional structures
on top of the previous ones.

Geometric algorithms often make use of several parameters or
thresholds that influence the final results. Such parameters can be
interactively changed through the Application settings window. This
window contains a list of name/value pairs, which typically influ-
ence the behavior of an algorithm, e.g. the threshold for the conver-
sion precision between a shape and union of balls. These settings can
be used other customizations of the Mesecina framework itself, like
the camera projection in 3D mode. Very specialized parameters can
be surfaced through this window to the user interface which helps
visualizing specific structures, e.g. highlight the triangle with third
largest area. This functionality is very useful while developing or de-
bugging algorithms.

To share such insights gained from exploring geometric structures
Mesecina supports the creation of images and animations of the vi-
sualized structures. Images of the current view can be exported one-
by-one using keyboard shortcuts, or by entering a recording mode.
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When in recording mode, a snapshot of the current view will be
taken every time a structure or the view itself changes. The num-
bered snapshots can easily be converted to videos using standard
tools. Since Mesecina’s navigation contains continuous zoom in and
out functionalities and options to continuously change application
settings or visualization parameters, this recording mode can gener-
ate sophisticated animations with relatively little effort.

As a general rule, Mesecina remembers the last state it was left in.
This includes window positions, scene and visualization settings, ap-
plication parameters, basically everything that the user can change.
Therefore, a continuity is be achieved between restarts of Mesecina,
which is very useful during development. Additionally, application
settings and scene viewpoints can be explicitly saved and loaded to
and from files. There is simple mechanism to store and load whole
configurations of scenes in the form of bundles. Bundles contain a
whole visualization configuration of a current scene, i.e. which set of
layers activated, their order, colors, opacity, point size, etc. A typical
use is to set up a bundle for scenarios which one expects to be of-
ten of interest. Then once a data set is loaded one quickly can click
through the saved bundles to compute and examine all the different
configuration one might be interested. This functionality has proven
very useful for giving live demo presentations.

Finally, Mesecina supports a command-line mode that can be acti-
vated by passing the "–nogui" command-line argument at startup. In
this mode no user interface is used, Mesecina loads data and com-
putes results that are output to files. This mode is very useful for
batch processing a large number of data sets. For example, we used
it for the computation of the scale axis of 380 different shapes.
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7.3 Implementation details

Mesecina is implemented in different libraries which are linked to-
gether to form the main application. Both 2D and 3D versions share
the same code-base to compile the libraries for the user interface. The
only difference in user interface is between the visualization widgets
and import/output functions for files.

Both the 2D and 3D version use a set of Geometry libraries for the core
geometric computation. Every library implements a generic Geom-
etry class and provides a set of layers to the main program. Addi-
tionally, it can register application settings, write to the log, output
statistics to the Benchmark and statistics window, etc. See Figure 7.2
for a schematic view of how a Geometry integrates in the mesecina
framework. In principle, the Geometry can use all high level func-
tionalities of Mesecina, e.g. when a point set is loaded in Mesecina,
a geometry will be notified about this event and the point set will be
offered in a convenient data structure for further processing. Addi-
tionally, a Geometry can connect to low level functions and control
what happens for low level user interactions, e.g. middle mouse click
in the scene on a segment.

Mesecina was designed such that it is easy to add a new Geome-
try and the new Geometry can always build on the result of other
Geometries. These simple constructs can lead to flexible and com-
plex relationships between algorithms, but they have to be carefully
planned and maintained by the developer.

A relatively complex part of Mesecina is the code that handles the
layer and bundle management. This part of the code is heavily built
on Qt classes and needs to be accessed only in case of improvements
of the user interface. A schematic overview of which classes handle
specific events and signals can be found in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2: The triangle arrows indicate inheritance, while the normal
arrows show bi- or unidirectional communication mechanisms between
classes. These communication mechanisms can mean references to objects
or specialized member functions.

The rendering and navigation engine of Mesecina is built on an open-
source library called libQGlWiever for the 3D version. The 2D ver-
sion was directly implemented on top of the OpenGL widget of Qt
and uses a simple list of layers. This list is traversed every time a
rendering event or an interaction event has to be handled. Most lay-
ers will be specialized by the geometries, but there are a couple of
special layers in 2D that handle the panning and zooming, insertion
of points and circles, and selection and manipulation functions. Fig-
ure 7.4 shows an overview of the 2D rendering engine.
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Figure 7.3: Besides standard UML notations we use dotted arrows for the
communication through Qt signals between classes.

7.4 Mesecina in the future

Mesecina has been very useful for this PhD research. It turned out
to be useful not only for exploring computational geometric struc-
tures and algorithms, but for prototyping work in other computer
graphic projects involving optimizations and combinatorial shape
analysis algorithms. We have used it for teaching purposes and have
received many positive feedbacks from other researchers and artists
who downloaded our public binary version from the website.

To encourage the improvement and use of Mesecina and
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Figure 7.4: The rendering engine in 2D highlighting the relationships
between the special layers that handle selection and interaction with the 2D
scene.

our research results, we open source the complete Mesecina
source code including our (sparse) developer documentation on
http://code.google.com/p/mesecina.
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C H A P T E R
8

Conclusions

The goal of this thesis was to find a high quality medial representa-
tion. This involves two problems:

• the mathematical definition of a structure that overcomes the
limitations of the medial axis and its filtrations

• the implementation of an algorithm that computes this struc-
ture for 2D and 3D data

We think that we successfully addressed both issues in this thesis.
The scale axis transform uses a simple construction to define a me-
dial representation that has a superior mixture of properties which
could not be found in prior art. We designed a mathematical frame-
work to study the scale axis transform and have proven topological
properties. We have shown that the definition of the scale axis trans-
form leads to efficient practical algorithms. Our algorithms, both in
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2D and 3D, compute scale axis representations for arbitrary, complex
shapes. We demonstrate the robustness and versatility of our algo-
rithm with an extensive validation on hundreds of shapes including
complex geometries consisting of millions of triangles.

We think that equipped with this practical algorithm to compute
high-quality medial representations, we can revisit many geomet-
ric problems and applications that refrained from using medial rep-
resentations because of instability and/or computation difficulties.
Additionally, scale axis representations contain a whole series of
gradually simplified representations of the shape. The ability of the
scale axis to directly extract high level geometric and topological in-
formation from a shape puts the scale axis in the position of a funda-
mental shape analysis tool. Designing adaptive sizing functions or
automatic shape simplification/abstraction tools are direct applica-
tions of such a representation. We also believe that the scale axis can
act as the basis of new theoretical work. We refer the reader to Ap-
pendix A for several directions for future work including ideas and
prototypes for new algorithms and variants of the scale axis.

We are excited and curious about where the core construction of the
scale axis can lead in a more general setting. For the scale axis trans-
form, the construction of multiplicative scaling of medial balls "does
the trick" of detecting importance of geometric features. But this con-
struction is general enough to be applied to any set of balls (not
only medial balls) and it gives a scale-adaptive insight into what a
set of balls represents. Many of our theoretical results of characteriz-
ing these constructions transfer over for general sets of balls. From a
computational point of view, the Moebius diagram is the key struc-
ture which can be used to extract geometric and topological informa-
tion about the whole evolution of this construction.

Therefore, we think that the multiplicative scaling construction can
be the basis of a general toolset for analyzing data that comes in the
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form of weighted points (center and radius). The strength of the scal-
ing construction is that it reveals relative size relationships between
balls. Thus any setting that can use such relative size analysis or
scale-adaptive abstraction/simplification of spatial information can
potentially benefit from an analysis based on multiplicative scaling.
We think there are two crucial questions to ask in order to decide if
such an analysis is useful for a specific setting:

• What does the multiplicative scaling represent for a specific
data?

• How do the computational tools provide structures that de-
scribe the information of interest?
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A P P E N D I X A
New directions and variants
of the scale axis

This section contains various directions for future work which we
consider worth investigating. We are convinced that these ideas can
lead to important theoretical insights or algorithms that push the
state-of-the art of scale-adaptive geometry analysis and processing.

A.1 Understanding scaling

One fundamental unanswered question is if a multiplicatively scaled
shape has any specific structure.

Question 1. Given O and s > 0, does a set A always exist such that
As = O?
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Figure A.1: Consider the shape bounded by the two back lines which has
the two small bumps on the top given by the two blue circles. All three blue
circles are medial circles. The dashed blue circles are the shrunken medial
circles. The shrunken shape is bounded by the red horizontal lines and the
two dashed blue circles. This gives rise to the dotted red medial ball for the
shrunken shape, whose center is a new medial point that appears during the
shrinking. The original black medial point moved to the red position during
shrinking.

Note there is a significant difference between the cases where s < 1
and s > 1.

A negative answer to this question means that scaled shapes have
a specific structure, they are not arbitrary shapes. If these properties
could be identified, they might be helpful for the study of the ques-
tions presented below.

Question 2. Given O and 0 < s < 1, how does the medial axis of M(Os)
evolve?

On Figure A.1 we show an example illustrating that the medial axis
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can change under multiplicative shrinking. Our intuition is that these
are only minor changes. Formalizing this would be a step towards a
geometric stability result of the scale axis.

A.1.1 Multiplicative Hausdorff distance and
stability

Based on the current definition of the multiplicative distance of a
point to a shape we can define the bidirectional multiplicative Haus-
dorff distance between two shapes. The visual explanation is the fol-
lowing. A shape A is considered s-close to B iff B is covered by the
grown version As. We call the multiplicative Hausdorff distance be-
tween A and B The smallest such s for which both A and B are s-close
to each (both directions) .

We observed in our experiments that the scale axis exhibits stabil-

Figure A.2: Two different proximity regions (in orange) for a given shape
(red). The Euclidean Hausdorff proximity on the left does not adapt to the
shape. The multiplicative Hausdorff proximity on the right is adaptive since
it is given by the multiplicatively s-grown version of the shape. Every shape
that is covered by the s-grown shape is considered s-close to this shape.
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ity properties which we hope one can formalize under closeness in
terms of multiplicative Hausdorff. Below are a couple of conjectures
we think are worth considering.

Conjecture 3. Consider two close shapes w.r.t. multiplicative Hausdorff
distance. The distribution of the topology events during the shape growth is
similar for both shapes, and there are relatively big intervals of s where the
scale axis transforms are homotopy equivalent.

This problem might be attacked using the multiplicative distance
framework and its properties as semiconcave functions. In such a
proof it is crucial to relate the critical points of one shape to the criti-
cal points of the other shape.

Conjecture 4. Consider two close shapes w.r.t. multiplicative Hausdorff
distance. The s-scale axes of the two shapes are close to each other.

The final formulation of the above conjecture is subject to many tech-
nical details. We envision such a result in a form similar to the stabil-
ity of the λ-medial axis Theorem 3 in [CL05]. The crucial difference
is that the scale axis yields a scale adaptive simplification, which is
much more flexible than the uniform behavior of the λ-medial axis.
We think that the formulation of such a theorem might need even
more technical constraints. The reason is that the λ-medial axis gives
a continuous evolution of the medial axis, while the scale axis evolu-
tion contains non-continuous events, e.g. a branch of the medial axis
contracts to a point.

A.2 The stepped growing

The growing construction of the medial axis is not commutative. If
we grow a shape with a factor a and then we grow the new shape
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with a factor b, then we get a different result than if we grow first by
b and then a: (Oa)b 6= (Ob)a.

It turns out we can define a very similar growing construction that
has such a commutative property. The basic idea is to grow a shape
in steps, and at every step recompute the medial axis and then grow
the shape based on the new medial balls.

Definition 9. For any s, α > 1, let us call the following mapping the s-
growing with α-steps:

Oα
s =

{
Os, α ≥ s

(Oα)
α
s/α, α < s

Now if we make the steps arbitrarily close to 1, we get a definition
that grows a shape always with the “current” medial balls if α → 1,
α > 1. Therefore, for this alpha we would have the property (Oα

a)
α
b =

(Oα
b)

α
a = Oα

ab, for α→ 1, α > 1. Based on our experiments on finite set
of balls, this structure might even contain less discretization artifacts
if we use as approximation the medial axis of the union of balls. In
Figure A.3 we illustrate the difference between direct and stepped
growing. As we pointed out in Section 6.1.2, the exact medial axis of
a finite set of balls can give rise to new branches during growth due
to spherical patches on the boundary. A recomputation of the medial
axis removes the branches very similarly to the angle filtration we
used in our computation algorithm in Section 6.1.2. This is why in
the stepped version shown in Figure A.3 the new branches are much
smaller and we expect them to disappear for the limit of smallest
stepsize.

Question 5. What is the difference between Os and Oα
s for α → 1, α > 1.

Is there an elegant mathematical way to study the stepped growing?
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Figure A.3: Medial axis of finite set of balls under direct growing on the
left and stepped growing on the right. Orange colorcodes the grown shape,
while green is the reconstruction from the scale axis.
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A.3 Semantic scale axis

The scale axis definition uses the same formula for the growing of ev-
ery single ball, the speed of growth is influenced only by the radius
of the ball. Obviously, importance might be determined by other fac-
tors than size.

We think that we can incorporate such information as additional
weights to the medial axis or a more differentiated growing formula,
depending on a specific application.

A.4 Geodesic scale importance

An inherent limitation of the scale axis transform is the behavior
around concavities and at regions where two different parts of the
shape almost touch each other. Consider the example in Figure A.4.
On the top row the small features are closer to the large balls com-
pared to the bottom row. Notice how on 1.35-scale filtration on the
top right the small branches are shortened because of the proximity
of the large feature. By definition in such regions both the scale axis
and the scale filtration have an unexpected behavior. The former con-
nects the two parts, the latter although keeping the right topology,
one part can influence and simplify the other because of the geomet-
ric proximity.

To overcome such undesired behavior we envision a modified ver-
sion of the scale importance. Remember the scale importance is given
by the pairwise coverage between balls as we grow them. For a me-
dial ball B(c, r) the scale importance is:

sB(c,r) = min
B′(c′,r′)∈MAT(O), r′>r

d(c, c′)
r′ − r
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What we would like is that balls which are far far with respect to the in-
terior of the shape have a smaller influence on the scale importance. To
achieve this we can replace the Euclidean distance between the cen-
ters d(c, c′), with the geodesic distance on the medial axis. Using the
geodesic distance, two different branches of the medial axis would
not influence each other so strongly just because of a euclidean close-
ness between them. Still, internal to a branch they would behave very
similar to the scale axis.

A.5 Understanding the shape of a set of
balls

In this section we are seeking answer for the question that given a set
of balls what is the underlying shape that it describes and which are
the most representative balls for this shape.

To answer this question we use an idea inspired by the witness com-
plex curve reconstruction [GO07b]. The witness complex reconstruc-
tion is a way to explore a set of points and reconstructs manifolds
which are likely to be described by the points. Given a set of points,
called witnesses, the witness complex selects iteratively a subset of
the input points, called landmarks, and connects these points such
that they give a reconstruction of the curve which the witness points
are likely to describe. The selection of landmarks starts with an arbi-
trary point and continues with the iterative addition of the farthest
witness to the set of landmarks.

We can apply a similar procedure on a set of input balls, to under-
stand the shape described by this set of balls. We start with a set of
witness balls and iteratively add landmark balls. In the beginning
the largest ball is the only landmark ball. Then we select the farthest
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witness ball from the current set of landmarks as the newest land-
mark ball. Farthest in this setting means in terms of multiplicative
distance. For a set of balls B and a ball B(c, r) the distance of B from
B is the scaling factor when the union of balls in B covers B. This met-
ric mimics the Moebius diagram and the multiplicative scaling of all
balls. For every addition we have an associated scaling factor, i.e. the
distance of the new landmark to the previous set of landmarks.

The current landmarks scaled with this current scaling factor can
give an insight of how these balls need to be connected to give a
reconstruction of the shape described by the balls (e.g using the dual
of the balls or the medial axis of the union)

Interestingly, as an additional result we get a unique ordering on
the set of balls, based on their importance with respect to the scal-
ing. Possibly this information could be used for subsampling a set of
balls.

A.6 Sampling of the medial axis

In Chapter 6 we have presented an algorithm that uses a finite set
of balls to approximate the medial axis transform and uses the scale
axis construction for computing medial representations.

An interesting question is how well can one approximate the continu-
ous scale axis transform using a finite sampling of the medial axis? This
question is analogous to the curve reconstruction problem. In that
setting a curve is the structure we would like to reconstruct from a
finite set of sample points. If the points are a dense enough subset
of the curve in the sense of ε-sampling, then we know that one can
reconstruct the curve with the correct topology and with bounded
geometric error. For the medial axis transform we could ask the same
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question. The medial axis transform is composed of an infinite num-
ber of balls. Which is the finite subset of balls that contain enough
information for a precise reconstruction of the complete medial axis
transform? We think that well chosen sparser sampling would allow
a provably good reconstruction of the scale axis of the shape. So the
general question could be, how densely do we have to sample the
medial axis in order to be able to compute a precise reconstruction of
the s-scale axis transform?

Intuitively, we expect that one requires a relatively dense sampling
in order to capture the medial axis transform (i.e. the 1-scale axis
transform). As s increases, we should be able to reconstruct the scale
axis using sparser sampling. For example, consider a shape that has a
unique largest medial ball. This single ball would be enough in order
to reconstruct the s-scale axis transform for s→ ∞.

The strength of such a sampling/reconstruction algorithm could be
that for sparser samples it might simply just give a scale axis recon-
struction of a higher scaling factor s instead of breaking down. And
it can lead to a method to store geometric information in a compact
way with provable good approximation (in the sense of scale axis
transform).
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Figure A.4: First column is the 1.1-scale filtration, while the second col-
umn is the 1.35-scale filtration.The importance of the three small features
are influenced by the proximity of the large feature.
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A P P E N D I X B
Notations

d(x, y) distance between two points x and y
[xy] closed segment between x and y
(xy) line passing through x and y
∠(a, b) angle between vectors a and b
〈x, y〉 scalar product of x and y
‖x‖ the norm of x
B(x, r) open ball centered at x and with radius r
Nx a neighborhood around x
O open subset of Rd

O closure of the set O
∂O boundary of O
∂dX boundary as defined by the topology of Rd

and not the induced topology by X
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MAT(O) medial axis transform of O
M(O) medial axis of O
Γ(x) closest points to x on ∂O
Σ(x) the smallest enclosing ball of points in Γ(x)
Θ(x) the center of Σ(x)
∇x the steepest ascent vector of d(·, ∂O) at x, i.e. x−Θ(x)

d(x,∂O)
C(c) intersection if the smallest enclosing ball of the contact points

with the medial ball, i.e. ∂Σ(c) ∩ ∂B
φx Lieutier’s flow, flow integrating ∇x

φB the flow of balls using Lieutier’s flow on M(O)

Os the open set after multiplicative scaling with factor s
SATs(O) s-scale axis transform of O
µB(x) multiplicative distance of x to the ball B
µO(x) multiplicative distance of x to the open set O
∂ f (x, p) partial derivative of f at x in direction p
D+ f (x) superderivatives of f at x
∇ f (x) gradient vector of f at x
ΓO(x) the set of closest medial balls to x in multiplicative distance
rO(x) the maximum radius of balls in ΓO(x)

Mij Moebius bisector between two balls Bi and Bj

Hz the hyperplane containing z and orthogonal to [c1z]
H+

z the halfspace limited by Hz and not containing c1

H1,i the hyperplane containing z and tangent to M1,i

H+
1,i the halfspace limited by H1,i and not containing c1

h1,i intersection of H1,i and Hz

S set of empty spherical caps on ∂B1

S maximal empty spherical cap of ∂B1 which contains ∂B1 ∩ H+
z

B?(c?, r?) ball with center close to c1 such that it is closer to z than B1 is
h(X) apex of a cone tangent to a ball along X or ∂X
`(s) Lipschitz function - curve on the medial axis ending in c1

Y solid cone with apex at the center of the sphere
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s parameter of the scale axis, if s < 1 shrinking, if s > 1 growing
ε, δ, α positive values for small difference, offset values
α, θ angles
λ semiconcavity constant or λ-medial axis parameter
A an open subset of Rd

f a function usually for general semiconcave properties
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